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ABSTRACT
The National Institute of Education is in the process

of designing and conducting a study of compensatory education in
accordance with the Education Amendments of 1974. Special attention
will be devoted to examining the relative effectiveness of ---
"standa'rdized" versus "individualized" instructional programs. The
stated purpose Of this report is: Al) to developa conceptual
framework-within which a meaningful compariSon of individualized
versus standardized instruction can, be made; (2) to identify specific
variables which need to be assessed; and (3) to develop and describe
specific procedures which should be used in gathering, analyzing, and
reporting the results of the research effort. It is. proposed that,
rather tha6 attempting to sample schools with uniformly
"individualized" or "standardized" programs, the sampling procedure
should involve a deliberate and systematic attempt to sample programs
which iary as widely as possible on different dimensions of
individualization. Thel primary sampling unit should be classrooms.
The central concern of the research Should be the accurate
description of what is being, implemented rather than how well, and a
careful evaluation of how those processes affect student outcomes.
The analysis and interprtation'of the study should be dir cted
toward providing guidelines and recommendations for policy
information, and therefore should focus on program variables (and not
merely .the programsI. (Adthor/JM)
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BACKGROUND

1. INTRODUCTION

The National4Institute of Education is in the process of designing
and conducting a study of compensatory education in accordance with
the Educatio-rr-d-ments of 1974. °tie of the major goals of the
research is to anaryze the effectiveness of different ways of meeting
children's educitional needs. As part of this ,larger NIE effort,_spe-
cial attention will be devoted to examining the relative effectiveness of
"standardized" versus "individualized" instructional 'programs.

"Individualized" programs, which attempt to tailor instruction
to the individual student needs, have received increasing attention in
the educational community, and Congress has specifically mandated
their inclusion in the overall assessment of the effectiveness of differ-
ent instructional methods used in compensatory programs.

The results of NIE's study will be used to provide Congress
with specific recommendations regarding educational programs and
objectives, and could form a basis for new legislation. While the

focus of the present effort is on compensatory educational programs,
it is expected that the results will.be applicable to a wide range of
educational policy questions. The primary purpose of the particular
research effort that is to be guided by this report is to provide a
basis for forming policy as opposed to merely evaluating the effective-
ness of existing programi. The research is not intended to serve as

,
a vehicle for making funding decisions about individual programs; but
rather is intended to have a broader impact on legislative and program
decisions regarding compensatory education in genera l.

This research effort is to be primarily an intensive study of
the effects of individualized instructioncer se, and other variables are
of only secondary interest. It is to be an in-depth assessment of the.-

, actual operation of a small sample of existing programs, rather tihan
a broad survey representative of compensatory programs as a whole.

And finally, it is designed to include measures based on actual obser-
vation of the instructional process in the classroom and its impact on
children.

8
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B. PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

tr

In line with the,goals described above, the purposeOf this report.
is (I) to develop a conceptual framework within which a meaningful

4 .toMparison'of individualized vs. standardized instruction can be made;
(i) to identify specific variables which need to beassessed; and (3) to
develop and describe specifi4 procedures Which should be used in
gathering, analyzing and reporting the results of the research effort.
In approaching each of these tasks, CRI has attempted to describe the
practical or theoretical rationale underlying the selection of one
approach over another. -CRI believes that-this is especially important
since in many instances the choiCe of approach is far froM obvious,
and must rest ultimately on decisions regarding research objectives
and priorities. Thus, adequate documentation of the major considera-
tions and assumptions underlying the choice of given research strategy
is essential.'

C. MAJOR CONSIDERATION AND ASSUMPTIONS AFFECTING THE STUDY DESIGN

CRI took two major factors into consideration when designing
the study - the Request for Proposal (RFP) specifications and the
"State of the Art" as reported in the literature related to individu-
alized instruction.

The approach describe& in the RFP suggests that the contractor
begin by defining as precisely as possible two distinCt'categories into
which instructional programs. could be classified, i. e. individualized
or standardized. The aim of this approach woAld be to compare the
outcomes for these two treatments, adjusting for all other sources of"
variation which can be measured. These source's would include pro-

,

,cess variables not incorporated within the definition f treatments,
contextual and input variables characterizing 14ssroo s, s ch'bols,
and communities being studied. s

r -"S."
1

Unfortunately, such a comparison would 4swer the iestion of
which type of treatmdnt is more effective only when operatiii under

r4
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rather restrictive ,and unrealistic assumptions. First, if must die
assumed that 'there exisAs a single treatment dimension correspond-

,

ing to the concept of indivpualizatiOn along which programs can be
ranged. Certainly the literature does not reflect a consensus on
what such an essential characterization of individualization might be.
Programs can be assessed in erms of a number of variables. gener-
airy agreed to reflect individualization (e.g., variation in rate of
progress through a particular set of tasks, or differential assignment
Of materials), 'but it is not clear whether a single treatment dimension

. can be meaningfully defined.

Second, for the approach suggested in the RFP to be appropri-
ate, it must be assumed that the treatments being compared are well-,
,defined entitites which could in principle be replicated in various
classrooms. That is, whatever "individualitzed instruction" is
defined as, it must be something which is meaningful to talk about,
in general; The notion is that this "something" can be added to a
pre-existing situation.

Again unfortunately, the literatutgrsuggests that this may not
be the case either. There is often as much variation between class -
rooms supposedly using the same progra,m,as there is between pro-
grams,. This may be due to differences in the way a given Program ir
implemented. Or it may be that there are strong interactions between
teaching style and curricular approach on the one hand, and various

,

contextual and background variables on the other. For exa ple, it
.

may be that a certain teaching method is never successful,n.certain
settings because of fundamental incompatibilities between the method
and these settings.

In light of these prqblems we are faced with a' diffiOlt choice.
One alternative is to ignore these potential complexities in the dope that
they,will wash out or can be suitably handled in the analysis. This
approaCh would lead us to consider this study in terms of a traditional
pre-post, ,treatment versus, control group design (without randomiza-ft
tion). The overall estirnate,of the trea4nent effect would be based on

;10 1,
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a comparison of the outcomes for those programs designated -

"standardized" with the outcomes for those designated "individualized."
Statistical-adjustments would be used to control for biases relatee¢Yto
measured input and contextual yaiables,:es well as for pre-te dif-:

ferences. An overall .estimate.f program effect for. individualized
and standardized progrdms would be calculated and presented along
with several.'caveats.

On th4other extreme, we can become overwhelMed by the com-
i

plexities and abandon all efforts to provide some sort of definitive
statement Aourthe effectiveness of individualized instruction. The
research effort would then risk losing an immediate policy payoff. A
Such a study would be primarily descriptive and would make no seri-
ous attempt at/Causal inference.

Neither of these extremes are satisfactory forNIE's purposes.
The first is likely to provide a precise answer to the wrong qupstion,
,C

,kkhile the second begs the question altogether. In addition, neither
p roach seems to provide enough answers to other question which

rest other Federal, State, and local school district audiences..
se questions are related to ' the various ways to individualize

standardize programs; the types of gain's produced by the vari-
types of programs; the conditions under which certain gains are
duced; and the factoars which affect implementation of certain
es of programs.

With or without the results of this study, Congress must make.
difficult deciiions with respect to compfnsatory education in two
ears. Therefore, the broad aim of this study should be to provide Tl

4a.s much information as possible on the degree to which educational
utcomes ht be im roved as a result of various olicies romot-

l-ing alternatives to current practice.

CRI iTnds that this goal can best be accomplished in three
,sequential stages of research. The first stage should focus on the
probletn of identifying different types of programsWhich currently

(
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exist in an attempt to define "treatments." This would ia.rolve
selecting a number of variables that might potentially be used to
differentiate individualized from standardized instruction and

.

determining empirically how these variables cluster.

The second stage'should involve asseSsing the effects of the
above defined "treatments" on student achiivement and other impor-
tant non-cognitive outcomes.

The'third stage should concer.n estimating the impact of a change
from one type of curriculum to another for a classroom with specified
characteristics. This would specifically take into account any inter-
actions that appear to exist between type of curricultui-i and co xtual
and input characteristics of the classroom. This process would
vide the basis for policy recommendations.

Thus, the suggested approach could be considered a compro-
mise between the two extremes in that it do-es not banish the notion
that there is or can be
individualization, but rat r it subjects that notion to empirical
ing. If in fact individualiz d programs do tend to share a set of 'unique
features which can-be formed into a single cluster and if any of these
clusters do in fact tend to esult in better outcomes, then that fact will
become apparent from tlyddata analysis in the study.

uch a thing as a single unified approach to

D. - KEY IMPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDY fESIGN

Several critical consequences follow naturally from the approach
described above. These will be mentioned briefly here and developed
more fully later in the ,reports:

Rather than attempting to sample schools with uniformly
"individualized" or "standardized" programs, the sampling

`procedure should involve a deliberate and systematic
attempt to sample 'programs which vary as widely as pos -
sible on different dimensions of individualization'.

12
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T,heLiterature suggest s that there is as much' variation
between classrooms that are supposedly using the same..
instructional program (e.g., classrOorris using Individ-
ually Prescribed Instruction, (ip.n), as there is between ,

different instructional programs. Therefore, for pur-.

pdses of this study, the primary sampling-unit 'should
be classrooms rather-than programs (such asIPI)
which are proported to be utilized:

The notion of how "well-iniplern-okillied" (i.e., how cI osely.
the implemeriked program matches the original program
d sign) a particular plan of individualized instruction is,
ecomes less central to the research than an accurate

deicription of what is,b eing implementedon the basis
of actual observational measures), and a careful
evaluatL..)n of how those processes affect, student out-
comes.

The.analysia.:and interpretation.of the study should be.
directed towZ?t1 providing guidelines and recommenda-
tions for policy-information which go beyond an eval-
uation of currently available programs; thus it should
attempt to provide evidence concerning the effects of
the underlying program variables (and not merely the
programs) inaudel in the study.

1

-
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II. PROJECT-CONCEPTUALIZATION

In Order. Co develop an adequate designTor a study.,that is directed
toward providing policy-relevant information, it is essential to arti-
culate the fundamental' goals and assumptions very carefully, i. e., to
define the.prtitlems and issues which the study must address. The
major goal of, the study is clearly stated in the RFP -- to study the"
effects of individualized instruction on compensatory education students.
Hciwever, before this general goal an be achieved,.the criteria for
judging effectiveness and definitions of individualized and standardized
programs must be developed. It is this latter problem that we shall
take up in this chapter.

A. CONCEPT INDIVIDUALIZATION

The RFP notes that several "individualized programs" presently in,general use differ widely in many respects, but seem to share certain
characteristics:

1. "Stated performance objectives.
.

2. Diagnosis of individual student needs with respect to these
objectives.

3. Regular progress tests.

4. Use of test finding's to identify the optimal instruction rate
for each child, allowing each student to proceed ati his own.
Tate.

The RFP identifies #4 above as th essential distinguishing feature
. ,

of individualized:instruction. f

One of the problems with attempting to isolate l'essential distinguish-
ing features", of individualized and standardized instruction is that it is
diffiatilt to find features which seem to distinguish the two types taken
as a whole and are centrally characteristic of either type by itself. As

the RFP notes, none of the four common characteristics of, individual-\ized programs, with the exception of t4, is typically uncharacteristic
of standardized programs. However, that does not mean that

4



individualization of instructional rate is thecnly important difference
between the two app roaches. Nor does it Mean that variations in rate
according to individual student needs is the most important goal of in-
diliidualized programs themselves. ' For example, Lind vall & Cox (1972)
state, that Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) is organized around
six goals, only one of which is that each student proceed at an optimal
rate. (The others include active student,involvement,. self- selection
and self-direction, self-evaluation, variation in techniques and
materials, and regular progress 'toward mastery of specified
objectives. )

It appears to be easier to distinguish individualized from stand-
ardized programs on a broad conceptual level than' at the operational
level. The differences between individualized and standardized pro-
grams appear to be largely in their organizing goals and differential
instructional emphasis. That is, individualized programs tend to em-
phasi'ze- certain instructional approaches whereas standardized pro-
grams stress others. But there is also wide diversity within the two
programs, and no single instructional technique can be singled out as
uniquely' defining fbr either type of program. Instead of searching for
a single defining fea ture, it seems more desirable to begin with a con-

,

ceptual analysis of individualized programs, based both on a distillation
of the shared goals and assumptions displayed by existing piograms aid
a systematic development of the concepts underlying them. Out of this
analysis a working definition of individualized programs will emerge
which, willaccurately reflect both the real, underlying commonalities
and the diversity to be found between and within them.

1. Towards Defining Individualized Instruction

For the purposes of this report "individualized" instruction
will be ,differentiated froni "standardized" instruction in terms of the
extent to which the educational program is oriented towards the par-
ticular and unique characteristics of ,each student within that program
or classroom.

15
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a. ..The Sequential Protvess of Individualization

Cent ra o C 's concept of individualization is the
nation:that an individ, ized rogram necessarily.involves three inter-
related steps. First, a diagnosis of the particular needs Of'a student
must take ?lace. Thus a students peculiar or spe cial abilities,
achievenient, interests and/or home background are taken into account.
Second, an, educational program which is specially tailored to the indi-
vidual student's presumed optimal learning mode is prescribed. Thirdly,
the prescribed treatment or .program is implemented.

When all three above steps have been taken in order, we can say
that there is "individualized" instruction. It should be made clear,
however, that the major distinction between individualized instruct
and other types is not merely whether diagnosis, prescription an.1 ple-,

tusedmentation occur, but when they do occur, whether or not t
on the individual student's needs rather than on the group's ne

In considering this sequence of three 'Steps, it is tempting to in-
clude additional criteria for defining individualization/standardization.
First, it would be possible to form additional criteria concerning the
basis on which the diagnosis is made, .or the number and kind of student
characteristics taken into account. It is CRI'd contention that while it
is important to gather this kind of infbrmation, it is not relevant to the
problem of distinguishing individualized from Standardized instruction,,
There is simply no single set of student characteristics that educators
agree should be taken into acFount in making diagnosis. From the stand-
point of defining individUalized instruction, the manner of diagnosis is
less important thin the fact that it was made on the basis of some bona
fide set of criteria applied to students as individuals.

It would also be tempting to gather data regarding the assumptions
underlying the teacher's selection'of a given prescription for a particular
diagnosis; that is, on what basis does a teacher decide what educational
strategy will best fit a diagnosed need? Again, while this is an interest-

.

ing questioncinits own right, it is our feeling that it must be considered.
tangential to the problem of studying the effects of individualized instrtic-
ion, and-therefore lies bpyond the scope of the study.

II-3
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In summary, our conception of individualized instr olYes
a sequential process of diagnosis, prescription and impl Mentat on
focused on the individual student's needs. The.particula basis 1.r the
diagnosis will not ):7e considered an important feature in efining .ndi-
vidualized instruction, nor will the nature of the formal r infor al
theory underlying choice of prescription, so long as that individ I

student`presCription is based on the diagnosis. ti

/
b. Multidimensional Nature of In ividualiied Instr ction

, 1

14.

The three step sequence de ribed in the precee ing
sec on is considered to be the essential "core" of individualized i

uctipn. Concretely, however, there are a number o ways in whch
the process of individualizing instructional treatments can be carrie
out. CRI found it usefu to distinguish eight derI I ived catego
ies of individualized instr ctional treatments. The'se categories were
developed on the basis of a vie of relevant literatureland validated
through an initial-telephone sur ey, through which CRI ohtained infor
mation from teachers abouCt eir actual instructional pr ctices.

Individualized instru ion can be differentiated by afying (1) the
c.)ntent or objectives different students are expected, to aster; (2) the
rate at which different s udents are. expected to proceed through identical

\

objectives and (3) the uence in which a given set of .,bjectives are
pres.cribed for differ nt studenti. In addition, when.dio..- ent students
are workin: on the -ame obective, individualized instruction can be
differentiated by rying (4) the materials that differe students uti-
lized; (5) the te cher behavior employed with the differ nt students,
(6) the-student, ehavior that is expected from different students,

`

(7) the social setting and (8) physical setting in which 1 arning for
different students takes plaCe.

The eight categories clearly interlock to some de ree, since the
de,Cisiort to vary instructional strategy in any one categ ry (e.g.,
materials) often implies variations'in other categbries s well ie. g.,
physical, setting or student behaviors). The categories epresent an
attempt to.list the different variables involved in instruction cove mg

LYE
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what the student is doing, why and w ere he is doing it, with whom and
with what -materials, at what rate nd in what sequence, and what
teacher behaviors are involved. t must be kept in mind, however, that
in order for any of the eight ab e characteristics of instruction to meet
the essential criterion of indiv dualized instruction., the differential
treatment that is prescribed .nd implemented for an individual must
be based upon a...diagnosis 6 the student's own particular needs.

These variables we
reflect operational diffe
ences in the theoretic
lying a particular ins
fully compared With
together the categ
instruction can b

e selected for study primarily because they
ences between classrooms, rather than differ-
conceptions or educational assumptions under-

ructional /approach. Classrooms can be meaning-
respect to each' of these characteristics, and taken

ries'seernito'encompass all the major ways in which
individualized at an,operational level.

An alternative to t e approach to the variable categorization
taken here wo ld be to onstruct,a similar list of variables which are
based on bro d programmatic educational goals or different models of
'the learnin: process,(such as the "extent of student involvement and
selfdirec ion" or "'mount of consolidation of learning provided"), and
attempt t dieterm ne which of these appears to be associated with better
outcom s. /How ver, it is our position hat such an'approach would be
of littl value b cause it is not associated with specific operational
pract"Ce7. TO be of any 6ractical ute, the study must'be able to assoc-
iate specific ustructional practices with classroom outcomes, and thus
we avt Jo- c sed our categorization of variables related to individuali-

\

za ardization around' actual instructional, techniques. Once

rned something about which practices are associatecl.with
comnes, we will be in a much better position to examine the

iofrit for educational theory. 7 .

esides characterizing individualized instruction in terms of
ion in content,. rate,' sequence, etc. , also central tb our concept
ividualization is the extent to which instruction is individualized,
the percentage of students who utilize diffareilt materials or

114-5 -
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4- receive different teacher behavior etc., as a function of individual
diagnostic-based prescriptions. For example, the teacher may form
small (theoretically homogeneous) instructional g-roups which in fact
are prescribed different objectives. By our del,,irbitThon this teacher
has individualized instruction more than a teacher who prescribes
the same objectives for every student in the class. Therefore, indi-
vidualized instruction can vary in the way it occurs and the extent to
which it occurs. Because of these variations, we have concluded that
individualized instruction is multi-dimensional in nature.a's illustrated
in Table 1 below.

'The Multidimensional
Table 1

InstructionNature of Individualized

.

.7

Extent of Individualization/. Standardization

Extent to which Diagnosis, Prescription, and
Implementation Occurs for:

Individual Student
(Individualized)

Subgroups --`'
(DifferentiatedY

Total Group
(Standardized)

g
.....

0
4.3

'4 4
o
U

th 4-,
0

$4

.2 4
0
aI

Iri
a.) Q,

E . ;.
.... 74,
0 `.1
4, -o
.4 ,-,
la) >
ri ri
W1-

1. Content
.

-. ;. .2.
_

Rate _
3. Seqyence

.

4. Materials
.

5. Teacher
Behavior 1

.

-.6 . Student . h

Behavior'
7. Social 1

Setting' 1

8. Physical .

Setting

_

.

.
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The degree to which these eight dimensions of individualized .

instructions occur independently of one another 'is an empirical ques=
tion that should be investigated in the proposed research. Further,
the nature of the interrelation'ship among these dimensions may help
define qualitatively different kinds of individualized instructional
programs. For example, in sor4 kinds of individualized instruc-
tional programs, there may be a high degree of-individualization in
terms of rate and materials, while in other kinds (such asp might be
found in alternative schools), greater individualization in content and
sequence might be expected.

The eight dimensions of individualized instruction are disccusse
in more detail in a later settion and are hereafter referred to as the
"key" process variables that distinguish individualized and standardized.
instruction.

2. Towards Defining Standardized Instructions

In contrast to individualized instruction, standardized in-
Astruction involves assigning essentially the same ,educational cur-

Pr:" riculum to. all students in a given group. This assignment may involve
a prior step of diagnosis of individual needs, but is distinguished from
individualized instruction in that the prescribed curriculum and imple-
mented instructional programs are based on what would be best for the

/majority of students in a classroom rather than for sub-groups or in-
dividuals.

In actual practice, the distinction between individualized and
standardized instructional approaches will be largely a matter of the
extent to which individualization is occurring along axiy of the eight
dimensions. The greater the number of students in a given classroom
who are treated differently because,they have been found to have
different characteristics.and needs, the more the instructional program

20.
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*

can be: said to individualized. 1- In a completely 'standardized program;
howeV'e-i every student is treated alike.

B. CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR THE STUDY DESIGN ,
::

' .. Indivi alization of instruction does not occur in a vacuum. oth
the form that individualized or 'standardized instructio3I-take wi in a.
cla'sSroom and the impact on outcornek are likely to be affec d by a

...-

:wide range of other variables. ' '

_ _

In addition to the ,key distingui.s-h4ng process variak 3es, other
'variables have been included blecause they meet one
,following criteria:

-amore of the

variables that are likely to have a direKimpact on outcome

_....
measures in ahy program whether incip.r'idualized or standard-.

ized

variables that potentially affect the way in which
individualized or standardized programs are
implemented.

,;Jrvariables that are likely to moderate
of various types of individualized or

the effectiveness
tandardized programs.

4--Ili the following sections, using oil variables to organize
the discussion, we will present our conceptual scheme by identifying
the conaonent variables, pointing toward their/ operational definition,'
and justifying their inclusion in the scheme.

The ftrst set are process variables wflch pertain to "in-class"
phenomena. This includes all those variables describing the way in
which instruction is actually carried out.

It should be noted th.at_it_is least logically possible that individual
diagnosis might lead to the conclustion that all students in a given
classroom have the same' needs, in which case a standardized pro-
gram might be indicated even'y 'individualized" criteria. While
it is obvious that some classrooms are more heterogenous than
others. It is CRI's position that in practice no classroom is hotho-

' geneous.

11-8
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TWO categories of process variables need to be distinguished for
purposes of this research. The first kind consists of the factors which
differentiate individualized From standardized instruction. These are

4

of central interest to the study and have been outlined previously. The
second category includes all classroom process variables that do not
themselves distinguish between. these two types of instruction, but which

'are important aspects of the instructional process in other ways and
which therefore need to be assessed. These would include, for example,
the number of hours per week devoted to math and reading, instruction,
the use of different kinds of positive and negative reinforcements tech-
niques", and the type of instructional materials available for use and
actually used in the classroom.

Two other sets of variables share the property of being "givens."
They a ). -7 contextual variables thought of as constraints imposed by either
extra- lass, school, or community characteristics, and input variables,
which are primarily individual student or teacher attributes.

More specifically, contextual variables refer to those charac-
teristics or dimensions which can be used to describe the instructional
setting at a level broader than the individual classroom. Major contextual
variables include geographical region, urban-rural characteristics,
community characteristics of students and staff °in the school as a
whole. More interesting contextual variables might include such things
as the interpersonal climate in the school, "level of parent involvement,
the nature of informal lines of communication, and the degree of
district, school andaeacher control over program selection.

Input variables refer to those characteristic features of the
classroom itself which right 'be expected to relate to the success or
failure of the program, andwhich should be,rincluded in the analyses as

")! (covariation faotofs. The major input variables include the character-
istics of the students in the class (e.g. class size, initial achievement
scores, mixture of disadvantaged vs. non-disadvantaged students,
initial non - cognitive scores, etc. ); those of the teachers and other
instructional staff (e. g. staff size, teaching experience, instructional

11-9
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assignments and roles, presence of specialized skills, initial attitudes);
0).

and the characteristics of the classroom program and facilitieg (e. g.
instructional grouping patterns, traditional vs. open or non-graded
classroom, physical facilities).

The fourth set' of variables in the conceptual rpOdel are outcome
variables. The most obvious outcome variables the research team
should look at are studentr's,aChievement...in mathernatics and reading.
Less obvious, but possibly of equal significance are classroom environ-
ment or non-cognitive dependent variables. Programs will certainly
have consequences on student and teacher attitudes as Well as direct
academic consequences. Prog'rams which effect how students and
teachers feel about themselves, each other and the learning process
could even be more important than initial specific content learnings.
For example, if a student as a result of being able to achieve at his
own rate, learns to like learning, that might be more valuable in the
long run than how well he initially learns to read.

Exhibit II-1 presents an abbreviated visual sketchjoi the proposed,
conceptual model indicating the interaction between these four sets of
variables. As Exhibit 11-1 illustrates, input and context variables are
expected to have direct effects on in-class process variables which in
turn effect outcome va iables. In addition, rocess variables will have
effects on each other. Finally although it i beyond the scope of the
specific proposed research, outcomes will (hopefully) in turn have
effects on input, context and-process variablefi. -.

The primary concern of this research is the effect of individualized
standardized compensatory instructidn on outcomes,

ach ement in math, reading and other non-cognitive factors or class-
envirpnment. In order. to make intelligent statements about this

ary concern, the research effort should specify under what set of
ircumstances individualization-outcome rqationship occur. Probably,

individualization is likely to be more successful in certain contexts or
communities and less successful in others. Likewise, inputs e.,
student and teacher attitudes, prior experiences, abilities and interests,

24
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fit, i? will also have major effects on_the nature of individualilation and
resultant outcomes.

summary, CRTs overall conceptual approach to the study de11

sign differs in a number of respects from that suggested by NIE in the
Request for Proposal. The reason for theSe differences is that after
considering the nature of the problem, we do not feel that individual-;

ized instruction can be assumed to differ from standardized instruction
&h1any single, well-defined respect. Theftwo approaches at the concep-

t,

tual level seem to represent two reaso nably distinct instructional
strategies, but ones which are characterized at the operational level by
highly complex clusters of interre lated practices, the particular com-
bination of which vary widely from one programto another. Thus it
is considerably easier to distinguish the two approaches- at a broad
conceptual level rather than at the operational level in the classro&n.
The methodological approach that we have developed will, however,
allow tht contractor to develop empirically derived operational defi-
nitions of individualized programs.

yes
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HI. METHODOLOGY

A. INTRODUCTION 4

The purpose of this chapter isco specify in some detail the pro-
cedures to be used in carrying out the study design. The following

methodological issues will be considered: the retearch design and the

research questions that the study should address; the nature of the
.

sample and procedures for obtaining it; operationalization and measure-r
of all study variables; and the development of specific plans for

data collection and data analysis.

Since the choices and recommendations CRI has made with

respect to each of these methodological issues are based on our
analysis of the best overall strategy to take in designing the study,

we shall attempt wherever appropriate to document the criteria that.
have been used in n-raking a particular decision. While this will be

done specifically in each,of the sections that follow, it may be usefill
to begin with a brief discussion and review of the considerations
involved in developing the overall deSign.

The major criterion in developing the methodology is that the
initial stages of the research be consistent with the definition of
individualization/standardization, as a, multi-dimensional concept.

.)p
Laterstages.of the research,however, should be directed at deter-

y Mining on an empirical basis whether it makes sense to talk about

individualization as a single treatment dirnension;,and if not, 'what

neurally occurring treatments related to incrividualizatiOn can be

identified? The next-step of the research strategy wouild be to

examine the effects of these treatments on outcome variables,.

The "program free" orientation CRI has taken in'idesigning the
study has several implications for the types of measures, procedures,

rt3

and analyses that Will be used. For example, the instrument employed
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to assess student achievement can be focused on general educational. ,
goals rather tian on the particular objectives of the various programs
being compared, i, e. , 'this approach avoids to some exlt-rit the prob-
lems that are inherent in trying to make comq.risons between programs'
which may have somewhat different - objectives.

Another implication is that the Classroom rather than the school
or "educational prOgram" should become the sampling unit. Thus,
each unit can be described in terms of the degree to which it does or
does not exhibit-"individualization" Of -instruction. By taking this
approach, the focus 54 attention is on those underlying variables that
truly distinguish individualized from standardized instruction rather ,.
than on idiosyncrktic program characteristics that are tied to given
sets of instructional materials which are likely to be changed by the

`time the study'is completed. .

Our basic approach then is to obtain a sample of classrooms
that appear to vary greatly along the eight dimensions of individuali-,
zation/s1tandardization, measure through a series of instruments.the
extent to which the classrooms actually do vary, and then contrast
the outcomes of programs which appear to cluster around certain under-
lying process, input and contextual variables.

-B._ RESEARCH DESIGN/

-..
The study involves a_quasi-experimental, longitudinal design,

with pre and post measures of student achievement.and teacher and
stndent attitudes. Treatment groups are defined by categorizing
existing classroom programs into two oit more g'it'nps on the basis
of their patterne of individualization or standardization of classroom
instruction on each of several dimensions. In addition, the design
provides for two observations of classroom processes, separated by
a' period of two. monthd. The design can be schematized asmfollows:

111-2
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Xi 01 02.
03.

X2 01 02 03

0
1

--03 04

X1 through Xn refer to different treatment groups: 01 and 04

are observations of student achievement and non-cognitive, attitudinal
measures, and 02 and 03 are.observations of classroom processes..

The primary focus of the study is on deterMining.whether the
treatments (i. e. , differences inindividualization of instruction) have
any differential effect on outcome measures (i. e. , changes from 01
to 0

4
in student achievement and other measures):

Th9 variables in.the study have been divided into the following cate-
gories: dimensions ofi individualization, oilier process variables, outcomes
variables, input variables and. Contextual variables. Input, contextual
and other process variables have been included for two reasons.
The first is :to "control" for poisible confounding_oPtlievariable of
primary, interest with other variablAR. If, for example, it happens
that classrooms with individualized instruction tend to have a greater
number of teaching aides than do classrooms with.standardiked
instruction, it is necessary to take this into account in comparing the
two types of programs. Second, it is important to be able to assess
the extent to which the effects of individualization might interact with
other contextual or background variables. Standardized instruction
may be more effective in some settings, individualized in others.
Since the results are to be used to help make important policy
recommendations, it is essential that the analysiS enable us to make
statements about the likely effects. of a given program not only in the
abstract, but in the particular types of 'settings in which it might be
implemented.

III-3 '
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C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The overall research strategy can be divided into three stages,
each of whi ch can be described by a set of research questions.

1. Stage 1 - Defining Treatments

In the first stage, the study should focus on describing
the typ4 of compensatory education programs which currently exist
in tertis:of input, context and process variables. The following
research questions should.be addressed:

What patterns of variation exist between programs
with respect t o variables relat ed to the concept
of individualization?

Is it possible to define a single meaningful dimen-
sion corresponding to the notion of individualization?

Is it possible to define a-ty pology of programs with a
few categories into which. most existing programs
can be classified?...

2. Stage 2 - -Comparing Treatment Effects

Data from the first phase would be used to divide prograrris
into categories, on the basis of naturally occurring clusters of pro-
gram types. In the second stage, the task would be to assess the
effe,-fs of the treatments defined in the first stage on student achieve-
ment and classroom environment measures. This would include
addressing the following research questions:

Which program types seem to produce the largest
gains or growth rates in student achievement?

Which types of programs produce the largest "gains"
or, positive changes in attitudes and self-concept?

Are these effects present even when the effects of
possible confounding variables are taken into account?

111-4
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3. Stage 3 - Predicting Implementation Effects

In the third stage, we would attempt to preaict the likely
effects of the progfa.m "treatments" if they were implemented in
classroorns having specified characteristics, The goal would be to
develop a model of the likely impact of changing from one type of
curriculum to another. If the treatments hale consistWnt effects
across classrooms, this task is a rather straightforwar.d extension
of stage 2. However, it would go beyond,stage 2 in that interaction
effects would be taken into account as well. Specific research ques-
tions include the following: ,

Dottie different "treatments" or program types
actually occur in a wid e variety of settings? If
there is a particular type of setting (as defined
by contextual and input variables) in which a
given program type does'not-occur, is thii; because
of any fundamental incompatibility between the
two? (The first is an,impo'rtantempirical
question, the second an impOrtant 'analytic one).

Are there contextual and/or input variables that
serve to limit or to enhance the effects of a given
program? Ar'e.thePe "cross-over" interactions
such that a program which is super'ior in one
setting is inferior in another?

For a given set of .e,lijit'4XttraTor input character-
istics, What is thelikely.impact of a particular
type' of program when implemented in a classroom
having those characteristics?

Each of. the above sets of research questions can in turn be con-
,cretized into a large number of more specific que'stions,, by framing
it in terms of specific variables rather than. categories of variables.
In the sections which follow, we shall attempt to outline in more
detail the procedures developed, to carry out the research design, and

answer the general research questions set forth above.

III-5
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D. SAMPLING PLAN

In developing a sampling ltn, we have 'been, guided by .( 1).a..sst
of general consideratiopS which reflect the goals of the overall study
design and (2) specific constraints imposed by other-features in the
design and secondary policy _goals stated by NIE in the Request for
Proposal.

1. General Considerations

For the-reasons stated in Chapter I, -t RI does not deem
it advisable to seek a sample of programs which are categorized as
individualized or standardized on the basis of only one arbitrarily
chosen criterion (such as the presence or abierice of variation in
rate of stu ent progress). Rather, the goal should be to identify a

sample of rograms which represent a wide range of variation along
each of se eral different dimensions of individualizatiori vs. standar-

:r

dization.

Practically, this would involve a sequence of steps. First,, a
sample of districts would be selected on the basis of existing survey
ata... The second step would involve selection of schools within each 1S

'di trict that appear to represent a reasonable degree of variation in
thei rall degree of individ ualization or standardization. The
third s would involve gathering more specific information by
telephon,- on the classrooms and programs within,these schools,
and the fou step would involve using this information to select
a final sample if clasaroofris.

Since it is nit the purpose of the study to obtain an accurate
estimate of th,e freq ncy with which different types of programs ar
actually being used, thi should not be a major consideration in.
selecting the final sample. Certain types of programs (e.g:,
dardized programs) may wel be Underrepresented inthc final :ample
with resp ect to their actual frequ cy of occurrence, and oth,rs ma
be overrepresented. The goal should eNto accurately reflect the
range of variation, rather, than-the frequen of program types.

31.



2. Additional Constraints Set by Policy

,Three additional constraints on the sample are imposed
by secondary policy considerations set forth by NIE in the Request
for Proposal.

a. Compatibility with District Survey I

NIE would like to cross=validate program descfrp-
c

tiorl obtained in bitrict Survey I'with measures of actual implemen-
tation obtained in this study. 'Therefore, one of the sampling con-

_
straints is that half of the total sample should be _obtained from District
Survey I. CRI suggests that the other half of the sample shOuld be
obtained from the sampling frame developed for District Survey,I,
following the same stratification criteria. Thus, in the fist of the
four steps outlined above, the contractor would begin with the 102

, ,..districts represented in District Survey I and add 102 districts selected
(according to the same criteria as used for Diistrict Survey I, for a.

total of 204 districts. In Each of the remaining steps toward select-
)?

_,

iing`a final sample, the contractor would impose the constraint that
half of the schools, and later half of the programs selected, would
be represented in DistriuL Survey I.

b. Instructional Setting

One pf the major issues 'surrounding the use'of com-
pensatory education funds is whether compensatory education programs
should be implemented within a regular classroom or outside Of it.
At present, many schools provide separate instruction for students
in compensatory, programs: By providing separate instruction, there
Is some insurance that the funds are benefiting the students for whom
they are.intended rather th4n being used to improve instruction in
general; however, there are questions about whether it is always
wise to pull disadvantaged students oht of a regular classroom for
special instruction.

rn order to gather data relevant 6 this policy question, NIE
would like to include in the sample schools of both types, in suffi-
cient numbers to make a meaningful comparison.
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To meet this secondary policy objective, an additional constraint
needs to be imposed on the sample. Approximately 50% of the schools
ingZuded in the sample should provide compensatory programs outside
of the..regtilar classroom, and approximately 50% within it. However,
whenever reading and /or math instruction is provided both inside and
outside the classroom, the "outside the classroom" setting should be
considered an extension of the regular classroom. -Therefore, these
iriStances should be tf

1
eaCe,d as a part o f-the "non -pull out," sample. .

CRI recommends that data...relevant to this criterion should be gather-
,

ed in the telephone screening procedure. Every attempt should be
made to ensure that in the sample as a whole, this "instructional
setting" variable is not confotinded with the extent or type of individ-
ualization provided in the program.

c. Avoidance of "Idiosyncratic" Programs

NIE has stated that it wishes to exclude from the sample
those .programs which are unique or highly idiosyncratic. Since the
long-range purpose of the study iso make recommendations to
Congress in the form of objectives which can be implemented on a large
scale, the polity reasons for-this are obvious.

However, NIE has operationalized this criterion by stating that
programs chosen should be represented in at least tWo districts or
100 classrooms. This operationalization poses some difficulty within
our framework, since we have recommended that the study proceed
under the assumption that all programs are different until proven similar.

Moreover, it isour belief that the sample should not be
restricted to programs which arIemresently in widespread use. No
attempt should be made to eliminkie programs which represent, for
example, a unique or idiosyncratic use of imagination and insight.
The only valid policy reason for eliminating idiosyncratic programs, CRI
believes, would be if they are successful by virtue of a. set of physical
or financial resources not generally available, or by virtue of-a set, of

,instructional practices which cannot be implemented 'elsewhere.

III- 8 .
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To help ensure that the programs chosen could for the most
part be implemented elsewhere CRI recommends that the sample be
restricted to public schools. Since there is a good deal of variation
even among public schools in the amount of resources available and
the political climate surrounding educational practices, this does not
completely solve the problem. But it does help to solve it, since it is
not unreasonable to maintain that any program which is currently
being implemented in a public school can at least to some degree be
implemented in others as well.

3. Determination of Sample Size

CRI believes that the study should involve a detailed, in-
depth and extended examination of a relatively small set of schools
rather than a more superficial examination of a much larger set.
We-are, therefore, recommending that the study design include extended
classroom observation, structured interviews with teachers, and other
data collection techniques which are relatively expensive,and time
consuming.

As a practical manner, then; the sample size has been set with .

this consideration in mind. We have set a target size of 250 class-
_

rooms for a complete set of dais..

4. Selection of Grade Level

The policy questions underlying this research are rele-
..vantto grades K through 4. However, to sample all five grade levels
would present enormous practical difficulties.' Indeed, these diffi-
culties do n \t disappear entirely unless the study is restricted o one
grade level, and CRI recommend-s that this be done. This restriction
enormously simplifies the problems of data collections selection of
tests, and interpretation of the results of the study, and allows the
contractor to concentrate resources on ensuring the internal assess-

%meneof the generalizability of the results across different grade
levels. It is our feeling that in a study primarily focused on the
processes rather than the .content of instruction, this limitation can
be lived with.

III- 9
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tIt.1 recommends that the study should focus on Grade 3. This
recommendation is based on two considerations.°` First, our discus-
sions with school personnel,and educators suggested that in the grades_
K and 1, and possibly11 2 as well, individualization Of instruction whether
planned or intentional, is so widespread that it is difficult to find class-
rooms in which instriction can be said to "standardized," at least in .

terms of actual clags oom practice in reading instruction.

Second, it is much more feasible to obtain reliable outcome
measures in the later,grasies. This is particularly title for student
self-report attitudes, which are relatively more difficult to measure
reliably in early primary grades. but it may also be true of achieve-
ment tests, because it is easier to pick up short-term-gains after
students have learned onset skills.

5. Classroom as the Sampling Unit

CRI recoriimends that the classroom be used as the primary
sampling unit. "Classroom" is defined as the setting_in which compen-
satory education students receive their math and reading instruction.
Therefore, "program" is defined as the reading and rriath instructional
processes and content utilized within a given classroom. In practice,
this means that whether compensatory education students receive
their reading and math instruction in a "regular" classroom or ina
separate lab setting, that setting should be treated as the sampling
unit. However, in instances where compensatory education students
receive instruction in both the "regular" classroom'and in another
setting (e.g., lab), their participation outside of the 'classroom should
be considered an extension of the classroom and not as a separate
sampling unit. Data, however, should be collected on the educational
experience of compensatory education students in all settings in which
they receive reading and math instruction; however, for analysis
purposes, the contractor should be able to distinguish the differences
in settings.

III- 1 0
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Data should be collected on all students in the cla sroorri, whether
disadvantaged or not. However, the contractor should be able to
clearly identify the compensatory education student sub -group in each
classroom, and run,separate and parallel data analyses on,this group.
In practice this may frequently pose some difficulties. While in many
classrooms the teacher will be able to provide the names of compen-
satory educati9n students, or they will be identifiable by virtue of the
nature of the program, in other classrooms this will not be the case.

^ 1" " , .

When it id'nc4,possible to ientify such students on the basis of
information provided-=by local school personnel, it is recommended
that pretest4. 'achie(rerrient baures be-used for this purpose, using a
criterion of Ql or Q2 scores in the total math or total reading scores.

For purposes of data analysis, it will often be possible to .

examine the data withiyi classrooms-as well as between. Thus data
files should be kept On'individual students.

6. Procedure forObtaining the Sample

It. is recommended that the sampling strategy proceed
sequentially from selection of districts to selection of schools to
selection of classrooms.

t."

a. Selection of Districts

The goal in the first stage should be to obtain a
nationwide sample of districts representing a variety of geographic
regions,, district populations, socioeconomic levels, and other
characteristics. It is not the purpose of this study to offer a truly
representative sample of schools or districts. However, it is highly
unlikely that a sample restricted to narrow geographic regions will
adequately represent other background and contextual factors in
sufficient variety. We have found that States differ considerably in..
the ways in which they encourue,ar require the# diStricts, to utilize
Title I funds. Many of thesieSdiffenerices may have an important
bearing on how the programs are carried out.
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In addition, geographic differences in and of thethselves are
very likely to emerge as important determinants of the impact of
the programs. Since the policy recommendations based on the
study will be applied on a nationwide scale, it is important to
have sufficient information to take these differences into account.
For these reasons, We feel that wide geographic diversity in the

e is essential.
(

-Morecrver, the .contractor should select half of the sample of
districts fr'om District Survey I. It is therefore recommended that
the contractor use the sampling frame developed for District Survey
I to select 102 districts, stratified according to the same variables
used in that strvey.' These 102 districts would be added to the 102
selected for inclusion in District Survey I for a total- sampling of i

.

204 districts representing different district sizes, geographic re-
gions, and levels and combinations of Federal and State funding for
compensatory education.

/ b. Selection of Schools

In the second stage, the contractor should send
letters to the superintendents of the 204 districts, describing the
study and soliciting recommendations of four principals of schools
within each district receiving compensatory funds. Two principals
shbuld be likely to have an "individualized, " and two should be likely
to'have a "standardized" third-grade classroom within their school.
These letters should be sent on or about March 1, 1976, and should
be followed up by letter or phone if there is no response within two

',to three weeks.

This procedure wo yield a list of approximately 8006choole,
with some initial likeliAcid that both individualized-and standardizede
classrooms' might be fou'lid'in these schools. (It_ should be emphasized
that we do not expect that superintendents will always have accurate
information regarding the individualization of classrooms in their
s*Cjbools and that the purpose of requesting this information is to help
locate classrooms, not to categorize them conclusively).
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A possible variation of this,procedure should, also be given con-
-

sideration. It.,might be considered desirable to weight the number of
schools selected according to the size of the district, with superirt- /
tendents of large districts being asked to identify a larger number of
schools than superintendents of smaller large extent,
this is a matterl,of policy, and NIE should 'provid,e guidance to the
contractor in determining to, what extent the sample should 'be
i'epresentative. of the districts receiving Title I funds, or the solictIls
receiving such funds, or a combination. In making, this determination,
it should be kept in mind that the District Survey I sample already
has overrepresented large districts in proportion to their total number,
although probably not in proportion to their share of the total student
population.

c. Selection or Cla.srooms_

On March 29, 1976, the Contractor should send
letters to the principals identified in the preceding stage, asking
them to identify a third grade classrooM which might be appropriate
for inclusion in the study, and to provide as much preliminary infor-
mation on the nature of the program as they are able to give.

On the basis of this information, the contractor should narrow
the list of schools /programs to 400 which seem to represent a good

initial mix of individualized /standardized classrooms within each of

the levels of variables which stratify districts.

The contractor should then begin a screen by means of a tele-
phone screening procedure of the 400 teachers identified by princi-
pals as responsible for running the classrooms. The telephone
screening should focus on the nature of diagnosis, prescription and

implementation utilized in the classroom, and its goal should be to
provide a basis for preliminary categorization of each program as

t"individualized"
orf"standardized" with respect to each of the eight

dimensions described earlier (or something very much like them).
Additional information should be obtained at this stage on -tie
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"instructional setting" variable, Size of the classroom, number
and proportion of disaaVanfaged students, and any.other variables
which v411 be considered in determining the final sample.

rt is suggested that this screening be conducted between May
3 and June 4,, 1976. Upon Completion of the teacher screening, the
contractor should have enough data to construct a matrix consisting
of a list of schools ,contacted, crossed with indi7;id.lia. izafiCmrStan-

tdardization variables. The next step Would iOolve using the infor-
mation contained in this matrix to select ac'final sample of 250
classrooms. The contractor should make use of systematic data
analysis to,aid in selection of the final sample; for example, use
of such techniques as multidimensional scaling,to help identify
naturally occurring clusters of program types from which class-
rooms can be selected. Such techniques will also help to document
the probedureused in selection. This task should be completed by
June 25, 1976.

. The criterion for selectidn would be to represent a broad
range of types of programs. Some programs would undoubtedly
be "individualized" with respect to all the variables; others .would
be "standardized" with respect to all of them. We suspect, how -

e'er, that a substantial number would represent a mixture of
individualization on some variables and standardization on others.
These latter should be included in the final sample in sufficient
numbers to accurately reflect the range of variation found in the
initial sample. There should be an attempt to include programs
representing pot only different overall degrees'of individualization
as reflected in the number of "individualized" variables, but also
different patterns and combinations of individualizatiOn, to the
extent that these are found t000ccur.

Feasibility of /the Sampling Procedure

The major ilactical difficulties'that maybe encountered
in implementing the sampling plan outlined above are (1) obtaining
a qualitatively and quantitatively adequate response from superinten-
dents and principals and (2) obtaining accurate and useful information
from teachers over the telephone.

III-14
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With respect to the first problem, difficulties jay be of
kinds. First, there may be a low response rate. This problem
can be minimized by allowing in advance for sufficient manpower
and funding to provide.adequ'ate followup. Second, superintendents

"' as a whole may be.unable to steer the contractor toward a sufficient;.
number of schools whichiare likely to provide individualized instruc--
tion. If this7seemi to be the case, then it is suggested that the
number of schools-and- teachers contacted at ti,ner's,Lyag be adjus-

.
.05j'Ted tilSwardliottrisurelliat alsufficient variety of program types will

3

be available for the final sample.

With respect to the second,problem, CRI has recently concluded
a pilot telephone screening of teachers, and has concluded that the
procedure is entirely feasible. Using an earlier draft version of
the Telephone Screening Guide (see AppendixP, CRI talked with

1 '40 'teachers and one principal in schools located in 26 states (see
Appendix I for listings) after making approximately 75 initial inquir
ries to school principals.

r 1 " t:
Descriptive data on each of the. 41 classrog ms is presented in

2 \
.."

Exhibit III-1.! Focusing on the data relevant to six dimensions of
.

individualization - standardization several observations can rntde.

1 The principal reported on the instructional practices of on of his
third grade teachers who was unavailable because of the ex stence
of a teachers' strike.
2 The two other dimensions of individualization /standardization of
instruction--social setting and pupil behavior--were not meastored
because the decision to include these variables was not fin Ilized
until near the completion of the telephone screening, .
3The data from the telephone conversations were summari ed,in the
following manner. A classroom was considered to be indi idualized
along one of the dimensions if most or all students differe with re-
spect to-the pr'escription along the dimension (e. g.., 'proceeded at
different rates or used different materials when working on given
objectives and the teacher reported that such decisions we're based
orb, the diagnosis ,of student ability, needs and/or student choice. A
classroom was considered to be standardized along one of the dimen-
sions if most..orall received the same prescription with respect to
this.diMension and either no individu"al diagnosis occurred or the
diagnosis`Was used as part of a diagnosis of the -entire class group.
A classroom was considered differentiated if the major differences
in prescription for students with respect to the dimension occurred
among different instructional groups, with most students within ai
gxoup receiving the sarhe prescription, and with diignostic activities.,
if present,Obeing used to divide students into instructional groups.
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i * yinbols for math and reading are distinguished through separation with a
Z.; "slash" (e.g., Math/Reading) if math and reading instruction do exhibit

4- the same extent of individualization-standardization. Otherwise; one
_ symbol, either "I", "S", or "D" is indicated for both math an&reading.

-,-. .

17 Nb Yes X)
1

-D D D . 1:30

l's8, Yei Yes
,

D -D . D D , D/I S '

19 '-' No No D D D D D D'

20 . No No DID S/D S/D S/D I ,S ,

21 No No D/I ' D/I D/I D D - ,S /I

22 . No No D D D D I D

,23 No No D . D D D

24 No Yes D D D D D I

25 No No D D D D a
26- Yes Yes D/I D/I D/I D/I D/I D/I

27 No No
0,-

D D I . D D D/I

;28 No D/S D/I I/D D/I I.
29 No

...
No D/I If/ I D /i# -..13 /I D/I ----b/S

30 Yes No D D D- D - D e S

31 No No S/D D I -. D- S

32 Yes Yes D
.....

D D D D D

-33 No No - S I I D- I . S

34 No Yes S/I 'S/I S/I VI S/I S

35 o
, Yes

%4f0,-
D D D D I,- I

36. No No D D I D ' I D/I

-37 Yes , y.es SID S/I. S/I S/D S/D -....- SII

38 No Yes D. D D. D I * S
39 DK DK# D . D I

.

D
.

D

40 No Yes D D b D I D

41 ' Yes
I

Yes D
4

D D 0 I D

r I - 'Individualized (diagnosis, prescription, and implementation fo-
cuses,Ani individual). .

8 - Standardized (diagnosis, prescription and implementation focuses
on entire class).

D - Differentiated (practice representing Middle point on individual-
izing- stafidaidizing e. , diagnosis, .

prescription and implementation foctises on sub,
groupsof class). 42
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First, three classroom teachers appear to be individualizing along each

of the dimensions with respect to both math and reading instruCtion.

Second, no teacher seems to standardize instruction along all dimensions

for both math and reading, giving tentative support to our previously
stated contention that all teachers attempt to "individualize3' in some

manner. Third, six teachers report instructional practices that fall
between individualization and standardization (i. e. , differentiation) along

all dimensions for both math and reading. Fourth, most teachers seem
to employ some combination of.individualizing, differentating, and
standardizing instructional practices, perhaRs individualizing along one

dimension and standardizing along others. Other teachers are consistent

in their extent of individualizing-standardizing along the six dimensions.

for math, but employ instructional practices which are more or less
individualizing for reading.

There are several conclusions that can be.reached. First, infor-
mation regarding the extent of individualization-standardization along

several dimensions cate obtained from teachers via the telephone.
Second, classrooms do differ with regard to the extent of individ-

ualization- standardization along each of our six (and presumably eight) -

dimensions, indicating tire- utility of conceliai.Prz.ri:ng-inctividualization of

of instruction as being multi-dimensional and the feasibility of con-

structing a.sample, containing classrooms that manifest a1high degree

..of variation along the major independent variables int the:study.
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E. MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

1.- Variables

The conceptual model presented earlier in thiszeport has
tprovided the framework for focusing the study. on the variables that must

be examined in order to answer the research questions that have been
posed. This focuS is necessary because the vast array Of variables that
might be examined with respect to any educational issue make it neces-
sary to_delineate those which are most important. This section of the
report is designed to provide, an orientation to the variables thatCRI has
selected to be studied. The variables have been categorized and will .be
presented as follows:, process,(individualization/standardization variables,

-and other process variables}, outcome (achievement and non-cpgnitive),
contextual and input.

a. Process Variables

Two genic typesLof process variables should be examined.
The first type deals with the distinguidhing characteristics of individualized
and-standardized instruction in terms of the eight dimensions .of

alization/standardization that were briefly presented earlier. The secdnd
thoseset of process variables are those that may differentially influence or

mediate the nature and/or success of instruction across totriability in
individualization /standa rdization.

(1) Individualization/Standardization Variables

Individualization/,standardization variables are.

derived from the definitions of individualized and standardized instruction.
Included are the processes of (1) diagnosing student needs, (2) prescribing
instructional treatments to meet those needs and ,(3) implementing the

Cy

prescribed treatment, in terms of the eight dimensions of individualization/
standardization. .

As briefly merltioned,earlier, CR1 recognized that there are several
ways a teacher can diagnose student needs and prescribe instructional
treatments to meet those needs. These processes can be conscious or

4 .

ri
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unconscious, informal or highly structured. The timber of variables,
and the quality and types of data that are taken in o account in.. making a
diagnosis and prescription may vary considera y across programs.
There may also be variation in terms of the f eqUency of diagnosis and
prescription.

While these factors are undoubtedly
/
iMportant as concomitant

va,riables in the analYss, in our conceptual scheme studying the dif-
fereneways and rationales for diagnosing nd preicribing,does not
help in differentiating individualized instr ction from standardized
instruction. In our conceptual scheme the critical concept related
to diagnoses and prescription is the extent to which they occur at
the individual student level. That is, the extent to which the indi-
vidual student rather than the whole class or some sub group is the
object'of the diagnostic4base4 res'cription.

Individualization/standardization will be studied in terms of
eight dimensions., These dimensions incorporate the faasic ways in
Which instruction may vary. The extent to which any classroom is
individualized /standardized can be described in terms of the answers
to the following questions:

AlOng what dimension(s) is/are individualized/standard
ized instruction occurring?

What is the extent of individualization /standardization
along this / these dimension(s)?

, To what extent is this variation based on individifal
vs. grOup diagnostic-based prescriptions? , 9 .

In sum, classrooms can differ from each other interms of
the extent of individuall.zation/standardizationlong-any of eight
dimensions. Additionally, classrooms can vary with respect to the
number and type of dimensions which are "either individualized or
standardized. Hence, classrooms are not either "individualized"
or "standard4ed," but are individualized/standardized in various
ways and to varying exte t

.4 rt)
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eight dimensions and their associated variable are now
discussed in re detail:

(a) ontent

The_co nt dimen,sions of indiVidualization/
standardization is the extent to which ferent students proceed

4,through different objectives. When this dif e tial treatment is
based on individual, diagnostic-based prescription, reatment
indicate's a high degree of individualization.

This dimension is included in several models of individualized

.74Y1' 4

instructional programs (es. g. , Bishop, 1971; Carmichael and Marshall,
1970; Wilhelm 1962). However, usua.11y the emphasis has been on
programs in the secondary schools, where students are often divided
according to post-secondary school goals (e.g., vocational and science,
social science, or humanities college preparation). We maintain that
-this dimension is relevant even in the early primary grades. Probably
the most obvious way objectives vary among young students is that certain
students proceed through additional or enr4chment objectives in one

presumably, other' students receive enrichment in Other
subject areas. .

(b) Rate

The rate, dimension of individualization /
standardization can be thought 'Of as the extent to which different students
are expected to proceed thi-ough identical objectives in differen, lengths
of time as a fUnction of individual, diagnostic-based ptescription.

Allowing for -variation,in student's rate of achieving objectives is
he way most teachers have attempted to individualize instruction (Associ-

ation for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1964; Rothrock, 1970).
It also characterizes the oldest, modern era attempts to individualize
instruction, i.e., the Winnetka and4ii6-n plans (Howes, -1970a). Such
efforts are based on the assumption students learn at different rates', _,

babically as a functiOn of their different aptitudes (seeCarroll, 1964):

9
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Several autliors have also included some -form of the rate dimension in
their model of individualization (e.g., Carmichael and Marshall, 19713;
Deliault and Kriewall, 1970; Gibbon *,' 1972 and 1971;, Gionlund, 1974;
Howes, 1970a; Wilhelm, 1962).

(c)' Sequence

The dimension of sequence is the extent
to which different students proceed through a given set of objectives in
different "sequences.. Again, differential treatment related to sequence
that results from individual,,diagnostic-based, prescription indicates a
High degrees of individualization.

This dimension is not very.pr'evaient i0 the literature, .primarily
cause most writers assume that all instructional programs exist within

a context .ere there is a mandatory, specified sequence of objectivea..
(The sequence is r- ered mandatory because the sub-matter dictates
such an order logically an school officials prescribe a specific order

.for achieving objectives.) However, oncur with Devault and Kriewall
(1970) that one way toindividualize instruction is the sequenCe of
objectives that a student masters. We assume that same instr. al
programs incorporate this dimension, and, importantly, that altering the
sequence of mastering objectives may facilitate the achievement of some
students'. In othey words, we propose that what might be the logical order of
objectives for mathematicians, for example; may not be the most effective
sequence of objectives in mathernaties'for certain students. (Variation
in sequences of pursuing reading objectives probably is less heretical to
reading speci.ist's than similar variations in math objectives are to

,

many mathematicians.)

(d)': Materials

The diniension of materials issdefined as
the extent to which different instructional materials are utililize d by
different students who are working on (he same objective. A high degree,
of variation of materials resulting from individual, diagnostic - based` tv

.
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prescription is the indicator of individualization along this dimengion.
ThiS process is sometimes facilitiated by guides that cross reference
.instructional materials with respect to specific instructional objectives.
Variation in materials can be achieved by using different bdoks and
learning aides with diffei-ent kinds of students in order to achieve the
same instructional objectives. The full range of the types of instructional
materials should be considered including audio-visual materials,
workbooks, resource materials, programmed twits, hardware, etc.,

(e) Teacher Behavior
ti The dimension of teacher behavior is the

extent to which a teacher relates to-one student in a different manner
than he/she relates to some other student

a

these studentsare working
on the same objective. For example, a teacher may find that cer-
tain students respond to lectureg, presentations, tutoring, etc.. In
short, any different way a teacher behaves with respect-to different
student's can be considered as a potential technique for individualiz-
ing instruction i,f the differential treatment is congruent with the
diagnosis and prescriptions. In order to eliminate as much overlap
and confusion as possible between the teacher behavior, dimension
and other dimensions, 'the teacher behaviors that are to be consid-.
eiked under this category are (1) makes oral presentation, (2) gives
demonstration, (3) facAlitates'discussion, (4) tutors, and (5) is not
actively involved with students.

,

if) Student Behavior

The student behavior dimerision is the extent
to which different students engage in different activities while pro-
ceeding through identical objectives. 'A high degree of variation in
student behavior, resulting frorn.individual., diagnostic-based pre-
scription is the indicator of individualization along this dimension.

Here the particular student behaviors that are of interest are;
whether the student is reading (silently or aloud), writing, talking,
listening, observing, and/or manipulating some object other than

1 "(
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for purposes of reading and writing. In' short, varying what the
student does in the classroom is one/paeans for using information
about the student as an index of differential treatment.

(g) Social Setting

The social setting dimension is the extenV
ato which different studen ts who are working op the same objective

are assigned to work with diffe'rent members of the teaching staff
or other students as a function of identified characteristics of-stu-
dents and staff members. The question here is'who works with
whom given teacher diagnosis.and prescriptions. For instance, is
Johnny assigned to work with another student because she/he has
complimentary learning abilities, is Johnny assigned to a small
group of culturally similar students, does he work by himself, with

a teacher's aid or does he work directly with the teacher:

In sum, variations in social settings must be germane to spe-
cific characteristics of individual students and the students must
be working on the same ob,jective in order for the social setting to
be considered individualized. Further, the variations must be overt
and intentional.

(h) Physical Setting

Finally, it 9 entirely possible that some
students work better in one. type of physical setting whereas other
students learn be,tter in a different type cif setting. Physical set-
tings can vary with respect to such macib'vriablies as whether
instruction is provided indoors or outside. It can also vary with
re- spect to changes, within the classroom such as Whelher the
students work at.desks, on the floor, at tables, in carrels, or at
a learning center. Perhaps the most important' variation in physical.'
setting occurs when comp ensatory education students are physically
removed from the classroom for reading and/or math instruction. '
This variation is important because a "pull out" program combines
the use of a separate physical setting with a social setting that is
comprised of all compensatory education_atudent_s__.._.
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Therefore, the physical setting dimension is the extern to
which different students, who are working on identical objectives,
are assigned to different physical settings. 'Again, this differen-
tial must be based on the unique needs of individual students.in
order fOr this variation in treatment to be considered as a means
of individualizing instruction.

(2) Other Process Variables

The second set of.process variables that should

be measured are those that are likely to influence the outcome of any

type of instruction, t8 help describe the type of instruction being offeyed

or to differentially affect the-individualization processes. The variables
in this cluster include whether compensatory education students receive
reading and math instruction in their regular classroom'or in a speicial

laboratory setting apart from their regular classmates; total amount of
instructional time in reading, mathematics, and the areas related to
reading and mathematics.(such as social studies and-science); student-,
teacher-aide ratios; the numbet of different students see by each teacher
per day; the amount of time teachers are given for planning; the type of

e

inservice.training given to teachers irk order to help them maximize the
effectiveness of whatever program they are employing; the prodedures
employed for monitoring student progresi (such 4S"'by the use of periodic
objectives based tests); the nature of student involvement in planning
their own programs; the system of record keeping, the content of records
kept on each student and the frequency with which they are updated; the

1.,
degree of-parent involvement; etc.

Other process variables that appear to be'extremely tmpo tant aye
related toteacheristudent and student/student interactions within the
classroom. For example, the use of praise, punishment, feedback and
other teacher behaviors may possibly be monitoring behaviors that en-
hance the success' in one type of program or another. Student/student
interactions such as students talking to other students in class (related
and non..related to instruction) will alsC3 be ,assessed. The use of physical
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environment of the classroom, in terms of its furniture, materials, etc.,
may be important moderating variables. These types of variables are
more completely discussed in a later section which discusses classroom
observation instruments.

Outcome Variables

The selection and operationalization of relevant outcome
variables is a critical feature of the study design. If the study is to provide
a meaningful basis for comparing existing program dimensions for tie
purpose of drawing policey implications, then the outcome variables must
rkf....lect important educational objectives applicable to a wide variety of

programs. CRI feels that there are two ways that this can be accomplished:

First, in selectingmeasures/ of academic impact, every attempt should be
Made to include tests which measure student achievements that constitute

central objectives in most or all reading or mathematics programs at

grade level. They should insofar as possible favor no one 'set of curricula,
instructional materials or methods over'any other.

Second, the outcome variables .should include non-cognitive di-
mensions, such as student and teacher attitudes and classroom inter..
action variables. These dimensionS" constitute important educational
objectives in and olf themselves, andlidve the additional attractive proper-

.
ty that they can be appropriately measured independently of the particular
achievement objectives embodied in a program.

As suggested,in tkie RFP, two types of outcomes are considered:

achievement in math and reading and

classroom environment which CR' takes to mean non-
.

cognitive outcomes

The former is of central importance, especially given the thrust
of compensatory education programs. However,. the importance of the
ratter type of outcome, which we interpret very:broadly, is not .to be
underestimated for three reasons. First, it is probable that the first
years of schooling not only begin the process of subject matter instruction
but also are impo'rtant in shaping children's attitudes towards themselves

S.
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and toward the schooling Process. Furthermore, the long term effects on
subsequent achievement of these attitudes may be equally, if not more,
potent than the long term effects of early subject matter learning. Thus,
classroom environment or non - cognitive variables must be considered.

Second, it may be that certain patterns of individualized or stan
ized instructional programs produce' equal student achievement (in the
short run) but have varied impacts on other attitudes and behaviors.of
students and staff Members. The inclusion of non-Cognitive outcome
measures, then, provides a further basis for distinguishing the effects
of different kinds of instructional programs. ,It seems reasonable to
suggest that educational decision-makers, when presented with a choice
of implementing either of twocokraructional programs, each of which is
purported to produce, equa"1 math and reading achievement in their type
of school context; would select the program that produced other types of
positive outcomes. Given that one of the purposes of the proposed study
is to provide information for such voices, it is imperative that these
other non-cognitive variables be incorporated.'

Third, these extra-cognitive factors shOuld be expected to have
initial independent effects on compensatory programs. It is safe to
assume that some attitudes students bring to class inhibit while others
enhance learning. Further,some types of attitudes may, foster some
program processes, while inhibiting or having negligible effects on
others.

(1) Achievement

Personalistic impressions (for exaqiple see
Darrow and Howes, 1960) usually have fayored some type of individual-

\

ized instruction for enhancing orachieveMent outcomes. However, the
reviews of available research on the effects of individualization in terms
of math achievement ( e.g., Weaver, 1966) and readirig achievement
(G;roff, 1970; Seeber,, 1969) is n,ot as conclusive. First, some of the
Studies ,slid not support the superiority, finding no significant differences

.
or anindication that some otier method produced better results.. Second;
even if the findings were more uniform, the findings would be far from
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conclusive, because of inadequate research designs. Previous research
is notably weak in sampling and control procedures, and program de-
scriptions have been so sketchy that it's impossible to tell whether or
in what way "individualized" programs varied.

The major issues concerning math and reading achievement in-
.

volve questions of measurement. Some of the relevant questions are:
What kind of an instrument will be administered? What does the in-
strumenct 'measure and how validly? For instance, does the reading
test assess exposure to certain vocabularly, which is highly dependent
on specific kinds of reading, and thus does not really measure reading
skill? Similarly, does the test require fluenc,y in certain language
or dialect that biases the results against certain groups of children?
Does the math test really measure understanding of mathematical
concepts and ability to perform math operationi or does it assess fami
arity with certain kinds of experience, or does it basically<assess read
reading ability? These issues are dealt with more fully in the instru-
ment section of this report.

(2) Non-cognitiye Studerit Outcomes

Th 8re are five attitudinal dimensions that are,
potentially affected by a student's experience in a type of individualized
or standardized instructional program. First, students develop attitudes
about the subject matter (in this payticular case the focus is on math and
reading), and it is probable that Such attitudes have some impact upon
as well as being impacted upon by a student's achievement in the subject
area. Darrow and Howes (.1960) contend that individualized instructional
programs foster more positive attitudes toward the relevant subject
matter (via, reading) then supposedly non - individualized programs.

Second, as a result of their experience in different types, oflin-
structional programs students develop ttitudes about school.. Some

P

students may like attending school, in ct, they may prefer it'to staying
home or playing in the neighborhood, while otlier, children have a negative
attitude toward school attendance.
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In addition, to assessing this attitudinal diiriension via attitude
scales (especially measures of enjoying school or anxiety toward coring
to school), the following variables, mightiltused as indicators of attitude
to school attendance:.

the degree to which staff embers perceiVe a prevalence 1

.. ',- ,
of discipline problems; an3, .

,.., .. ,

the proportion of students absnt (or truant) during a given

ir period of tilivoe

_There is sortie evidence that "individua:lized" instructional programs
tend to reduce the absence rate among student's ()Darrow and Howes, 1960).

A

Third, students' attitudes toward their peers emerge. Students
can feel fri toward their classmates or wish they were in a class ,

with-other children. It is uncertain whe,ther individualization affects
such attitudes. Perhaps the tendency in individualized programs to

'41

have less group learning experiences, an occurrence that Larson
(1973) reports is not favorably4.ccepted by many students, has. an
impact on the degree of liking within the class group. (Homans (1950)
postulates, for instance, that interaction resultp in stronger affect.
Thus, the reduction of interaction in individualized classrooms; if

,
such obtains., may reduce feelings of liking and disliking amdng, clas
mates.) By way of contrast, it may be that students in,; inaividup.lize
programs form a more cohesive group, in that when.students are.
allowed to. proceed through objectives at their owrr rate there is less
rekson for negative feelings towarrd peers because they are causing

,the class to move too slowly or too fast.
fr

Larson (1973) presents a finding relevant to this point. In a
study.'of an "individualized" versus, a, "standardized" math instructional
program in Sweden, he found that students 'in the "individualized"

.7
. "):1

program were highly vorable,to the practice of taking prognostic tests
immediately after cocpleting an instructional unit, basically because

,0
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they didn't have to wait for others. Thus, negative feelings' towards
peers may develop if students see {heir per as responsible for-_

delaying the "completion!' of their own work.

Fcwrth,Othere is the area of attitudes toward pelf. This attitudinal
dimension consists of two major subcategories: Self concept and locus
of control.. Albhough both variables have been conceived of as antecedents,
of academic achievement (see for example, Coleman et al., 1966) they
chn also be thought of as outcomes from certain schooling experiences,
especially in the early grades:

Self-tconcept is an important outcome, especially because of its
potentially large effect on later educational and occupational achielie-
rnent. "Individdalized" instructional programs are reported to fpstiii
better self-concepts that "non-individualized" programs (Darrow and
Howes, 1960; Stahl and Analazone, 1970), presumably,_ because 'no.
student is labeled as "slow "--(Carlton and MoOr,e 19'70).

Although locus -of control is usually dichotomized into those per-
*

sons whqethink they can.contrOl what happens to them linternals) and
those who cannot (externQ.ls), the more useful distinction may be be-

,

tween those'people who internalize success and externalize failure
versus those who externalize'success and internalize failure (cf.,

. -

Weiner, 1972). It is assumed that by providing for individual differ:en-
ces a program can foster-a more productive perception of locus of

,control. among students' (see Bishqp, 1971).
.-

A fifth dimension is student attitudes toward staff members,
. .

Which is.one aspect.of wbat is popularly called stu'dent-taach'ex.rela-
'z' . , ,

a
tions. This is an impatant outcome if only'because of the grea
amount.

-., r
amount.of time. which student's spend with school- personnel and thu

. A .
indicates t4e quality of student life. Darroviand Howes (1960) report

.
that "individualilation" enhances student-teacher relations1 .

i (3) Non-Cognitive, 'Leacher Outcomes ...

,
Educational d#Cisioilma.kier's,need to be apprised

a.

of the impact of instructional progra,Ms bin teachers and other' staff

rk
1

4



members for.two reasons. First, the way teacherss, are affe'cted has
Consequences for the way .students are treated. Teachers who are not

il'saiisfied with their situation are not likely td be effective with or
pleasant to their students. Potentially, dissatisfied teachers can have
a deleterious effect on their students. Second, given the-emergent
'strength of teacher& unions educational deCision makers must focus

*heir attention to teacher& needs and reactions inorder to niaintain
a smooth operation;

There are four'Major, attitudinal dimensions that comprise the
teacher onteomes.. First, as implied above, there is the dimension
of teacher attitudes, toward students. Some teachers like their students
and others are not happy with the members of their class and manage
to escape from their cgmpany as often 'ad pdssible. kt haps the type
of individualizetrprograrn affects such teaciier attitudes.

Seco.nd, attitudes toward colleagues is also an important dimen-
sion. The nature of colleaguial relations has been shown to affect

. '..,
students (McPhefron, 1972), and the'refore if certain kinds of individu-
alizedarized instructional programs, because of time and organizational

,
demands, have b. negative effect on colleaguial relationi, th 'educa-

,

tional decision makers need to be aware of this.

Third, there,is the area of teacher attitudes toward their job and
the school. Again-, if different kinds of instructioiLal programs differ--

4',
entially influence teacher attitudes toward their job, then such informa-
tion would prove useful to educational deCision

.

Fourth, teachers have attitudes about their, own effectiveness as
teachers, Teachers vary on the extent -to which they attribute studeht
success or failure to their 0 WIT teaching performance. The more in-
dividualized programs, particularly if they are more or less suocess-.
fol may enhance a teacher's internal 'sense' of effectiveness. This
variable, teacher ltcus of cantrol, is discussed in more detail under
input variables.

Co Context Variables
. .Contextual variables refer to aspects or factors
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,which dea scribe 'the extrp...y.classrooth instructional environment or
z

background con itions. The single most important contextual variable
is likely to be e amount of res-Ources expended on individualization
and instructional staff including related costs associated with teaching.
It does not include many other items that arR often .grouped under
the heading of "instructionaltexpenseg" unless they are specifically

I 4.

.targeted to reading or Mathematics instruction. It should be recog-
nized,' however, that "per capita expenditure" may not be linearly

, .

related to either the extenkof individualization or level of student per -.

formance (McDermott & Klein, 1974).. The reason,for this is.that _

having more money or' time to spend on instruction does not guarantee
that it will be spent wisely. On the dther hand; the availability of funds

and support staff may have an important bearing on the form or nature
of the kind of individualized instruction that is implemented. For ex-
ample, when funds are plentiful, instruction might be individualized
by varying-materials or physical settings, whereas when funds are
limited, individualization might .be achieved by variations in teacher

'techniques (such as the use of student tutors.).

. Another set of Contextual factors that should be examinte'd involves
distria and.commUnity attitudes towards individualization. For cA-

ample, are parents supportive of tlidea that,stultents should be treated

differently relative to their respedetve characteristics or are they
opposed to such differentiation? To what extent is there community

A

involvement in comp,ensatory education advicement?- As an index of
community involvelnent the existence, size and Attendance of compen-

.

satory,advisory committee meetings should be ascertained, including
the extent and type of responsibility involved.

The research effort should also be allerted to regional and urban

rural distinctions. District and school ,chara'cteristics may also be
important, e.g., number of pupils served, structure or extent of
centralization of authority And status of school integration. The
researchers should inquire about school staff rapport, and, the extent
and kind of control over the selection of instructional programs.
Principals and staff who feel they haire active control over how they
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fulfill their responsibilities are more likely to effect positive outcomes
than those who fee helpless to anonymous authority or remote district
bureaucrats. 1' " I

. --Compensatbry ethication program characteristics pear se, should
analyzed as a major set of contextua_variahles.- The investigators

should attend to district and school enrollment (ei.g. ethnicity and,;..
grade level breakdown), sources and amount of funding and the total
number and breakdown of compensatory education staff. Larger con-
centrated program efforts are likely to have different effects than
smaller more isolated efforts.

d. Input Variables 0

In order to understand how individu-alized instruction
operates, it is important to consider what it operates on. What are the

Istudent and staff givens lInput variables, then, refer to aspects othe
zi

class its/elf that are thought to affect outcomes whether directly or
through interaction with program var'iables.

I
Certain kindth of students may profit most from certain types of

instruction whereas other kind6- of students may achieve more frcrm a
different type of instruction. In recent years, this has been referxed
to ,as "aptitude-treatment interaction ". At the present time, there is .

nyo clear indication of the nature of the student characteristics that dif-
e

.ferentiate betwoeii those who profit most from varying types of instruct
tion. This may be due to fLlure, to focus on-the right student attributes
and/or to identify-truly different types of instructional programs and/

4 .

CiZ to gather and analyz the'data in a mannier that will facilitate finding
these interactions (such as the use of multiple moderators). On the
other' hand,' teachers may be more willing to implereent certain types
of instructional programs with particular kinds of students than they
are with other kinds of students. Thus, it seems advisable to collect
data on students' academic abilities, sex, ethnicity, socioeconomic
status, and related factors in order to determine which types of pro-
;rams are generally used with which kinds of students as well as which
kinds of programs are most successful with which kinds of students.

5 8-
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The set pf student characteristics which needs to'be tapped
includes

Demographic factors (age, ethnicity, birthplace, sex, etc. )

i Pretest academic achievement (Reading and Math)
9

Non-cognitive variables .
Native language

Likewite, relevant staff characteristics should also be measured.
They are:

'Demographic factors

Academic background (degrAband any special training)

Languages Spoken .

Non- cognitiVL'i.-Vaiiables

a

Teachers' attitudes and abilities are, of course, critic 1. Some

teachers may be more willing or able to serve as classroom managers
rather than instruators per se, some may be more tolerant of the seem-
ing disorder associated with certain forms of individualized instruction,
etc. Similarly, some teachers may have haiiripecific training in using
individualized techniques, worked with teachers who have used these
approaches, have tried the techniques themselves in other classes or
subject matter areas, etc. - Finally, teachers' attitudes towards their
students and the manner they feel,most comfortable in relating to these
students will haitve a bearing on the extent to which these teachers are
willing to expend the initial extra effort required to achieveindividu-

., . -

alized instruction. For example, a standardized classroom program
would Make it easier for a teacher to maintain spciar distance with
studerits and their families than would an individualized program.

The manner in which teache'rs explain student performance can
-

influence what they do in theclassroom. they view student perfor-;

mance as due mostly to factors outside of their control,- then;they may

(....r
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experience a sense of powerlessness. Teachers will derive little
reward from student successes if they cannot see how they are relatecL
to teaching and will be at a loss as to what to do about poor student
performance if they think it is due to forces beyond their control. The

%students, who are on the other side Of this, rna3r be confused and dis-
.

couraged by their teachers' behaViors. If teachers do not feel their
teaching can really affect student learning they rnay,act in an incon-.

sistent manner trying one techniquekon one day, a different approach
on another day and not even trying oh a third day. On the more positive
side, if the teachers make it clear to the student that the believe that
they can control their own outcomes, it may help them to develop a
sense of potency in the school setting.

If, on the other-hand,, teachers believe that they are mostly
responsible for the successes or failures of their students they can
gk a great deal of reinforcement for teaching when students are doing
well,. This can be countered by the self-doubt generated when students
do'pooill-.,'*:TIhe teacher takes°credit for a student's good performance
then;the student can be denied the material for making internal attri-
bdtions for his good work. At the same time, the teachers take
responsibility' for the student's poor achievement, they may be helping
them maintain a good self concept and strong motivation in the face of
failure.

Some recent experimental research has indicated that teachers
have different explanations for student failure than they haire for stu-
dent `g Ucces s. It seems that the teachers in these studies generally
attributed student success to their good teaching and attributed poor
student peAormance to,tho4student's lack of arility.or effort. CRI has
taken this finding into account in designing the Teacher Locust'? Con-.

trol,sinventory. .

6

Classroom program and facilities should also be taken into.
account,' e. g., non - graded or open versus traditional classroom.,
Goodlad a.nd'Anderson'(1.963) repopulariied the notion of schools with-

.
out age - graded classroans..- The rather well supported assumption
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being that there is.as much variation in ability, interest, etc. , among
similar age students as among an age-heter6ienous group ofstudenti.
Theahrust was to break the lockstep graded curriculum, primarily to

allow students to prOceed.at their awn pace. Not surprisingly, such
school organization has been seen to facilitate efforts to individualize

ins.tqctiOn (see Anderson, 1962; Bishop, 1971; Gronlund, 1974).
\It is assumed that implementing individualized instructional pro-:

grams (especially those that attempt to provide for.variation in instruc-
tional settings) irs facilitated to the extent tp which physiCal /acilities
and, equipment allow for flexibility in size and structure of instructional
settings. Presunr.121y, in schools where most classrooms are the
same size and cannot be partitioned adequately, it is more difficult
to individualize instruction.

2. Instruments
I

' In order to measure the variables that are defined and
described in the preceding section, CRI has selected or developed a

number of measurement instruments. Where possible, previously

published or previously emproyed instruments were hosen. Selection

was based on criteria relating to reliability, validity, appropriateness
to population and form and ease of administration. These criteria are
detailecrin the forthcomipg discussions of each instrument or set of

related- instruments, Wilere no previously tested and validated instru-

ments existed which allowed for measuring variables as they ar.e
operationally defined, CRI developed appropriate measurement tech-

niques. The rational underlying the development of these instruments
accompanies the description of each. Exhibit III-2 outlines the vari-
ableslin terms of the conceptual organization of this study. 'the in-
strument(s) that should be used to assess each of these variables is

. ,

also given.

ert
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Exhibit III -a: Variables and Associated Measurement Techniques

VARIABLES MEASURES INSTRUMENTS
.

f.

.,.

.

,

.

.

Process
A.

.

.;

,Variables
, .

Key Variables that Distingui-"sh
.

Student Activity Log
and Teacher Intel.-
Interview II

I

. .

. .. , .
, -"--

, '`

.
. V '

..

,
.

,

. .

.

,

.

,

7

7

Individualiation vs: Standard-
izaticin

.
1.. Rate .

.Content c
. ,3. Sequence .

' .4. Materials
. , ., .5. Teacher Behavior'
6. 'Student Behavior

,

7.. Social Setting ,t'
8. Phy!ical Setting .

.
s

:

.

'.'

s

.

'.B

.

'
el

.

.

, . ,'Other Pid,cess Variables
. 4..

Teacher Inter6ew I

7 ; .

,

. .

'

.

'

-

--.
1. .Diagnosis and -Prescription

s'
, so

a." Frequency,or diagnosis and
< , f.preScription.
b. Formalitylipformality of?

diagnosis and prescription., .
..c.- Student attributes consid-

, . ered in dia:gnosis.,atd .

, ,-. prescription: , ,J

id. Use of diagnostic info in mak-
int curricular prescriptions.

v.e. -StudEnt involvement in diagno--:
sii and prescriptiOn.

.

,

.

r
2. Utilization of Instructional

. .

Teacher Interview I

.

'..,-.

,

It

.

Personnel.,
.....

a. Utilization of aides.
b. Utilization of cross -age tut9.6.
c. Utilization of certified teachers.
d. Utilization of-;curriculum

specialist. P

. t eF
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Exhibit ilIr2: Variables and Assoqiateti Measnrernent Techniques.

- . .

VARIABLES MEASURED ,
, INSTRUMENTS .

'

.

-

.

.

,

33+. Claisroom Management
,

*Teacher Interview I
. , .

.

.
,

4_

,

,

fieAch_er Interview II

, .

.; '

a. Adult/student ratio.
b, Nurriber of different stude,nts -__

teacher instructs. '
2.c. Physical location of reading

,

and math instruction.
-d. -Use of homogeneous vd.-heter-

ogeneous grouping. ,

e. Formal. scheduling of teacher
, time for instructional,planning

f. In'Structional time `devoted to
reaSding and math. -

.

'

'
4. Student Progress Reporting to

, ,

Teacher Interview II

.

..

Parents
*

a 'Mature of reporting. v t

. . -.______
.t.b. l're-cency of reporting.

.

S. Instructional Personnel, Training
. t

- i
'

.
6

, ,

Teacher Interview I

Teacher Interview II

-a. Special training of math and
reading teachers.

.b. Inservice training emphasis_ 'on
0 ,

.

.

4

,

'

.
- ,

6. Stlide,ni/Teacher Interactions ,Classroom Observa-
Lion Instrument
(Five Minute Obser-
vation) .-,

..
,

-
.

,

-
.

1

r

v _, ,

r ,

..
r4

:

, . , °

a. .Variety and type of teacher
, student intexaCtions such as

. per,cent of time teacher en-
gages in disciplining versus

, instructional activity. '°

b. Teacher lige_of praise and
'p unishment., 1

k 4 ,

( c. Number of teacher inter-
1

i
. actions 'with individuals

, versus groups.
,4A

.s
37*

68 ;1
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Exhibit 111-2: Variables and Associated Measurement Tecliniqbes

VARIABLES MEASURED INSTRUMENTS ,

7. Classroom Decor Classroom Observa-
tion Irthtrument
(Physical Environ-
ment Information)

.
a. -Variety of instructional equip-

ment and materials. .
, s

, b. -Displays of student products
and personal items.

c. Displays reflecting student
- ethnicity.

' 4
...,.

8. Classroom Activity Pattern Classroom Obser-
vation Instrument
(Classroom Check
List)

.

..

'"
a. Distribution pattern of adult's

and students. ,

b. Activity pattern of adults and
. ,students. f

c. Pattern o'f material usage.
', ..

s

II. OulcPme s
.

t4;;A.' Readi °ng.Achievement
,

,

. -

, .. .

k

.

Metropolitan Achieve-

'

Merit Test, Primaryl
61 Word Knowledge

(Subte,st)
,Reading,"

(Subtest)-

.B: Math'Achievement

,; ,

. ,

MAT, Primary I
Math Concepts

(Subtest)
Math Computation _

(Subtest)

.
C. Student non-cognitive outcomes

1. 'Attitude toward subject matter.
,

.
,

. ,

2. Attitude toward 'peers.
s -

.
.i. ."

'

1. * ;'About the
'things we
Learn"

2. ' *'"About Other
Children arid'
Me ".

* Scaie of Schpol Attitude Survey
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Exhibit III-2: Variables and Associated Measurement Techniques

VARIABLES. MEASURED INSTRUMENTS

.

-

3. Attitude toward teacher.
- t ,

.

4. Attitude toward schoql -

a.. Student Attendance.

b. Student Discipline
,..., ,..,....,PrOlateni,.. - ,, ... .

4 -

-....
... Attitude toward self.

. Locus of Control.
,

.

3.

4.

"--b.:`*FiAre-Mftiiite--..

5.

6.

* "About the
Teacher ,and Me"

* "About Me and My
Classroom"

a. Teacher Inter-
1,rev,i'

.0helittvation.--
. . t: "1.: . ..::..:.

Pier s-Harris _Cltfd-
ren's-telf Concept
Scale

Studer, LPskg _of p
Control Measure
(CRL)

D.

/
,.?

;,....,

0,
11.

Tehcher non-cognitivd outcomes

1. Attitudelgward students.

2. 'Attitudes toward'collea'gues,
4 job an school.

.

3. Locus of control.

,

1.
,

'3 ..,,

r
,

s .

i Minnesota Teacher
Attitude Inventory

Purdue Teacher )

Opionnaire

Locus of 'Control
InventorY. for '
Teacher s' (CRI)

III: Context Variables

v A. Urban/rural school
, . , )

B. Geographic region

I VP

.
Sample.Characteristics

C.
.

Class size '
.
Teacher Interview I

Numbr of pupils served by,
district

E. Status of school integration
.

F. -- *Groups involved in selection
Y.of instructional programs .

Principal Questionnaire

.- , ,

..

- . .

**Scale of Schciol Attitude Survey
-14=39

,.

.
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Exhibit III-2: Variables and Associated measurement Techniques

VARIABLES MEASURED INSTRUMENTS

..
------3:----.Pare-tai-1.4.titu4s.A.oward.

---

.G. School enrollment
,

H.: Sources and amount of
cc-Compensatory education funds

...... .,... . '''
T.7 riXtrnher-a-nd breakdown of
.............i.... -- ,--sqmpensatory edu-a-tion staff

-.
.

7 -.:,K.,--.2°--asi per pupil of program
. .

- . :School staff rapport

.

Principal
t2uestionnaire '
A1 . .

.
,

T

-0,-:'.:

-.'''="

........

....
,. ..M.r.--Staff involvement in school

_- le.vel decisions .-.

ts' 'I'1'. 'Parent inVolyement and influ-,
eoce on §choo1 level decisions .

'Principal Questionnaire

' ='reacher Interview II

0. -.eng.th of time programin
operation '

P. .Parent,Support of .

' instructional program

. , '
:Teacher Interview II

\
. .

,

IV. Input Variables

A., Reading Achievement
.

'.
, *.

4

1 1:

.

Metropolitan Ac ve-
ment Test, Primary 1

Word Knowledge
(Subtest)

, ,Reading
(Sul test)

.

B. Matt' Achievement 0 , 4
, ...

. A .,s" . :1
,4 r I

'k', ' I 4
1 0

1
6, ,

MAT, Primary 1
Math C.Ondepis

(Subtest) . .

-Mkh C$mputatiOn
(Subtest)

. 'Student Noll-Cognitive It'iputOx'
f : 1 g,

,
, , ; : ;

. 1 At,t' yde toward, suhject .

4' - .:\ ,-,,, mirk ; ;
A -0\ ., ,,, ) lit ,;

" ,:,
0.5 , r -5,

1) n'2,' AAtti;tiade toward peeks 7., ,-I\t, , .a:,,
s- ,,, . .,,, . .1.... - 1 -,"\ , V

7 ' 6
.

.

'

i= "About the Things
\Air Learn',

* "./kbolit Other Children
and Me".

,, ,
Sea:le 8f School AR,

r

4,
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.
.a. The Student Activity Log

The Student Activity Log is a technique CRI has
devised to measure the extent of individualization/standardization
.within the claisroom. "These.processes areioperationally defined by
variation along the eight dimensions of (1) content of objectives,
(2) rate at which different

..

students Rroceed through the same objec'--
tives, (3) sequence'of objectives, (4) materials used by different
students on the same objectives, (5) teacher behavior, (6) student
activity, (7) social setting and (8) physical setting. Measurement of
thes'e variablesis problematic for two major reasons.

These phenomena are manifested over an extended period
of time. For example, it would take several weeks or
months to accurately assess whether all.students, some
students or no students Work on objectives in the same
sequence.

t.

The visible behaviors which accompany these variables
must be referenced to the specific objective a-Particular
Pupil is Working 'on. For example, if

m

seTverakstudents
4are using different materials at a given time, it is not

an ittdicatiOn of variation in materials as defined earlier
,unless the students are working on the same objective.

CRI feeil that these problems preclude° the use of in-depth ob-,
servation as a means of obtaining data on degree of,individualizaio:n
of instruction.' In the first place, the long term

.A ,
search staff mernbets which would be necessary

. r
cial variables would be prohibitively expensive.

obserVation by re--,
to measure the cru-'
Secondly, even if

cost were not a factor classroom observation can Only record the
physical events in the classroom. The observer would not be able to
link behaviors to specific`oNectiv'e.s without .constantly consulting the
teacher and intruding upon the, class. CRI believes these,problema:

,,
can be resolved best by involving classroom teachers as participanti
observers in their own' classrooms to collectdata on these dimen-
sions.

0 ' 11.1,42
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The StLfdent Activity Log and related ;:aterilals comprise a kit
which is clsigned to enable teacher's to make' systematic records of
the activities of students in their ,classroom in a simple, straiglIer
forward manner. The Log, included in Appendix 14, has spaCe for
the names of all students in the class and a set of objectives foi
.either reading or math. The list of objectives is developed by the
,teacher in conjunction with a Project Staff Member.ancris specific
to her/his class., On the Dog, the teacher records the's:late on which
each student begins any objective on which that student may work,
the.date the stddent coMpletes the objectP.ve and the approximate num,
ber of hours spentqn that objective. Using code symbols., the teacher
also indicates any materials, physical settings, social settings,
teacher behax*riois and student behaviors associated with that student' s
work on a particular objective.

To ,facilitate teachers-',recording of this information, Coding
Keys are provided in the Kit along with instructions for using the
'Lag, also included in Appendix F. The Coding Key contains standard
items and codes fait teacher beha.vior, social setting, physical setting
and pupil behavior, Since there is tremendous variation in materials
among classrooms, .each be,aided in cdnstiucting a list

- . .

o f materials appropriateto hig/her class. Information on scoring and
analysis of the Log in conjonction ,With the TeaCher Interview II is.in--
cluded in Appendix G.

Once the Log is set up and the teacher is familiar with the codes
and use of the Log, the actual recordings will require a minimum of

ve.

teacher time and effort. This is important in; maintaining teacher
cooperation and accurate, up-to-date records.

1.-
CRI recognizes that having teachers participate as membdrs of

the research stiff, collecting data about the instructional processes
in thei,r classrooms can introduce a major source cg bias in the
results of the study. If teachers are'asked to make many inferences

re of the instructional process that is obtained intheir
ey are'Apt to do so in a 4way that positively biases the

classroom. The Student ACtivity Kit drastically

about the n
clas sroom,
picture of
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' reduces this problem by providing a format allowing for only highly .

objective informatio-which is descriptive rather than evaluative in-.
nature. In Addition, as part' of the Teacher Interview I, the Project
Staff Member will be emphasizing to the teacher that his/her class-
room was selected for this study,beca4e of the way it is organized
ald that there are no preconceptions, of how effective different organ-
izations are. While there may be a bias in the educational commun-

.

ititoward individualization CRI feels that the possible desire to look
individualized will be offset by the fact that it is easier for the teacher

/ to fill out the log to reflect a more standardized program by grouping
st,.rl-ntc and making a stngleentry for the group's activitili.

While the use of the Student Activity Log Kit resolves the prob-
.lems of using teachers to collect objective data about their own class-

rooms; it presents one major problem --a how will the cooperation and
diligent efforts of teachers in the sample be assured. CRI believes
that this can be addressed in two ways. First, by paying teachers
($100) for their involvenient, part of the Motivation problem should be
overcome. However, even when individuals receive firiancial rennin-
eration they often fail to completetheir assigned tasks adequately or
on time.. This is especially relevant in the case of teachers who have
tremendously time consuming responsibilities to begin with. There-
lore teachers should be requested to send in copies of their Log at the
end of each week. Making copies will be accomplished throughthe use
of pressure sensitive paper. Having teachers send in itheir logs will
allow project personnel to keep track of whether or not teachers are
keeping their logs up .to date and to provide feedback to teachers who
may be having difficulties.

In addition to serving as a technique to enable teachers to sys-
iirematically gather data, the introduction pf the Student Activity='Log
into the classroom can be conceived of as a treatmt, potentially
having some effect on the nature of classrqom practices and/or the
amount of learning that occurs. CRI does not believe that this is a
serious problem since all classrooms in the -study are given the same
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"treatment "` CR.Ps,position is that the impact of the Student Aetivity, .

. Log will be uniform across classrooms, regardless of the degree of
individualization. If, in fact, the introduction of the kit into class-
rooms enhances 'achievement uniformly, then so much the better.
CRI believes that research effort should have dirLt payoffs for those
being studied, and a more immediate payoff than enhancing student
achievement during the course of the study (and perhaps subsequently)

1

does not exist.

b. Classroom Observation Instrument (COI)

While observationofcla,s_s_rooms-is-d na pp-f o -

priate ement of the process of individualization it is a
highly desirable technique for obtaining information on other process
variables, input variables and outcomes.

s
Specifically, observation

should be used to describe the physical characteristics of classroom's
including flexibility of space, presence and use of various instructional
materials and play equipment. Observation should also be used fort
noting the presence of materials which reflect personal-traracteristics
of students. General teacher behaviors such as the use of reinforce-
ment and responsiveness to students as well as whether the teacher
interacts w4th individual students or groups should also be recorded.,
Additionally, observations should be made of the different sizes 9f
groups in which students work, the activities associated with. these
groups, the presence of adults in groups of students aid the physical
settings in which the groups work..

The COI is a three part observation instrument developed by
Stanford Research Institut' (SRI) for Project Follow Through (Stallings

Aftand Kaskowitz, 1973). It was designed to describe classroom features
activities and interactions. CRJ previously employed this instrument
successfully in its study of Teacher Corps Projects (Marli, etc
1973), and feels that of the great number of classroom observation
instruments available (See Medly & IV7itzel, 1963), the COI is the most
appropriate for the piesent study. Some of 'the reasons for this decision
are listed On the following page.
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The COL has been sho wn to have high'interAsenver
0.82 when -calculated as a percent of agreement

, .with two raters ,rating the same phenomenon).

SRI has an established intensive program for training
observers in the use of these instruments.

Nearly all of the data collected.by the COLis low inference '2"
".. , ,-

,which promotes accuracy as well as .reliability. .

- Theinstrument 'nstrument allows fcii intense observation of interac-
tion between teacher and students. This is highly desir-
able for providing a rich description of these behaviors.

The instrument was designed originally for observation
of third grade classrooms whicheare also the object of
observation in this study.

0
The COI contains three sub - parts; a Classroom Check List,

Physical Environment Information, and Five-Minute Observation-as
described below:

(1) Physical Environment Information (PEI)

T,hePhysic1.1 Environment In formation section
,provides a form for coding information about the clas.'sroom setting
including the presence and use of specific equipment, linstructional
materials, games, toysand displays in the room. Additionalrecord-
ings include-whether the classroom has movable rather than stationary
desk's, chairs and tables, and whether seating and group composition
are, assign ed by the teacher or selected by the studen. The extent
to which furnishings and facilities in the room are scaled to children
as well as the presence of personalized displays such as student prod-
ucts and photographs is also recorded. ,

(2) ' Classroom Check List (CCL),
4 .

The Classroom Check List is to, be completed
fo'ur times an hour. It provides a description of,,the classroom at a.4
given moment in time. This "snapshot" records the activities engaged
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in and the distribution of alladults and students in the classroom.4
I .information is gathered on the size of va'riout groupings of students
and adults as well as the -particular activity they are occupied with. -
In this way, a number of simuitaheout activities-tan be tnapp.ed. The

materials beingligused in each activity are also recorded.

r
(3) -The-Five-Minute-Observation (FMO).

The Five Minute Observation.allows for corn-
,

prehensive recording of the activities and interactions of any desig-
nated person in the classroom. Four times each hour an adult or
child in-the classroom is selected and becomes the focus of observe-

.

tion for five minutes. Each unit of interaction;in which the focus.person is either the actor or the recipient of me action is recorded
in a separate frame of the instrument. .(See E hibit sample
frame). Over the five minute period at least 0 and up to 76 frames
are filled'out about the focus person. If one f ame records that the
focus person engages in ,an action that calls fo or elicits a response',
the nature of the response or the absence of an appropriate response
is recorded in the subsequent frame. If the fOcus persons action does
not call for a response (e, g. .teacher lecturing) then the ne5ct,frarne is
used to follow the primary action.

Each recording frame is designed to collect font. Categoriet of

Who is acting?
.. . of., N.To Whom is the action directed?

. -
-. What is the action?

How is it dope?
o

0.

A listing of, the contents of each of these coding categories is found in
Exhibit III -4. It can-be seen that the, Who and To 'Whom categories
contan the same items and allow for groups as well as individuals to
be eit er actor oi, recipient. The What category includes verbal
and xi n-verbal actions as well as inaction, (e. g. Waiting or No Response).

I
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A complete interaction sequence will take two or more frames showing at least the initiation of an interaction and
the response to that initial interaction. An example of arCinteractitIn sequence-is shown below.

Teacher:. "Johnny, what is two
'and two?"

Johnny: "It is four."

' Teacher: ."That is correct,
Johnny."

4

The teacher (T in the Who column) is initiating an interaction with a
child (C in the To whom column) by asking a simple question (1Q in
the What and Haw columns). (A more detailed explanation of the
codes appears in Appendix D.) Jhis is coded in shorthand as TC113.A.
It is coded in the frame as shown btra.

II
Ogee
ockx)
cxx)oeogeeee

,Who To Whom

c)eo.ab,o@oeaeo
ocx)

What

CXXXXAK),C)
po@ee

How

Os°

Johnny (C in ttke Who column) responds (3A in the.What and How
column) to the teacher (T in the To whom column). This in shorthand
is CT3A. It is coded in the frame as shown below. 4

13

@Oa@
©4(D®
icxxxxxDoeoao

Who To Whom

Oe©
©©®

What

000®®®000
®0®®e©©®

t CP@O®

low

Co

The teacher (T in he Who column).tells Johnny (C in the To whom
column) that she acknowledges (.7A in the What and How column) his
correct response. This in shorthand is-TC7A. It is coded in the frame

' as shown below.

Who

O*0©
® ©©®
clocxxpoocooe

To Whom

00©
410@

What

000®001060
()49®(XXXXD

How

lee@o® oo-

Exhibit 111-3. CODED FMO FRAMES SHOWING CODING OF A TYPICAL pITERACTION

(From Stallings & Ka,skowitz, 1973)
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WHO and TO WHOM

Categories Code

Teacher
Aide A
Volunteer t V
Child - C
,Differept child
'Two children t 2
Small gr oup
Larg4,.group
Animal . An
Machine M

WHAT

Category Code

..

Command or Request
Direct Question
Open-Ended Question
,Response
Instruction, Ex lanation
General Comm nts/General Action
Task-Related omment
Acknowled
Praise
Corrective Feedback
No Response
Waiting
Observing, Listening
Nonverbal
Movement X

1t
1Q (Q fro-rii How colUmn)
2
3

.4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

NV

HOW.

Category
p Happy

Unhappy
Negative
Touch
Question
Guide/Reason
Punish
Object.
Worth
Dramatic Play/

Pretend
Academic
Behavior

EXHIBIT 111-4.

Code
H
U
N
T

-Q
G

0

.DP
A
B

FMO CODING CATEGORIES
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The How category is used to modify L'he What notation.
For example,a teacher can provide corrective-feedbaak to a child in
a po'siti've way or 0.. negatfve way. The feedback can be about the

1

child's general behavior or deportinent, or it can be about some
academic endeavor. ,

The FMO captures the essence of an. event independent of the
. ..specific content. For example, if a teacher is the focus pers,on and,

he/she ays to a student "Sally, you did very well on that addition,
p-roblem" e event would be coded as TC8A which translates to ."Tea-
cher praises hild for academic subject matter.." The same code
would be used regardless of the nature of the subject matter or who
the specific .child is.

Of the many thousands of variable' that can bd extracted from
data collected by the FMO, only a small subsetarp relevant to this
study. Below is a partial list of variables which 'CRT feels should be
derived from the classroom observation data, The list demonstrates
the type's and range of events'which,the FMO can be used.to measure,
as well as the relevance of these events to variables such as teacher
behavior, student activity, student attitude toward self, teacher atti- .

tude toward children and pupil attitude toward teacher.

1. Teacher addresses, instructs or responds to onechild.
Z. Teacher addresses, instructs or responds to two children.
3. Teacher addresses, instructs or responds to small group.
4. Teacher addresses, instructs or responds to large group.
5. Teacher, praises child .(children).

6. Teacher gives negative corrective feedback./

7.. Teacher gives positive corrective feedback.

8, Child 's expressions of self-worth.

9. Child task persistence.

10. Negative positive) behavior: adults to children
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11.

.-)
.

Negative (positive) behairior: children to adults.-

12. 'reacher aresi6rids tO Chi.lsr-s24uestion with punishment.
.

aft

13. -Teachet .r.esponds,to'childq.- question with open-ended
...,

,question.
4, . \

;14; Child exprers-gions of happiness (unhappiness,).
1

.

1 . . , . -
15. Childself-instruction, .

. , .

16. Child instructing cater children..-.
17. Child Interacts with, machine or animal. .

.

Teacher discipline of students consists of insta'nces.in which the
teacher attempts to'alter students' condi:La/5r department in ,class.

.
This is coded thrdugh the FMO as the teacher giving a child corrective
feedback about his/her behavior. The degree of disciplinary action in
a..,c lassroom is the ratio of instances of obs'er;.rld discipline to the total.number Of teacher-child intera-Ctiorispbsered.

Norm - Referenced Achievement Tests for Reading
-and-Math'

The research design and'the students participating
in the present study set specific constraints in selecting the rests for
the assessment of student achievement. These conairaiits have been;
operationalized.into exact criteria which .were employed in the selection

. .

of a single instrument from the,rnany more or less appropriate in6tru::
mekts available. The evaluation criteria iiiapds.ed. upon the tests are
briefly described below.

4

4

,

a
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The Tests Should beNorm*-Referenced

'In addition-to the practicil advantage that norm-referenced
tests, provide scaled scores that are more interpretable
than' raw scores, norm-referenced tests were decided upon
as their achievement content covers a wide range 'of con-
tent in an impartial manner. Criterion-referenced tests,

4

being,,specifically focused upon minute behaviors, are far
more likely to be partial in their ability ,to evaluate effects
of individualized or standardized instruction. The impart.-

I

iality of-a published norm-referenced test, in addition to
. .

its general acceptability and credibility, argued for the
exclusion of special criterion- referenced instruments.

The Tests Should Measure Common Content of Both
Reading and Mathematics Achievement

The test should have at least two stibscalea.so that scores
on' reading and mathematics can be separately obtained.
Further, common content of the two subscales should be;
assured. Availability of alternate forms of tests is highly
desirable:.

The Tests'Shou1d be Independent of Any Specific Curriculum

In order to fairly assess student achievernenta'for this pro-
ject, the test instruments must in no way be designed for
or associated with any specific curriculum or instructional.

-
Materials or methods.

. The Tests Should Have Norms that Represent Disadvantaged
Students

Tests with local or'.incidental norms, as well as tests with
national norms that under represent students who are educa-,
tionally disadvantaged are not apt/ropriate. guch tests , '
might well-yield norrned findings that will, aside from com-
parisons, mislead he 'reader of the project's report, and
incorrectly influenc the deciiions that will be baseitupon
the report.

o
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The Tests Should lie .Machine Storable .

Machine scorappity is necessary for a project of this mag- .

nitude, 'Present-day tests can bemade machine seoral;le-
while stillmaintaining appropriateness for third-grade
students.

The Tests Should Provide Easily Interpnetable Scores

The tests should provide either percentile or grade-
equivalent conversions, 'so that the scores are readily
interpretable to the rea,der of the project report. Uncom.i
mon or unique Conversion scales are unacceptable for the
evaluation instruments.

The Tests Should Provide Empirical Fall and Spring Norms

Recent studies have cast a great deal of suspicion on the
accuracy, of normed..scores.that;have been developed from
tests that have been administered at one time of the school
year, and have then been projected linearly to other times
of Vie school year. Particularly, when the project design'
will compare fall to spring scores to assess achievement
growth, a far more precise and less ambiguous set of find-
ings will be obtainable from tests tha't hdve,been empirically
normed at both fall and spring. .

The Tests ghould Not be Undue Difficult

Most test publishers provide grade ranges for optimal
se

appropriateness' of tests. With disadvantaged ptudents,
however, the recommended ,grade ranges -should be treated
as upper limits, and, if possible, test levels ',should be
selected that assure an adequate floor fOr the test scores.
A test that is simpler, having an adequate floor, will pro-
vide greater yariability,and accuracy of measurement, thus.,
sharpen g the findings of the project.

0
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The eight evaluative criteria li ted ahove were I. pan the

most recent list'of available publishe tests; This list, at! 1.,
critical evaluations of- each of the test and iptbscales appears 11.,;,WT"

SE Elementary School Test Evaluation" (H4pfner, R. , et. al. , 197
and encompasses over 8;300 currently available tests appropriate for

__. ,_.ele1Mtary_schooLetudents. Thij:-kpendiu of tests categorizes
all tests by the curricular area assessed by t test. The first step

=in irnpierrreritatdit 'Erie 0 i "ctiferia w , therefore, to. select
the curricular categories appropriatte ssesspaent in t project.

'.
. ,4

CA

. (1) Readink CurracurA.,,;eas.
o

6
..44

Ti;er-i-i;i;st co'rorricii2cuMichlar oh
- . a ; 011ivee!for

.reading instruction at the thiid gizade a;eundoubtedly relp...4d4,t%' ord
rk.. w i , - , :.., :, q Arecognition and reading cdmprehenAon.a IThese,goals wee-r,ea ly ,

A- a ,,ft 1,.translated into the following two cur-rieu,ar-'goals froth the §g.Elemr
.. - ''' *.'' rentary School Test Evaluations: --f-- -, s ; ,, -: - P

10* . ' - 1
, 4

,..,of - . ' . °.;' .,,. .' ...., 1 ' 0:-7.";:'7ec,Ctiiitiififil,.of4Word-Meanngs ,;,-.-.;:,',y".:,,,' ',,, ,,.... :.., -7P,
0 ' :". . ....r .

. * ,Shows under standing. 0,1,,,,,--....-.... , m...,..eanings-,o 'Written words,
:,,

-....:.-..-,.:-...... - ..--'-- '''' -.....," .-,--4A.,.... .' -,° IT.' 1 7-
-*--'-

-' --..7 :_7'::-:: u.7- xu.-strations , syrao iyrrts,
o, Jr

r 4nronyrns. Bows different
!..,i ir., .4 ' 1 1' , ro-me nings;that the, same word'm Y cOmmunisate.,-,,, ,,,.,;.- , -;:. , ,....

Rea ds ing Comfiltehension
:

.

Understands material read. Infers the meaning of words
from context. Follows written directions. Identifies topic
sentences, main ideas, and intentions of the author, and-

'finds supporting details and illustrations in the text. Keeps
track of temporal sequences, spatial order, and other
relationships. Meads at a rate appropriate to the material
and purpose,

(2) Mathematics Curricular Areas

. L Third-gradeinstruction in mathematics is
still undergoing change throughout the nation'eo that selection of, one.

aor two speOific curricular areas that are,very commonly addressed in



instruction is more difficult. In the service of imparliality to differ-.
ences in individualized versus sta`ndardiaed instruction,' however, the
test should assess both concepts and computation. These two general
curricular goals can b.e translated into the following goals of the CSE
Elementary School Test Evaluations.

Understalitring Miih Concepts

Under'stands numbers And fractions. Differentiates between
numerals, 'prime and composite numbers:, Identifies fac-
tors, multiples, and reratfve',primes of a given number.
Understands set'membership, set relations, set corres-
pondence, and operations with sets. Relates set notation
and dia:gramsto categorical staternents in English. 'Reads,
recites, and writes numbers. Understands place values,
the rounding of numbers, the decimal system of numera-

.-tion, numeration with bases other than ten, and Roman
numerals'. Undestands the commutative, associative, and
distributive properties, inverse operations; propertids of
0 and I,. negatives, and reciprocals. Understands number
line diagrams. Finds and-evaluats simple numerical
rules based on observation. Understands number relation-
ships, number `sentences, variables, and fOrMulas.. Reads
sentences using letters or frames and equality or inequal-
ity signs, and relates them to quantitative statements in
English. . Solves or graphs equations and inequalities.
Tests relations for reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity.

Whole Number Computation

Adds& subtracts, 4nd multiplies integers checks answers.

The eight evaluative criteria were successfully imposed upon the
tests that were categorized into the curricular goal areas listedAbove.
Imposition of the criteria quickly reduced the number of qualifying tests
from several hundred to two achievement batteries,. The twb batteries
were the Metropolitan Aievement Tests and the Stanford Achievement

0
5.
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Tests. In order to resolve the competition .between the two batteries,
the,test items were inspepted and were judged for general appropriate-
neds for disacivant4ged students. On this basis the Toll° ng were
selected for the assessment ofachievement growth in the roject:

Reading Test \ J.
.

Metropolitan Achievement Test,Prirhary 1 (designed for
grades 1.5 - 2.4 but provides.. norms for-grades 1.49 - 4.7).

Word Knowledge
' (subtest)

Reading
(subtest)

.Mathematics Test - ' ..,

Metropolitan Achievement 'rest, Primary 1 (designed for
koe

-
grades 1. 5 - 2. 4, but provides
norms for grades 1.'0 - 4.7).

MathematiCS Concepts
(subtest)

Mathematics Computation.
(subtest).

Measures of Student Affect
. -

The criteria to be'employed in the selection of meas.-
ures of student affective outcome are considerably different from those
employed' for the selection of achievement outcomes. geriera,IA
affective measures, if they are published at, all, are not nearly as well
normed and atatidardized as most of the achieyement tests,A.4nd there-..
fore their evaluative criteria must be relaxed in terms-of thP 'statis-
tical ;tidal and-psychometric qualities associatea with outcome measures.
Nonetheless, this project does itripcise some necessary and de,sirable. .

-
qualitiks upon which student affective euecome"Frfeasurea should be
selected. These evaluative criterias are described below. \s
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The Students Shottld Respond on the Measure

Although many of student affective measures are based upon
teacher ratings of the. students as -reflections of student levels
of affect., this project also will assess teacher affect,t and any
teacher affect would logica.11y confound, their ratings d-
ents. For this reason, a prime consideration in the a-7

ion oi the mea.sure is that the student's themselves respond
to the measure ,

t
.

The.Measure Should be Well Described

ljecause there is much less consensus re arding the.goals of
affective outcomes in students, it is m t iniportant that the
test be clearly described in terms of the behaviors it is in-
tended to z`neastiie or the theory in whichit is rooted, Just - ,

ifccation of item selection or dev opment and rte,tches to a
ogical organization of affectiv desirable,behaviors isa,

The Items Should. be Appropriate to Third-Grade .Sbiden,ts
es ..

The .affective items should. be drawn sib that third-grade. !

students have no trouble/ either reeding them. .understand -nderstand- _
.

sing.whet their intent isi Items sliould'in:ot deliberately appear ,
=

. .
.

to be measures of something else by being disguiseLd. 'Items
10

..

should, not be included that are likely to be appropriate to '
ply a fractiOn of the students., ItwouId be desirable that.
the instrument forf.hrightli let the students know what the

. .

tegt 'measures and how they can most accurately respond
v ,to it.

S. The Tests Should be. Iridependen'i.of Any Specific Curriculum

In order to assess fairly, student achievern s for this pro- .%_,:, ... r \ .

ject, theaffective measures must not-be gned for or'
,'associated with any specific

I)
du'rriculu

.

instructional
,, I1' . .

materials or methods.
, .

r.

I
ffs?:

if757
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The Tests Should be Easily Scotaiile

Although.machine:scorable tests would be most desirable,
it may not be likely that-such tests will exist. In that event,
tests that are easily and objectively scored are preferable

; .tol.ny that are difficult or subjectively shored...

The Test Should be Published or PreviousI.

New instruments are all too-frequently constructed for each
new evaluation or research study.. For this project, the..literature of student affective measures should be. searched
in order to find the most appropriate measures foir the
project needs that either are published and standardized or
that have been employed viith some degree' of success in
previous studies.l. Such*.tests have an edge/in terms of hav-
ing some estahtiAed for them.

Pul;lishe'd and unpublished instruments, for measuring student
affect were reviewed on the bagis of the six necessary criteria listed
above. In addition, the tests were`inspected for evidence that they
had desired psychometric qualifies and the ite ms were inspected for
such cha-raTerefittio'Sa-s--releva thirdZ=grade students, difficulty
for item syntax and constructio , eptibility to response bias or

/

'or

r

"looking .g*Ood"/ .and focus upon the characteristics under consideration.
Based upon this critical examination, .the following instrumentswere
selected fo.r, each of the qtude nt.affective..outcomes:

7-`

Attitudes Toward Subject Matter

The scale "About the Things We Learn" of the
School Attitude Survey (Akekien Prels, 1970):wasselected as providing

. a wide range, of opportunities for studentseto reveal their attitude's'
,to

towards their school subjects. Fou'rteen items'a.:Sse'S's +attitudes Toward
school work in general, grades, homework, rea.ding,.lantu'age arts,
aritlimetic, physical' eduhafion-, and attendance. Each of the 14 items
is composed of a three-point ra.ti'ng salp, and each point. on the scale
vis described by, an attitude statement t is meaningful to third-grade

...
v ...students

p 4'4-
m_58

p.
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'(2) Attitudes Toward Schbol

The scale "About Me and My Classroom" of the
_

School Attitude Survey was selected as providifigoa wide range of oppor-
tunities for students to reveal their generalized attitudes toward school.
This scale differs from many of the more general school-attitude scales

nts
Aro

because it focuses upon the child's immediate school experience -.t-
the classroom. Comply ints-abo-ut-th-e-classroom are what translate,
at least at the early grade levels, into attitudes to school in general.J
The nine items of this scale assess attitudes toward seating arrange-
ments, visibility, noise, and-being tired or hungry, and are formatted
as three-point rating scales, each point described by a meaningful
attitude statement.

,4

(3) Attitudes Toward Peers

The scale "About Other Children and Me'.' of
the School Attitude Survey was selected as providing a wide ange)Of_--
opportunities foc..)students to reveal_theirogeneralized attitudes about
*their classmates- The eight items of the scale assess Sttitudes-towards-
'other children as both'ering;one, aS friends, as other's feeliing to one;
about,being a leader, about sharing, and about communicating probl:ems
ana feelings This wide range of social interaction attitudes shobld

provide a comprehensive assessment of attitudes. toward peers for this
project. The items. are formatted similarly to thd)se of the otIA sca

V

(-1) 'Attitudes Toward Staff

Vie scale "About the..Teacher andMe" of the
School Attitude Survey was selected as providing a focus of attitudes
.particularly td the primary staff toward which young chi ldren have

0

important relationships -- their teachers. Previous studies hAv,eindi-
e

Jcatod little or diffexeoces gtti ides t ore distant school
staff such as principals 011-chool.nu ses, y studies point
the value of the student-teacher attitudes. The five items, in a three-
point descriptive rating scale, assess attitudes such as the teacher's
perceived helpfulness, the teacher's desire to call on one fors answers,
and- characteristics that bother one.

O
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,.. :
. .. .. .An important reason for the, selection of the four scales of-the

School Attitude Survey, in addition to its relatively high quality in terms
41of the evaluative criteria enumerated above,,

--,

was the tact that all four
47 sda-l-es'are comhined)into one easily admiriistered survey. .Selection of

- ,

the survey will clearly minimize. logistic pioblems in the testing_of. a.

the students in this project. '. .,A

(5) -Attitude Toward Self, / . .

. ,

outcome. The scaie has 80 items that are answered as yes or no and
. . ..

_1all items are syntactically and verbally simple. The, tests'- major-
.

advantage is that,' unlike many other self- concept Measures, its items
.,-,have no complex sentence structure's, such as dependent c,.lauses or

. subjunctive cases. Tfle instrument has been used extensively, and in
many cases v succ,e-ssfully in research studies. Factor analyses ofeid 0

the items have indicated the existence of factors Called "behavior", .,.6.
"intellectual and school status", "physical appearance and attributes", I., ,'!'anxiety", "popularity ", and "happiness and satisfaction."

(4) Student ,Locus of Control , I
. CAI feels that a child s sense of control over

JP .

various aspects of his own education"is an important outcome and one ,

that should be assessed. °Since', no published measure o,f locus of can-
*trol that met the desired criteria for test selection was found in the

literature search, C.RI has substantially modified an extant instrument.
such that it meets most of these criteria. The Stude'nt Locus of Control

The total score of the Piers-Harris Children's
Self Concept Scale was selected, as the measure of.this student affective

I

Instrument (ConterrParary Research, Inc. , 1973) was selected. This
instrument was deYeloped.under contract to 'USOE, 19-73; for the"

. -Evaluation of School-Based Right-to-Read Sites. Although the
instrtpxleknt..was not actually used at that time, the instrufnent
was pre - tested and validated.

theIntellectual AchieVement Responsibility Scale (EAR)3
.

(Crandall, Katkov-iky and Crandall, '1965) provided the pool of
items from which CRT drgw'18 iteih's in the instrument. The
IAR is designed for administration to ,students in grades ,3 to., 12.

L4-60
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49

CR1 found that:some ofhe original items were inappropriate for third
graders because of their abstractness orcomplexity and these were
elimiiiated. The remaining items were simplified where necessary
and adjusted,ior'.e. balance of success, relaited

A
items and failure

.related items.
C. The resultant ins$rument can be administered verbally totindivid-
ua s or groups o c ren, ac i em es,7-i,_)es a school related event
and the child is asked to chooseone of two explanationslfor the event.
Of the alternative explanations, one attributes'catue to some e xternal
source such as tli,e teacher behavior or difficulty of a test. fhe other.
choice attributes responsibility to an internal source such as the child's
ability or how hard he tries.

Ay
e. Measures ofJeacher Affect

Hislorillry, there has been less systematic inquitry
into teacher affective outcomes that student aff.ectiv.e outcomes and cert-
ainly less than the attenfio' devoted to student achievement outcomes.
Therefore, the criteria employed in the selection:of affective outcome
measures for teachers must necessarily be even less rigorous than;
those applied to' student measures:- CR1 redognized that it was,unlikery
th t any published instruments rich could be considered wells normal-

. ,

iz d or standardized weredavaila4Lle fo
.
this project. With this i mind,

th %qualities CRI looked' ror in the'instruments oritoms selected are
de cribed below:

o The Teachers 'Should Respond to the Measure
.-- s, 1

. ' 14 5
Responi es should be first-per§on and not obseryations or ,

. -
at- ratings by principals or supervisors..

CT: The Measures Should be.Well Described

The Measures should, if at all pbssible, have been employed
in other research or evaluations and have beet developed with
a specific theory or conceptualizatiOn'af,teache.r behaviors

.

clearly documented. The.items should 136 justified in terms`

of well documented. objectives.
0.

. ,
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The Measures Should be Independent of Individualized
or Standardized instructional Experiences

-------
In order to fairly measure teacher differences as results or,
concothitarfts of variations in instructional methods, the
measures should not be baied,upon or focused updri one of

themeasures to the partial exclusion of the other.,' It
--wanid-be-rno-s-t-cie-sirable for the instrument-to have been

de-Oeloped witho .thl specific instructional variations in
this.projectn min.
The Measures Should be Easily Scorable

Measures that have any degree of projection or subject-
ivity in their scoring will trot be considered. Not only are
such instruments loo cost - ineffective for such a study such
as this one, but any conclusions drawn frOM its sebres,.are
too subject to debate.

The Measures Should be Published,or Previously Employed

Tests with some previous history causing it to hOe accrued
-

some vaTil.iity evidencewill'be preferred over th-e develop-
ment of Wholly new instruments.

Published and unpublished, instruments for measuring teacher .
affect were revitewed on the basis of ,the five necessary'criteria-listed
above. In addition, the instruments were inspected for evidence that

,they lead desired psychometric qualities and that the ite'rns would not
insult or invade the privacy of the teachers who would be a,sked to res-
, . - 1 .

,pond to them. Based upon this, critical examination, the,7foll6wing ,

instruments were spected for each of the teacher aTfective Outcomes.
... , ...,

(1) - Attitude's Toward St,udents
e .

The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory as
-'s

w

selected as the measure fos this affective teacher outcome. The instru-
q . -,Fnent assesses the teacher's capacity forinterpersonal relationships with .

his /her students, a high score inaicating, a progressive, pupil-centered, ,

tion-authori arian orientation or,4,ttitude toward students., The inventory
, .

..c..

':$
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contains 150 items with a five-point agree-disagree response scale.
Items are of the following types:

"Young people are difficult to understand these days."

"Teachers should not expect pupils to like them."

The inventory has been based upon theory of teacher, behavior
been validated irk-several studies of 'teacher effectiveness.

(2) Attitudes Tyward Colleagues, Job and School
4.This set of attitudes can, easily be translated

into an assessnient of teacher morale and so the instrument selected
was the Purdue Teacher Opinionnaire, designed to assess levels of

.teachers' morale, This instrument provides a total score reflecting .
the general level of teacher morale. In addition, it provides subJscores

...f.pr the important categories of teacher rapport with principal, satis-
factiowwith teaching, rapp"oit-amonCteachers, teachlr salary, teacher
load, curriculum issues, teacher status, community support of
education, school facilities and services and community pressures.
This instrument has been used extensively irisbotii research and
evaluations.-,

(3) Locus of Control Inventory forTeachers.

This instrument is derived frofn a similar
measure which was originally developed and validated for CRI's study
of Right-to-Read (dR"I, 1973). It consists of a series of factors which
could be used to explain student success or failure in readies or fri
math: For half the statements, the teacher is sked-to-indicate how
strongly 'she believes each factor is related to student success. For

.the other half of tliie items, the teacher is asked to indicate how
4' 11,r 12strongly Bach fa.ctoseems to be related to student failure. For

comparison ptoscs, the lists have certain items in common. Each
statement prov[ides a factor underlying student performance w41.ch is
gither internal or external to the teacher. The internal items inclfle
such general factors as teacher clarity, teaher concern and teacher

1
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3.
3

4

ability. The external items include mostly student factors slaCh as
student effort, itudent.motivation and aptitude. Withiri.eachAist,_...

half the items are internalito the teacher and half are external.I-

In this study we are interested varaia.bies whieg are very
specific to the classroom and even the p`a icular subject matter.

.
When teachers of reading fi11 out this instrument they will be asked

-

ati

to explain student performance .in reading while math teachers will
be asked to , reference the various items to their experience.in
teaching math. This is part of CR's overall eftetr4 to anchor data
in the everydacy,occurrences of the 'Classroom. e

The Locus of Control Inventory for Teachers can be analyzed
for internality and externality main effects and for the interaction
between these effects and success and failure. Contrary to one of
the criteria used for selection of other .measures of teacher affect,
this inVentory contains several items which werexir- itten specifically

.

to reflect our conceptualization of individualized instruction. For
.exa'in'ple,_teachersrwillbe given factors such as student.belf-pacing
and be asked to indicate how strongly related these are to student'

,

or. failure.success

f. Teacher.Interview I.
.3V

This teacher interview schedul4 which is to be
4' 3

st: Administered at the onset of the'iield'portion of the study servei two
A. i

.'s purposes. F,irst it gathers informationon the frequency and manner- .

. in which the' teacher diagnosed student needs', This includes the.. . ( ., ,.
. ': procedures 'used, the ,materials such as ests employed and the way

'in which the teacher uses, this disignoSti information for. Prescription
) iof instruction. Second, -it collects cont xt and general progress infor- 3

..,
. -illation. Examples of,this, are Aresenceiof other aitults in the classroom

e
.. 1,- class size use of peer or cross-age tutoring, use ofd

.dominant language of students. ..
-- / .__ - . --. . . .

r'Iii conjunction with administration of, the.Teacher interview I,
The Project staff Member.shouldgive the teacher a thorough Orientation-. ..

_.

r to

to the purpose -and upe of the Stucferitntkctivity Log 'Kit.' .'
'± .

, ,
,
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g
VS*

Teacher InterviewII.

This interview takes place at the end of the -field
portion of the study and is intended to assess process, context and some
outcome information that would not.have been available earlier. The

teacher is asked for information reles.za.nt.--t.oe-spent.on
various tasks-T-s-ched-uled time away froffi class for instructional
planning, any inservice training concerning individualization, length.
of time program has been operation, and student attendance patterns
Other data is obtained about parent and community inyolvenient as well
as teacher participation in school decisions.

7-
Ai part of Teacher Interview II, _teachers should bebriefed on

-their use of the Log. Inquiry should be made tts to the basis for
differences, if any, in rate, setjuencecontent of objectives, materials,,
physical and social setting, teacher_behavior. and student activity that
are .indicated on thevLog. This part. of the interview is important for t'
an-understanding of the relationship betWeen diagnosis, prescription
and implefnentation of instruction as it occurr.e'd in a particular class-/..

room program.. AdditiAal information on analysis of the Log and
Teacher Interview U is included in Appeni:x G.

At the end of the interview tcachcra should be a-s-ked to.appriase
ct, if any, using the Log. .

,

the Log. This should help assess what of
..,

au'ring the period of the study had on class

Princi al Questionnairh.

room process.

6

Principals ofall schoo s involved in the study should
be a short questionnaire to obtain nioimation on the school and
community/ that is not generally available through tkchers. Such in-,.

. '

forfnat ion as expenditure per pupil, criteria for assigning students`to
different clWs s.es , staff involvetteni in; school decisions, parent
involvement in policy decisions, and certain school characteristics
shOuld _be assessed.

4 0

4 . .
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. ....
Instrument Pre - testing .-.' ..

. . :
I' .... 1. .

?Each instrin-herzt developed for and/or being used for" the.

first,tirne in this study -will und.e--go a pre-test to d'etermine the
..., . 1 .

glarityotind&idual.items, the interpretation and :meanings that various
.

. , - ,' respodent4s-:may. assign to items,,,, any other problems that'may be
e'ncOwite'red dur,ingSlAta_c_ollectiati A.S. a rule, *ins-fir-pre-,--testing
:Shp 'nOt bedikewithp.riy.,of the 'study sample.-but- rather on a ,. -. ,CoMpiarAlerAnd..preferablylo6d1 sample which reflects the target.,, ..4-

,

t
.

population,' 84i:ice instruMerits will have to be ready for use ACthe
beginning cii-the normal gchqol year, pre. testing Will have to be,donet
with stirnine'r gra0e,level. class es. This may represent_

a `slightly different population from the one used. or the study butthe
difterefices- shoiilt1 not be sy,great as to be problematic. In accordance
with OMB ins:frument c/ea.rance requifements, the nurnber of respon-
-fdelitS for the'eprpe:--te$)ts should be nine.

.
a

4. OMB Package

All of the instruments this study which' are discussed
.above along with justification for their use, justification for any

newly created items or revised instruments and all pe'rtinent instrument
administration information should be compiled into a report for sub-
mission to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) for Approval.'

`, OMB ,specifications for this 'package should be acflhered,to..

0 .
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1.

F: DATA COLLECTION

Overview

This data collection procedure has been developed with
the ineentOf devising a plan'ihat would ensure high validity and relia-

that.,5,ould keep project co'stswithih an allowable range and
that would minimize the inconvenience for students and school person-

,
nel:-

On-site data collection is to take place during four major data
collection periods, covering six months. During this time, data are
to be collected from cidssrclorn teachers, aides, reading and math
specialists, principals and student's. Data should be systemblically
collected through the .use of the instruments which were designated
in the previous section on measurement.

, -

An essential'element of this data collection plan is the avail - i

ability and use of highly skilled data collection personnel. Therefore,
staff training shOulebeiriven high priority. It is also important that

same personnel be assigned to visit the same schools throughout. the

the study.

2 Data Collection Plan
. ,

The essential componefits- of the data collection plan a e
included in Exhibit 111-5.: Data Collection-Plan, which i diCates f r
each of the study instruments, the method of dAa collec on to e ern-
plol)red, the resporidents for the instrument, the time period o data
'collection andi the length of time rediuired`for_a,dministration

s

The total tiirte,periosl fordata collection is approxi ately 6 ,

Months. This time is broken down into for major pelti as- as tollOws:,
D. C. sl: Data Collection sPretest - Oct. '4 - Oct. 2,9, 1976 A

.
D. Intervening Data Collection - Nov. 15 - Dec. 17, _1976
D. C..3: Intervening:Data Collection - Jan. .1'- Feb. 4, 1977.

C. '4: Data Collection Posttest, -Feb. 24 Mar. 18, r977

t4
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cj

a. Data Collection Pretest (D. C. 1) a

The first major data collection period is scheduled
for Oct. 14 through Nov. 1, 1976. (Data collected, during this period
should be treated. as pretest data). During this period, 25 data collec-
titn personnel are to visit approximately 10 schools each for 2 days per
school. As shown in Exhibit 111-5, while on-site, they are to 1) inter-
iiiew the school principal and the master teacher of the classroom
under study; 2) administer the achievement test to the 3rd grade stu-

. ,

dents; 3) administer all non-cognitie instruments to students and
t.

teachers and other instructional staff; and 4) instruct the teacher
on the use of'the Student Activity Log.

Whenever feasible, those sections of the interview questionnaires
that can be completed by the principals and teachers prior _to the_staff
visit shduld be mailed in advance of the visit. Also, to maximize the
use of test administration time, the teacher non-cognitive instruments
should be administered at the same time the students are taking the
Metropolitan Achievement Test.

h. Intervening Data Collection (D. C. 2 & D. C. 3)
,

There sh6uld be two intervening periods of data
collection , The fir:st:ref -which is scheduled for Nov. 15 - Dec. 17, 1976,

. .

and the second of which. is scheduled for Jan, 1 - Feb. 4, '1977. Class-
room observation, using the Classroom Observation Instrument, corn=

, -
prises the primary method of data collection during this period. Ob-

bservational periods in each classroom should cover two days, and
,when feasible, the teacher should not be ,notified%of the exact 'day that
the observer will arrive. For practical reasons, however, they should

6
be, told: ihe week (but not.the day) that observation will take place.

.
c.' Data Collection Posttest (131.:C. 4)

The last major data collection period is scheduled
for Feb. 21 - Mar. 18,, 1977. This data collection period should be
treated as a posttest; therefore, all of-the same instruments (but where

fr
s.
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L.

available, different forms) are to be administerpd to the same res-
pondents who-took the pretest. Data collection should take approxi-
mate* 2 days at each school and same procedures for instrument
administration that were employqd during D. 1, should be employed
during D. C. 4.

d. Student Activity Log _Data. Collection
--73,

One study instrument,, the Student Activity Log, is
to be used throughout the entire six months of data collection. As
described in the measurement section of this report, all of the tea-

.
chers in the sample are to keep detailed records on the progress each
student in the class has made on a predetermined set of objectives in
the Student Activity Log. .

During the D. C. 1 period,' the data collection personnel is to
'thoroughly explain to the teacher the log and it use. The data collec-_

'tion persOnne should make it clear to the teafhers that the' cig records
are-to be updated whenever there is new information to enter. They
should be warned against letting a long period of time elapse and then
t- rying'recall the data. The duplicate copy of each weekst,update
of the log is to be mailecrto the contractor on the Friday of each
week; however, during each of the three data collectipn periods (D. C.
2, 3 and' 4), the data collection staff member should review the log
for its accuracy and completeness and any problems that the teacher,
might be having should be discussed4 If the cOntractor'has not
received the weekly update of the log by Tuesday of each week, tele-

'phone.follow-up should be conducted.

4 At the end of the entire data. collection period; March. 18, all
teachers are to mail a copy of the completed l'Og to the contractor.
If the log has not been received within a reasonable period of time;
the teacher shouldhbe telephoned and reminded of the urgency ofe
returning the log immediately. a ' -

'
, . - ' 7

3. ° Selection and Training of esearch Staff.,. _

. Data collection personriel Will be needed to conduct 4 4
. , 4

ALinterviews, to do systematic classroom observa ns,.to administer
$ i

N.
11

t 96



a

standarVized achievement tests, and t i distribute and collect self-.
administered questionnaires. Also, field supervisors are needed

. .

to train the field staff acrd to control thequality4 data, collection.
The intent in selecting and training the data collection staff is to in-

.
crease the reliability and validity of the data collected, but also, to
foster 'positive relations with the schools and communities involved
in the study.

a. . Staff Selection

Approximately 25 staff members will be needed for
data collection;.however, itis anticipated that not all individuals selected

will qualify or will always be available. Therefore, substitute inter-
,

viewers will be needed. Abput 2-0% more persons should be initially
selected and trained even though they may not actually be 'needed in

the field.

Membeers of the data collection staff participating in on-site
visits should be callable of 1) rapidly learning tile appropriate pro- .
ceiltires for collecting data; 2) dealing with the data collection pro-

...ce;is in an objective and confidential manner, and 3) relating well

with members of the local school-community, especially administra-
tors, teacher's and students.

t Although good public relations could' be ,realized by selecting
Members of the research staff from local community, given the num-
ber of different schools and districts in and the geographical spread

of the sample, it is not practically feasible to use local community,

personnel.

The composition of the entire data collection team should be

multi-ethnic and somewhat proportioned,to the ethnicicultu I make-

up of the respondents in the sample. However, it is not desi able
that the assignment of the data collection personnel to schools be

done on the basis of ethnicity alone. The prime criteria for assigna---

ment ought to be based on a desire to maximize good relations with
the school personnel and on the desire to decre'ase travel costs.

9
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Another reason We suggest that the contractor not attempt to directly
ethnically match the data collection staff to_the school staff and students
is becauseLit is unrealistic to suppose or even attempt to perpetuate the
notion that Blacks shotild work with Blacks, Whites" should work -with
Whites, Chicanos sho Id work with Chicanos, etc. On the other hand,'
the input of various ethnic groups into the total process is an essential
element toward ensuring. inclusion of the concerns of each of the ethnic/

r,

culturdl groups involved.

Teachers, aides, etc., should clot be given the task of administer-
ing-the achievement tests because they should be completing the teacher
non - cognitive instruments duriqg the student testing periods, and most
importantly, 'beCause orienting teachers abo'ut the test may bias the re-

,

sults by enabling teachers to "teach for the test."

b. Data Collection Staff Training

Regardless of prior experience, it is .essential that all
,data collection personnel unde :o extensive staff training.

.

(1) Pirr ose

The purposes of the ¶raining are as follows:

To fa iliarize lie personnel with the
conten ofIall o the "stt4 instruments that
.are to b \a\

1
min stered.

N

To train t ,staff the- specific prOcedures
for admim ring, each instrument.

. To afford th staff practice ih administering
the instiumen and, anticipating and answer-
ing typical que ion's of respondents.

To identify the s rengths and weakness of\

the data collectio te nam''so that noe of the
I ,

member's nor indi 'duals\ involved are put
in situations they ca noOandle.

u1-72
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To allow the staff to identify and under-
standthpr 'own biases so that they will
not impose them on the individuals and
schools they may encounter.

To familiarize the staff with the concep-
tual framework of the study design and
the definition of individualized vs. stan-
dardized ibstruction:

To fainiliarize the staff with the tray el
and other logistical procedures they must
follow.

(2) 'Training Schedule

staff .training sessions shouidDe scheduled such
that they directly precede the data collection period and should cover a
sufficient length of time to ensure the accomplishment of all of the.above
purposes. Because of the restricted time schedule to complete the en-
tire study, all personnel should be trained at the same time so that train-
ing sessions need not be repeated. Each training session should cover
the instrumenta and procedures to be used in the data collection period
that folloWs. Since the D.C. 3 and D.C. 4 data collection periods _

essentially use the same procedures as the D; C. 1 and D.C. 2 peri-
ods respectively, the training periods preceedirig D.C. 3 and D.C.
4 should be used,to review old prdcedures, changes in procedures
and new procedures, and to re-check inter-rater reliability especi-
ally on the SRI Observation instrument.

The schedule of the 'training periods is as follows

Sept. 20 - Oct. 1 - Tira.ining fdr the pretest data collectiOn
(2 weeks) period; D. C- 1.

Nov. 1.- 12 Training for the intervening data collec-
(2 weeks) tion period, D.C. 2 (classroom obser-

vation training).

Jan. 3 - 7
(1 week),

'Feb. 14 -.10,
(1 week)

Training for the intervening data collec-
tion period; D. C."3 (classroom bbser -.
vation review).

Training for the posttest data collection
period; D. C. 4.
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(3) Training Program Content and Techniques

With the exception of classroom observation
train g, all staff training, should be conducted by in-house senior per-
so nel. Classroom observation training is to..be conducted by Stanford

esearch Institute (SRI), the developers of the Classroom Observation
Instruments, as it is a very complex instrument to use. This training
takes at least 5 -10 days of intensive study. On two occasions in the past,
CRI has arranged for training of its own staff on the SRI instrument
and has -found the SRI staff to be flexible, amenable and capable of rri'eet-
ing the specific needs,of. the staff to be trained. I will conduct the
training at the,contractor's facilities, using vide -taped and real class-
room situations. The SRI training also includes procedures which check
inter -ratdr reliability.

Training on all other instruments should be designed and con-f
ducted by an in-house trainer. The`training, in general, should first
focus On the general techniques of unbiased interviewing, test admini-
stration and classroom observation: f011owed by the specific.sprocedures
associated with each instrument and test. Whenever appropriate akidio-
visual materials should be used such as overhead projections of the in-
strument items arid/or instructions and tape recordings from the. instru-

-ment pretest 'sessions.
.1f, .4

All participants should be_given an opportunity- to administer the
instruments to each other and participate in role playing experiences.
A list,of,anticipated -respondent questions should be 'developed and the
answers discussed.' \ .

Each participant should be given a training manual which includes
the;following:

Copies of all the study instrument's

rnstruction for administering eachMistrument

. The instrument administration schedule

III/ 7
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Instructions for handling the data (e. g. where to mail
data, how to package it, and how to edit it for obvious
errors)

A list -.of anticip'ated respondent questions and answers

Logistical information such as travel arrangements,

keNns_e
vouchers, etc.

List cif names and personnel to contacted at each school
and numbers of respondents to be sampled

dnergency, procedures for contacting the project'b
principal staff.

4. Procedures for Ensuring Respondent Cooperation

As in any study of this nature, the quality of the data in
many ways is dependent on the cooperation of the respondents. On

- the other hand, uncooperativeness of respondents can become a ma-
. jor obstacle. In order to help ensure the cooperation of the schools
and respondents, 'CRI has developed the following procedures:

a: Follow the Lines of...Authority for Gaining Entree
Into the District

The routinely accepted procedures for gaining entree
into the district should be followed. Specifically, letters explaining
the project sho d be sent to the district superintendent with a copy to
the compensatory education director. Following approval at that level,
the schoOl principal should be contacted by mail p.' nd his cooperation
sought., Only after district and school leveLpermission have b,een granted,
should teatchers be co tacted. Te,achers should be contacted first by

i .
mail and then arrange nts made for telephone contactat a time that
does not interfere.with th teachers' teaching- schedule.

-. (
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.b. Fully Explain the Study Requirements to Participants

At each level of inquiry into the district, the study's
requirements should be fully explained. It is more likely that partici-.
pants will cooperate'if they know from the beginnitfg what expected
of them.

c. Pay Teachers an-Honorarium for Their Participation
in the Study

An honorarium should be provided to teachers as an
added inducement for participating iiithe study. CR.I suggests that the
honorariuM be set at $100 and that all teachers be paid thesameamount.

,If the study team, however, finds that the honorarium does not motivate
Most teachers because;it is not enough, they should consider` raising
the amount of honorarium.

d. Provide the School with Their Students' Test 'results
On the Achievement and Non-Cognitive Tests

\--Student test results are often very useful to the
teacher .and-the school; therefore, the study team.should offer to provide
them to the school. Non-cognitive test results may be most desired
as it has been CRI's experience that such information is usually difficult"
for teachers to obtain.

e. Stress the Side Benefits for the Classroom Teacher
in Keeping the Student Activity Log

1, The side benefits of keeping the Student Activity Log
t , .it that the teacher will hays an easily manageable system of tracking

and recbrding the progress of the students within' the class-(at least on
the objectives that are included). This may be an additional aid to tea-
chers who have found this to.be a difficult task.

f. Provide the School with a Copy of the Final Report.

Since the final report will include information that,
will be extremely helpful to schools,- each school in the sample should
be provided a copy of the final report.

111-76
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ts...2.4g. Ensure the Participants of.Confidentiality
,,.. _

t -Procedures to ensure confidentiality of partidipants
and their responses should be stridtly enforce.: Participants should
Be made aware of the fact that'no nanies of schoofsor; participants wi 1

, .

be mentioned in the -report.
- '

5. Quality Control of the Da±a. Collection Effort

:qc," * Since the- quality of the data will have tremendous impact-on
the results of the study, the study.team should implement procedures
that will increase the quality of- the -data Collection effort: CRI suggests
the following procedures:

a. The Deputy Project Manager Should Di,rectly-
Supervise the Data Collection

This individual should have prior experiencein
supervising data collection for similar large- scale efforts. Early
in the study, this individual along with the Project Manager should
work out the specific details of the data collection plan and delineate
the roles and responsibilities of assisting personnel.

b. Field Personnel ShouldReview all Questionnaires

Field personnel sho'uld check all instruments for
error& and completeness prior' to leaving the s-dho-Ol. The instru-
ments should again bey checked as they are returned to the conffac-
tor's office.

c. Field Personnel Supervisors Should Monitor the
Data Collection Effort and Check Inter-Rater
Reliability

Field Personnel Supervisors should be design.ted
-to directly monitor personnel in the field. These persons, working
under the direction of the Deputy Project Manager should travel
from school to school and monitor the efforts of the field personnel.
These individuals should discuss with school personnel any problems
related to data collection.

111 -77
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Dile to the-complexity ofthe SRI Observation Instrument, one of
the prime responsibilities of the field supervisors is to monitor inter-
rater reliability. In total the field supervisors shouldmake no less
than three inter-rater reliability checks on each observer (one during
the pre-staff training, one during the actual on-site D. C. 2 or D. C.
3 periods, and one during the staff retraining and review period).

Procedurally; on-site inter-rater reliability checks will be done
by the field supervisor and classroom observer observing and record-
ing the same phenomena. If agreement between the two raters-is less
than a .82 correlation, the field supervisor is to determine and imple-
ment appropriate corrective and/or' retraining measures.

-G. DATA ANALYSIS

The overall plan for data analysis follows the three-stage outline
of the research design described earlier. At each Stage the statistical
procedures employed are designed to provide answers to the researchc',?
questions posed for that stage. Thus, we have organized this section
around the stages.

1. Stage 1 - Defining Treatments

The major task posed during this stage is to provide an
accurateasummary description of existing programs with respect to
the eight dimensions of individualization of instruction, and to develop,
a typology' of programs.

Data analysis for Stage 1 should begin quite early in the research
effort, and shotird form part of the basis for selection of the.final sample
for intensive stUdy: The sampling procedure involves the collection of
data from 400 teachers by means of a structured telephone screening

`procedure. Th10 procedure, should yield enough information about each
.classroom to prdVide a basis for scoring each classroom on each of the

eight dimensionf individualizatiop/standardization for both reading
and math. The spring systeria should involve no more than four scores
(ranging from "highly individualized" to "highly standardized") for each
category. The scares would be assigned by the interviewer._To ensure

to,



that the reliability of scoring is adequate, it is suggested that a subset
of The"interviews, be scored independently by two Interviewers. This
procedure will yield an array of sixteen "individualization" scores fore
each classrooni'in the sample, corresponding to the eight dimensions
for reading and math. These arrays constitute the raw data for the
major part of the first stage of the analysis.

II addition, descriptive sunvnary statistics on the major contex-
Jual and input variables would be compiled for each classroom;

=From the arrays described above; it is poSsible to construct two
different correlation matrices: (1) a Matrix of correlations an-long
dimensions, computed across classrooms; (2) a matrix of correlations

0.among classrooms, computed across dimensigns: The matrix of
correlations among dimensions would provide a preliminary indication
of whether these dimensions are highly intercorrelated or unrelated.
To the extent that the eight dimensions are all reflections of a single

dimension, the correlations will tend to be quite
high within a given content area (reading or math). ,Correlations between
each of these dimensions and the background yariableseshould also be
computed to determine whether the different types of programs seem to

'
be related to the presence of certain contexfual and input.variables.. To
investigate high-order interactions among variables, multi-way contin-
gency table analysis can be employed. The exploratory data analysis
approach advocated by Tukey (1975) might also be 'useful.. From such
analyses a general picture of the variability among programs will emerge.

On the basis of this exploratory analysis,, .there should be some
indication whether various classioorn_characteristics are highly inter-..
correlated or unrelated. However, we are particularly interested in
relationships among those process variables which'are often thought Of

. _

as comprising aspects of individualization.
- .

The classical approach to deterniining whether oneor a few)
dimensions seem to underlie a set of separately measured c'satrkables is
factor analysis. Factor analysis starts with the correlation 'matrix
among the. variables and essentially looks for linear combinations of

OA.



variables which account for the mostcariance. The amount of variance,
,

a-ccounted.for is ?reflkction of the amount of intercorrelation among
the components: of the factor. analysis workS well when the
linear, Additive model it assumes is a reasonable approximation to ,
reality. liowever, we feel that' in the present situation it would be more
appropriate to emPlby a technique which makes fewer assumptions, and
are, therefore, recommending the use of multi-dimensional scaling.

In general, -this technique involves first the definition of a distance
metric between two individuals (in this cage classrooms) in the space of
all relevant variables. Multi-dimensional scaling algorithms then
essentially determine whether there exists a sub -space of the entire .

variable space of only a few dimensions in which the data can be ade-
quately repreSented. ,These dimensions need not have any neat mathe-
kriatical form, as in factor analysis.

In the present case, a distancemetric can be defined quite easily
from the correlations among classrooms, from the sum of the differ-
nces between them, or some other index. The scaling analysis would

4,4t,
t en seek to arrange these classrooms in a space of eight or fewer di- '

ensions in such a way that_the "distances" are maintained. The scal-
A

lgorithm piovides a "solution" for any.given number of dimensions,
goodness-of-fit index' can bei calculated fob each solution. The goal
analysis is to predvide the best Pbssible fit with the fewest possible

im sions.

Ideally, of course, such analyses will generate one dimension
hich can be interpreted as the degree of individualization. Classrooms
an then,be ranked in terms of, this dimension. Of particular.interest
ill be whethey the classrooms fall along a continuum or into two or
ore discrete groups.

The purpose of this analysis is to determine whether the existing
curricular programs fall into natural groupings which can serve effec:-
tively as "treatments" to be compared. If as a result of the analyses
described above, a single dominant dimension interpretable as corres-
ponding to individualization emerges, this task will lie greatly simplified.
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If there does no exist a single dimension,' it May be worthwhile
to undertake a cluster analysis. Cluster analysis is a ggneric name
for a number of techniques which` attempt to divide a sample into su
groups, pr clusters, which are themselves*,relatively homogeneou
but which differ from other clusters'. In our situation, we would be
attempting to find clu,sters of classrooms such that classes in the
same cltister would, have similar values on mosVVariables, while
those in different clusters would display different patterns of values.

If there are a relatively Small number of well-articulated pro-
..gram types, a cluster analysis of process variables should uncover it.

Classrooms" should at least initially be scaled separately for
reading and math. There are two reasons for this:. first, it is likely
that some classrooms will "individualize" instructionlor only one
*subject. Second, the patterns
emerge may differ for the two
for this possibility.

.tor types of individualization that
subjects, and the analysis should allOw

1

;71

The results of the analyses during Stage I would serve two'critical
pu'rposes: first, they woad form the basis for defining "treatments" in
the study; and second, they would aid in final selection of a sample of
classrooms which adequately represent different combinations of treat-
ments. Performing this exploratory analysis at an early stage has the

0
additional advantage or providing a general familiarity with at.least some
of the data and potential problems in handling it. This experience should
facilitate the performance of analyses in later stages.

It should be noted that while data from the telephone screening
procedure will be used to develop the typology of programs aneto select
the sample of classrooms, later phases of the data collection procedurq
will provide additional (and probably more accurate) information on the
way in which a given classroom actually operates., Thus, data from
the Student Activity Log should be used to verify and revise the initial
classificationof such classroom with respect to'treatmerft,-condition.
As a result of this additional, data, some classrooms may be reclassi-
fied. ;



TheostrategY suggested for Phase 1 can be illustrated_ by apply-
,

ing a "seat -of- the - pants" multidimensional scaling analysis to the
t

variables and data shown in Exhibit,III-1, "which were collected during,.
the Telephone Screening Procedure. The exhibit lists six individual-
ization/standardizatiqn variables, and categorizes each.of 41 class-
rooms as individualized (I), ,,stanclardiztid (S), or differentiated (D)
with respect to each of these variables,' ,If we arbitrarily score
S = 0, D = 1, and I = 40these categories can be considered, numeri-
cally ordered with respect to the degree, of individualization they
l'epresent. From this data, it is then possible to compUte a numeri-

4
cal indeX of the "distance" between any given pair of variables or any
given pair of classiboms: The distance is simply tole sum of,thle
differences between any tv/ variables across classrooms, or arty

o

two classrooms'across variables. t onceptually, the "distance"
between two classrooms repfeserits*the extent to Which they employ
differing ins'tructional,practices, across the-six dimensions as,a
whole; and the "distance." between two. variables represents the

\° extent to which their pattern of occurrence differs across classrooms.
, For purposes 'of illustratioft, it i. simpler to focus on the;tela-\

\
1.tionships among Va, iables than among classrooms, Since the data can\

be displayed more conomically. The diagram below shows a matrix
,-,

whose entries repr sent the "distances" among the, six variables
, 'represented in Exhibit III-3, basedon the-data to that The

entry-,in any given cell represents the "distance" between the row
variable.and the column variable. The smaller the distance, 4he

1
. 1 ,

more similar the two varialiles are in their pattern_ of occurrence
1

across classrooms. The numbers ,given are based on scores for
math, instruction only, artholu'gh the data are quite similar for reading.

Content Sequence Rate Materials
'Teacher Physical
Behavior' Setting

.Coi3tent 8 15 9 19 19

Sequence 8 X 4 17

Rate 15 7 X ,
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Content Sequence Rate Materials
Te4cher Phy.sical
Behavior' Setting

Materials 9 ',, 4 , 11 X 17 13,

Teacher
Behavior 19 15 . 14 17 X 24

Physfcal
Setting 19 Z2 13 . 24

.It is -readily apparent that the two most similar variables are
vequence artdmaterials, while the two most dissimilar are teacher

'behavior and physical setting. A rough plotting of these variables
-in two dimensions On the basis of their distances reveals that rate,
materials, sequence, a nd content can be easily vrepresented in two
dimensions, whereas a third dimension is needed for teacher
behavior and ph sisal setting. Thus one da suggest that teacher

.

behavior and T:rhy'd\ical setting should not be c011apsed,into the same,
riable.,category withe other four dimensions (or with one another).

,Orcours'e, the actual decision as to how to defirte. treatment condi-
tions,would invole carrying out the above procedure across class-
rooMs .rather, than vania.-bs, hut the 'principles involved a.re the
same. The,procedUre would yield a "p,ici ell;:bf classrooms, in

T.

which those which are...similar are clustered together and thOse which
are different are spatially separa.ted. T e sampling procedure would

-r

inyolve in effect,,plaang a grid. over t is spatial iepresentation'and
selecting a sarn,ple of

!classrooms fro each area of'the grid in which
there are,found to be classrooms. The size of the grid and the num-
ber of-areas defindd on it would be based on the obtained pattern of

classrooih'variation. !In Exhibit III-1, the fOrty-one classrooms
display 19 distinct patterns o individualization. Some patterns are
quite similar to one another; 4-and would be lumped together in the '

process, Of defining treatments. The ,goal would be to select a s_rnall
. 4a

number of 'fairly distinct patterni.
.

2. Stage 2,- Comparing Trea.tment Effects .

During the Second stage of the data analysis, we will be
in a position to a.ddiess the main question: 'What can we say about the
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effectiveness of individualized instruction in compensatory education,?
Specifically, our task is to compare outcomes forchildren exposed to
different types of instructional techniques related to the concept of indi-
vidualization. This task is complicated, however, by the fact that a host
of other varia.t?les may also affect outcomes. Thus, if we simply compare
mean outcomes for children exposed to "individualized" vs. "standardized,"
programs, we now that there may still be biases as a result of other,

a -;
differences among the classrooms (and their environments). One suggested
strategy for dealing with-this problem is theuse of multiple regression
analysis. For any given outcome variable, multiple regrestion would
specify an optimal set' of linear weights for a given combination of treat-
ment, contextual and process `variables, accounting for the maximum
variance in outcomes. The obtained beta weights for the treatment vari.,

,

ables would provide an estimate of the effect of these variables, taking
into account the effects ,of other (".ciontrol") variables on outcomes, and
interOorrelations.among the predictor variables themselves.

One difficq,lty,however, in applying a multiple regression technique
to-the data in the present study is that the number of potential independent

.. , .
or "predictor!: variables is quite large relative to the number of data
points. For this reason, it is necessary to develop a strategy for educ-
ing the number of variables to a manageable set which will include all

- ,
of those which are most important. -,.'

There are several ways in which this might be accomplished -,,no
Qne of which is entirely satisfactory. One approach is to use a "step7wisef'

- regression procedure, in which-new, variables are added to the regression
equation one at a time,, and the importanceliof their "contribution",or

1

predictive value is gauged by the extent to which they improve the pre.-.
dictive power .of.the equation. 'Unfortunately, step-wise regression can

._be-a. highly misleading way of assessing the importance of a variable,
since.how much predictive value is added depends heavily on the Stage at

'which the Variable is introduced,
Another approach would be to screen the large set of contextual and

yn ut variables in a prelimihary analysis, seeking to identify those which,
most important and eliminate others from subsequent analyses. A

variable might be eliminated, for example, if irt,,aPpears to have little
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11 or no relation to the outc me variables by itself, little or no relation
to treatment variables, aid gives little or no evidence of interacting
(on a first- order, basis) with treatment variables in affecting outcomes.

-

II

A third,approach would involVe performing a series of multiple
.,,

regression analyses, each of which includes the treatment variables in
a combination with a small su set of other background variables, in
varying combinations. Those v riables with consistently low} beta weights

.. .

.

could then be eliminated from fu her consideration;

Each of the above methods in olves certain drawbacks. In the
first, however, the primary danger s one of distortion of the real
contributions of the variables. In the latter two, the major drawback
is that one may inadrtently "lose" portant information. However,

V*,
it is necessary to select from among the many variables those which
are most important, and it is, therefoye, recommended that variables
be pereened using a combination of the latter two approaches.

With respect to achievement outcomes, the multiple regression
analysis should focus on change or "growth" scores in student achieve-
ment, rather than simple post-test outcomes. This recommendation
is based on recent findings suggesting that traditional techniques (such
as analyzing post-test scores with pre-test scores "covaried") are
inadequate in removing bias from quasi-experimental data (cf. Bryk
and Weisberg, 1975; Lord 1967; Campbell and Erlebacher,'1970).
While analyses based on change scores are often avoided because of
their greater unreliability, this is not likely to be a major problem when,
the score is. based on the classroom as a whole, .rather than the individual
student. Change "scores7rdiklit also be used to define outcome measures
for non - cognitive variables (teacher and student attitudes), and for some
measures it might be desirable to analyze both change scores and post-

'test scores, reporting any differences in the results,of the two methods
which might affect the conclusions of the study.

In summary, the second stage of analysis would attemlit,to estimate
the impact on outcomes of the treatment variables related,to individualized
or standardized instruction, taking into account other 'variables related to
outcome or treatment.
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3. ,Stage 3- Predicting Implementation Effects
. I

Iri the third stage of the analysis, the contractor should
.-

.attempt to estimate the likely ixnpactof the implementation of a par-
ticular type of program on a hypothetLa'l classroorki with a given
set of characteristics.

A number of sources of data within the study are relevant to this
task. The first of these is the rekatiionshipbetween the occurrence
of a given type of program and ottfet school, community, or classroom
characteristics. Any systematiC relationship between frequency of a

t
program (or "treatment") and other school or classroom characteris-
tics should be examined very carefully to determine whether the
relationship is relevant to potential problems in program mentation.;.
For example, if a given type Of program tends to occur-. fairly
small classrooms, one would want to examine whethe .4 ere m ght be
agood intrinsic reason for this. "1

The second part of this task is to examine the effects orthe in
dividualization/standardization treatment variables separately for
classrooms and students with different characteristics. At the-
classroom level, the sample size may not permit cross-tabulation of
the results,using more than one ar two backgrouhd variables at a ,
time. However, each of the variables found to be important at earlier
stages of the analysis should be examined with the goal of establishing
estimates of treatment effects within different levels of that variable.
The results of these analyses should be interpreted. carefully, keepinge
in, mind the likelihood of chance variations in means. Confidence
estimates should be provided for each of the _means or regression
weights calculated in this stage. The ol7erall goal should be to assess -
whether, on the one hand, the treatment variables appear to exert a ,
consistent effect which is Substantially independent of other process
or background variables; or on the other hand, the effect of the major

-treatment variables is substantially different in classrooms with differ_
ent characteristics. The possibility of "cross-over" interactions
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(in which treatinent.variables exert opposite pffectS under different
. conditions) Should,be especially examined, since this form of interaction

° .has substantial policy ele,lanee.

The multiple regression analysis performed in Stage 2 will provide
some information relevant to Stage 3 questions. However, multiple re--
gression analysis has certain limitations in its ability to adequately ad-
,

just for biases produced by other variables. Thus the analysis should
be supplemented by other techniques which approach the data somewhat
differently.

One such approach might involve the use of a form of residual
nalysis, in which one would attempt to construct a mathematical

model relating student growth rates (change scores) to classroom
-

characteristics, and then compare the residual or "added-on" effects
of the major treatment variables to these baseline effects. The math.-
ematical model itself may be based on a regression analysis, on
multidimensional scaling of classrooms with respett to backgrolina'
characteristics, or on one or-more other methods.

In view of the important policy questions which'underiie the pro-
posed research, it is p4rticularly desirable to address some of the pro-

?.
blems related to implementation of the research findings> It is.of little
value to estimate tie impact of hypothetical curricular changes in ,schools
which are likely to be unable or unwilling to make these, clwses. For
example, some communities or schools may have a strong cultural or
ideological commitment to certain approaches. Thus, the results of a
study on curriculum effects may be quite irrelevant to them, since they
could only with great difficulty be persuaded to adopt it.

Moreover, th basis on which a given type of prOgram has been
selected may be systematically rerated to background and contextual

N
variables which are also related to outcomes. Thus, the effects of these

willwill be confounded withthosepf the treatment. The selection
process may also interact with the effectiveness of the treatment. For

- 111-87
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example, the apparent effectiveneSs of a program during an evaluation
may be related to the fact that it was selected by those who most need
or want it. When imposed on liss willing participants, the program may
prove quite ineffective.'

However, there may be a,;4 subset of classrooms for which the choice
of curriculum is based on faCtors relatively unrelated to outcomes, and
appears susceptible to 'change. For example; the choice may involve
limited knowledge of alternatives or represent a tradition which has
been considered very little in recent times. Such a subset would have
two major advantages for analysis. First, from the standpoint of ex-
ternal validity, such classrooms may be particularly susceptible to be-
ing influenced to alter existing policy in the face of persuasive evidence
on program effectiveness. Second, the selection process may have little
b aring on progiam effectiveness, since programs were not chosen on
th basis of strong preferences. Thus, we are suggesting that devoting

me attention to the process by which curricula are selected may re-
ve 1 a subset of classes Icrr whom unbiased estimation of treatment ef-

t is both appropriate and useful for, public policy purposes.

Unfortunately, the 'criteria for selection of such a subset are dif-
fic\ It to specify in advance. 'Howe er, as a part of the analysis at Stage

.3, n attempt should be made to i entify a subset of classrooms for which
program selection appearg to 'be unrelated to background characteristics
that might affect outcome, and in which curricular change seems quite
feasible.

A decision as to the preCise nature of-1(:e criteria to be used in
selecting this subsample might be based on1) the correlations between .,

.type of program and background characteristics found in Stage 1 of the ,.

analysis; 2) information obtained from principals and teachers regarding
the range of curricular Materials available and the basis for seleCtion,
3) judgements by field personnel based on observation in the various
school, settings. An attempt would then be made to estimate the probable
impact of program changea,..for these schools.

. .

%.,e+.,
. ..,

"4
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4. Descriptive Statistics

In addition to the analytic procedures described above, the
contractor should provide a full range of descriptive statistics. Descrip-
tive statistics are those methods that are used to ,summarize the data
that has-teen collected, but which do not involve
These methods will include the following:

Frequency Distributions,

Measures of Central Tendency

Measures of Variability

Cross - tabulations

statistical inference.
Pr.

Frequency distributions will show the type and shape of the distri-
butions, and will be used to determine the type of statistics to be used',
in the analyses of the relationshi.ps of variables. The measures of cen-
tral tendencies will be used to construct profiles of the coMmunities,fl
schools, and of the sample of teachers, student's and classrooms who
will participate in the study. Measures of variability will inchide the
range and standard deviation and will also be used iri the establish-
ment of the prlyfiles. Crosstabs will show the relationship of the
variables in the study to one another.

5. Derived Variables

Many of the most interesting and potentially important var-
iables in the study may not be available in the form Of .direct raw scores.
Thus an important part of data analysi. s is to derive indices and statis-
tical measures that reflect important indep,pndent or outcome variables:
Potentially, the number of derived variables is literally staggering.
However, only a relatively small number have great a priori, interest.
We will list a few of these here, and indicate how indices might be
constructed.

a. Locus 'of Control

Each item of the Teacher Loct.A3 of Control scale is
keyed either. toward student or teacher attributions for success or

III x-89
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failure. That is, each item ascribes success (failure) to something
about the student, or something about the teacher. Derived scores
frprnOlese scales consist of the following: (1) slummed attribution
to teacher, which can range from 0 to 24 summed across the eight
teacher items, (2) summed attribution to student, which can also

C,

range from 0 to 24, (3) net attribution to teacher (student), the dif-
ference between (I) and, (2).. This latter index is of particular in-

z

terest, since it reflects the teacher's tendency to assign responsi-
v .bility for success or failure differentially to students or to the

teacher. Scoring for specific items is included in Appendix B.

b. Student-ActivityLog

This instrument provides a wealth of data on the
classroom activities of individual students with respect to each of
a large set of objectives which have been individually -defined,,f r a
particular classroom. It provides essentially the same informktion
that would be provided-by a criterion-referenced test, with additional
information on the instructional technique's associated with,attainment
of a particular objective. Many of the variables and indices provided
by the log will be "derived variables" in the sense that some1 prelimi-
nary data analyses must be performed to provide the scores which:
are of primary interest. For example, the degree'toWhich rate, is

rindividualized can be indexed as follows: first, those objecti+e§-4.hich
most or all students in the classroom have worked on would be klenti--
fied. (It is necessary to eliminate objectives not prescribed for most
students in the class so that the index will not be confounded with dif-
ferences in content). For this subset of obje\ctives, the Student
vity Log provides three separate measures which can be used to index
rate: the date on which a student begins workpn9aji objective, the

,
`c,date. on which a Student completes an objective \and the. tonal number

of hours spent working on that objective. To extent that the teacher
is employing individualized instruction, by varying rates,,, there should...
be wide variation in any or all these measures across students, for
each objective. Thus individualization of rate can be indexed by

\
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computing the between-student variance fcrr-each of these measures
for each objective, and averaging across objectives. For starting
dates, the analysis would begin by defining the earliest date at which
any student

b
gab work on a given objective as "Day' 1;" and would

assign a "sco-r_ " to every other student on the basis of how many days
after this date he or she is recorded as having begun work on this
objective. To the extent that these starting dates vary across students
the teacher is assigning new objectives at an individual or (subgroup)
level. A similar procedure could be used to index rate in terms of
completion dates, total elapsed time, [(completion date)-(starting date)]
and total number of hours elapsed.

Individualliation of sequence can be indexed by rank ordering
the set of objectives for each student according to when he begins work
on the objective. To the extent that the teacher is individualizing the
sequence of instructional .bjectives, these rank orders wilLdiffer from

one 'student to another. T
(Rho), averaged across st
ful index of standardizatio

us the average rank,-order correlations
dents and objectives, would serve as a use -
vs. individualization.

With respect to cOntent, a simple and useful index might be con-
,

Structed by examining the matrix of students objectives, in which the
rows represent t-students who have been -in-attendance throughout the
entire record- keeping period and the columns represebt objectives
on which at least some students have worked, To the extent that the
teacher "standardizes" the assignment of objectives, this matrix will
tend to he "filled" -- that is, each student will be- recorded as having
spent at feaSt some time on every objective. To the extent that this
is not the case,- then, it can be said that the teacher is individualizing
content. Thus the proportion of cells in the student objective matrix
which are filled could be used as a rough index of Standardization.

Unfortunately, this index ruld be distorted-to-some_extent by
the direction in which individualization occurred. That is, if a teacher

;7assignea an additional objective to one or two students in the class,
.. -the matrix would gain more -empty cells than if the teacher failed to

izb
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as-sign an objective to bne or two's/tudents. Thus a more accurate index
not subject to such digtortion would be provided by computing an "inter-
action" score, representing the degree to which cell values in the matrix

'9-depart from the-oretical.values based on row and column totals. (This
index would have the additional advantage of controlling for rate dif-
ferences). The logic is much the same as the logic underlying chi-

,
- square, the difference being that the purpose is to derive a meaningful

descriptive index of indiVidualization/standardization from the data,
rather than to test a hypothesis of contingency.

Much the same' approach can be used to derive indices for
the other five variables. However, in these cases, the matrices would
include co'lumris representing each of the possible categories of, for
example, teacher behavior. To the extent_that the teacher behaves
similarly toward all students working' on a given objective, the an
values would be completely predictable from row and column totals.

.

Departures from such predictability, then, would index individuali-
zation of teacher behavior. These. indices would' be computed sepa-
rately for each'objective, weighted according to their possiblerange
on that objective, and averaged across objectives to provide an over-
all index of individualization'with' respect to each dimension.

-6. Data Conversion and Editing

The purpose of this function is to transform the raw data ,

that cornea in from the field into machine-readable form and to provide
data editing aral validity checking to ensure that a verified and accurate
data base is established. Instruments should be set up so that key
punching can be dune with a minimum of manual editing. Statistical
quality controls should ,be used to ensure that the data is transformed
properly. In addition to the detection of errors in the data transforma-
tion prOcess, the computer should be used to determine which data are
missing, which answers are invalid-or inconsistent and which skip pat-,
terns have not been observed, Data items should be checked fbr errors,
such as out of range, out of field, illegal character, missing values or
combinations of data items. Procedures should be established for the
correction of errors and the follow -up to acquire missing data and cor-
rect errors.
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IV. STUDY ADMINISTRATION AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. OVERALL filANAGEMENT AND STAFFING REQUIREMENTS.

The management and staffing pattern for the study should make
use of a diverse group of individuals who represent "many fields of ex-

.
pertis.e and levels of experience. It is desirable to assemble a staff
which is both competent in specificdisciplines such as education,
psychology and sociology, and sensitive to human interaction in the
learning and.helping processes. In addition to such divergence of orien-
tation and egperti'se, the study team should be Made_up of people from
varied ethnic groups in order, to foster obtaining differential perspec-
tives from those ethnic groups served by compensatory education
programs.

Exhibit IV-l: Management Plan illustrates the lines of authority
for project management.

B. STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES AND QUALIFICATIONS

Key staff positions, areas of ,responsibility and duties are listed
below. Project manloading and staffing level information is provided
in Exhibit IV -2.

1. Project Technical Director

Has prime responsibility for the technical direction of
the project.

\ Approves the methodological procedures related to,
sampling, data collection, instrumentation and data
analysis.

Reviews and,approves all study products and reports
(quality control function)::.

Interprets data, writes and makes policy recommenda-
tions for final report.
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O

As

"P.

Guides and suPervises4the development of the final. -
report.

Serves as..'' p rime liason between the contractor and,
itt

V

NM. .

Sets qualificationS anti approves the-hiing of an,
,, ,sonrie1:.

,

-... '11
Provides' anput. kAnonilTly repo rti..7-2, .

2. Project Manager
. .

Has prime management' responsibilities for project.

.,

, ,Recruits,' hires and fires staff. ,'
't < .

. ,
...

f
: qis signs' staff ,responsibilities- and. duties.
.

Sets schedules; *4 it e-lops proce
critical Project deadlines.

Operationalzes and refines the data collection
,

plarr,and sets schedules:
.Monitors adherence to project trrne.line..

I

- 1

1Has prime responsibility for budgetary platter-2..
ApproVeS all project expendit'urer. '

a reports.Writes Monthly.prog

Deputy Pro fete -Ma

. Asais

,.cer

.

Project 'Manager and,Verforms duties as
assigned.

, .
,,,.:-,by the,,project-Magei:,..,....

fr ; f
CoordinateCoordinates all'day-to,..'day operations.

r, .

..
Directs staff activitiet and coordinates s

Serves as liaison beePeen'contrackor
personnel when Field Suip ,

. .

Facilitates regular Staffrrieetings.

ff functions.

.nd sehool
in i the field,

Writes all.Major c'orresponaence to schools
supervises mailings. ,

0.
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ob. Supervises all data collection personnel.

Muitors adherence to the qualitative and quanti-
tative specifications, of the data collection plan.

Develops the logistical plans for field Se.

:Develops data collection staff training program'
and manual; supervises training' of field staff.

Works closely with MWasurement'and Instrynentr
Specialist'.and identifies practical problems
associated with.the instruments.

4. Sampling and Data Analysis-Supervisor

Hdprime respOnsibility for directing all data
analysis and sampling procedures.

Interprets data and-helps write the final report.
_

Has prime responsibility for writing the_interim
report,

A.

fj

Specifies and refines procedures for sample selection
and selects 'sample.

Creates sampling matrix and supervises the filling of
sample cells.

Performs statistical analyses.

Assigns responsibilities and supervises activities of .
computer programmer, research assistants and key
punchers.

5. ,. Computer,Progralmmer .
.. . Programs data and runs programs as determined by

the Sampling and Data Analysis Supervisor.

6. Data Analysis kesearch Assistants (3)

Edits, codes and conducts validity checks on data.

Tabulates and summarizes data under the direction of
the SampIingand Data Analysis Supervisor.

IV - 5
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do

1

Field Supervisors (2)

Coordinates and conducts ,telephone screening of
teachers during sampling stage.

Directly supervises, the activities of the field data col -,

lection staff (one is in charge of staff working in the
Eastern part of the ,U. S. and the other is imcharge of
those working in the Western part of the U. S. ).

Makes _unannounced visits to classrooms where data
is being collected to monitor activities of the field
staff. (Spends over 75% of time in the field. )

Evaluates performance of field staff and makes recom-
mendations for replacements.if needed.

Trains field data collection staff.

keviews completed instruments for accuracy and.
completeness.

Regularly reports progress and,problems in the
field to the Deputy Project Manager.

Makes logistical arrangements for field' staff.
(Works with travel agericy. )

'Cpordinates and conducts telephone screening of
teachers during sample stage.

Serves as prime liaison between project and
school personnel.

Tabirlates and records responses from Superin-
tendents, Prinicpals, and Teachers to initial
inquiries requesting project participation.

Makes all follow-up calls to school personnel.

Monitors receipt of Student Activity Log and
makes necessary follow-up ,calls.



'8. Field Data Collectors (2)-(5 Alternates)

Each makes 4 siteavisits to approximately 10
schools in the sample as scheduled.

Administers all study instruments and conducts
. interviews.

. Trains teacher's in the use of the Student Activity
Log and helps teachers to determine objectives.

Monitors teacher performance in keeping the Student
Activity Log and makes appropriate recommendations.

Conducts classroom observations and completes
Classroom Observation Instruments..

Reviews all completed instruments for errors and
completeness.,

Determines and attempts to solve any problems -

associated with particular schools and teachers,

Keeps accurate records and reports of all travel
expenditures..

9. ivieasurernent and Instrumeni. Specialist

'Determines and makes necessary revisions in
all study instrumeni.b.

Sees up and coordinates instrument pretest.

Writes OMB package.

Obtains copies of all study instruments (places orders
with publishers; has unpublished instruments printed).

Writes procedures for administering instruments for
inclusion in field staff training manual.

Trains Data Collection Supervisor on the administration:::

of instruments.

12i
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consults with Data Collection Supervisor on
practical problems related to administritipn
of instruments.

10. Instrument Research Assistant

Aqsists with writing the OMB package.

_Conducts instrument pretest. .

Makes necessary revisions in instruments at
the direction of the Measurement and'Instrurn' etii
Specialist.

126
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C. PROJECT TIME LINE

I. Overview and'Anticipate'd Scheduling:Problems

VIC

The project has been scheduled tbitte.conducted,in a period.
18 months beginning on Feb. 2, 19/6 and ending 'July 31, 1977. ThiS

,744-schedule has been created primarily to be re-spotive to the constraint
indicated in the RFP which states that the final report must be completed
by July, 1977. CRI anticipates that this constraint will bd a major
problem to the contractor.

Since there was no project starting date indicated in the RFP, CR1
has only been able to estimate a reasonable time period which would
allow NI.E, to decide upon a design, select a cont-rna,Uor and make the award.
We 41lowed five months for this process. Since schools will be closing
in June,' 1976 and 3rd trade students will become 4th grade students in
Sept., 1976, it is not advisable to begin data collection before the close
of the 1975-76 school year. Therefore, data collection should not begin
until the 1976-77 school year commences.-,

Because the design calls for pre,and-poSt-tedting of students and
teachers, optimally a full school year would be desirable to allow maxi-

-
mum change`to occur. On the other hand, the voluminous amount of
data necessitated by the study and the time needed to digest the data in
order 'to recommend_policy appears to actually require no less than six
months for data analysis and interpretation.

'Since only eleven months existed between thenopening_qf school
(Sept. , 1976) and, July, 1977, a compromise was necessary. Consequently,
allowing for loss of time due to school start up and holidays, six months
were allowed for data collection and three fnonths were allowed for data
analysis and report writing.'

It is our deliberated opinion that the'compromise we have proposed
is feasible it Will'place extraordinary demands on the 'contractor with
respect to data analysis and final report devlopment. CRI suggests as
an option that NIE review the possibility of lifting the July, 1977

IV-9



70

constraint acrd report to Congress later in its session in order to allow
at least five months for data analysis. This would cause the final report
'to be submitted in October, 1977;

The compromise schedule which CRI has developed is detailed in
Exhibit IV-3: Project Tirrie Line.

IV-10
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Projeet management
and c o.rdinati on

Sampling procedure

Instruments and
material preparation

Communication
with schools

Logistical planning

Staff training

Data collection

Data analysis

Reporting

1976

2/2 12/9 12/16

Meet with NIE reps. in Wash-
ingtcr. r.r.d finalize overall
research design and metho-
dology

Finalize staffing plan (make
necessary changes)

Obtain
complete
list of
districts
with
Comp. Ed.
funds
from SRI

Select 102 die-
tricts in District

'Survey I and 102
districts not in
(District Survey I

I

Design sampling frame;
delineate sampling
procedures

-7-

2/23

Orient key
project
staff and
assign
areas of
responsi-
bilities

EXHIBIT IV-3: PROJECT TIME
I

3/1 13/8 13/.1g 13/22 13/29 14

Prepare letters
to superinten-
dents and re- .
sponse mailers

es

1

Prepare letters
to principals
and response 4,
mailers

Review and make necessary revisions of all
study instruments and tests

Mail letters
to Supts. of
204 districts

Arrange fox
1p-instrument

pretest

Conduct pre
newly devela
revised inst:4

Mail letters
pals (maxim

Train staff
for instru-
ment pre-
test

Analyze responses to sups ntendent inquiries
and revise sampling pros ures if needed

Prepare
and submit
monthly
progress
report

2/2 2 / 9 2/16 2/23

1 2 9

3/1

Prepare
and submit
monthly
progress
report

13/8 13/15 13/22 13/29



.60,WO a aan T./

; 13/22 13129 14/5 14/12 14/19 14/26 15/3 15/10

Finalize telephone screening
staff (recruit and hire neces-
sary personnel)

Finalize telephone screening
procedure and screening guide

e letters Prepare lettere to
'pals teachers

bponae
4 Revise and duplicate telephone

screening guide
Conduct pretest of all

risions of all newly developed and
revised instruments

Mail letters to princi-
pals (maximum 800)

1

5/17 13/24 15/31

eet in
ashingto

with NIE
reps to die
cuss OMB
package
draft

Select 400 potential respondents
(teachers) and conduct telephone
screening

Revise study instruments and
write OMB package draft

Submit
draft OMB
package
for
approval

Revise and submit
final OMB package
for clearance

Train staff
for instru-
ment pre-
test,

Mail letters to 400 teachers
recommended by principals

Train staff
for telephone
screening

Analyze principal responses to
uirr and revise sampling

proce f needed

Analyze data from telephone
screening; classify programs

Prepare
and subinit
monthly
progress
report

Prepare
and submit
monthly
progress
report

OMB
package-

) )10-

13/22 /29 h 4/5 14/12 14/19 4/26 15/3 15/10 15/17 15/24 5/31
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1976 e-
617- 16114 16/2.1--1.6428

--

17"
17/12

EXHIBIT IV-31: PROJECT

7/19 17/26 8/2 18/9

Project management
and coordination

Sampling procedur'es

Instruments and
material prveparatron

Communications
with schools

Logistical planning

Staff training

Data collection

Data analysis

Reporting

Review_analisis of responses to
telephone screening procedure

and select final,sample of
250 clastcrooFns

Vir

).Order publis
instruments fro
publisher

Make logisticaLarrang
manta for D.C. 1 (Data.
Collection Pretest)"
through travel agent

Analyze data from telephone
screening; classify programs

Prepare _
and submit
report on
sample
selection.

__Pcepare

) and submit
monthly
progress
report

)0-

Q= Teachers ma.ilto
project student activity
log each Friday

6/7 16/14 16/21. 6/28

131
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pEcT TIME LINE (Cont'd)

J8/9 18/16 18(23 18/30 19/6 19/13 19/20

>
-Recruit ana hire any
additional data collec-
tion personnel needed

Prepare letters to
respondents (princi-
pals and teacheri
selected for sampli)

cal arrange-
.C. 1 (Datt
retest)
el agent

Meet in
Washington
with NIE
project
monitor

...
9/27 110/4 , '...)10/11 110/18 '. 110/25

"r^

Print unpublished
study instruments

Notify
teachers

)11" and princi-
pals selec-
ted for
sample
and mail
question-
naires

Prepare
notification
of D.C. 2
visiti

r

Train data collection
personnel for pretest
D.C. 1 visits

Make logistioal
arrangements for
D.C. 2 visits
through travel agent

Conduct D.C. 1: Data Collection
Pretest visits to 250 classrooms*
(2 d ye /clasaroczn)

Revise and refine data analysis
flan and procedures

-

ti

"

Prepare
and submit

Prepare
and submit

)11.- monthly
progress
report

mbnthly
progress
report

8/9 18/16 ' 18/23 8/30

Prepare
and submit

> monthly
progress
report

9/6 19/13 19/20 . 9/27 10/4 110/11 110/18 110/25

t

,
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EXHIBIT IV -3: PROJECT TIME L

1976 1977

11/144 111/8 111/15 111/22 .111/29 112/6 112/13 112/20 112/27 11/3

Poject management
and coordination

Sampling procedures

Instruments and
material preparation

Communications
with schools

Lcgistical planning

Staff training

Data collection

Data analysis

Reporting

Mail notifi-
cation of
D.C. 2 visit

Prepare
notifica-
tion to
schools of
D.C. 3
visits

fication to
schools of
D.C. 3
visits

',-Train data collection
personnel for D.C. 2
Clissroom observation

ake logistical
a rangements for

. C. 3 visits
trough travel agent

Conduct D.C. 2: Classroom observation
data collectiofi (250 classrooms) (2 days/
classroom)

Train
staff for.
D.C. 3
cla s sroo:
observa-;
tion

Edit data and ruder-
validity checks::

Conduct Stage I data analysis piocedures

Prepare
and.submit
monthly
progress
report

Edit data and run
validity checks

F

Prepare
and submit
monthly

)11.- progress
report

A v'Teachers mail to
project student activity
log each Friday

11/1 111/8 111/15 11/22 11/29 12/6 112/13 112/20 12/27 1/3

13?



SECT TIME LINE Cont)d)

112/27 t1/3 11/10 11/1i,
1977

11\/24 11/31 12/7 12/14

.1Meet in
Washing-
top with
project
monitor

12/21 12/28
13/7

1.3/14

Prepare
notifica-
tion to
schools of
D. C.. 4
visits

z.

Mail noti-
fication to
schools of
D. C. 4
visits

Prepare
mate

ing with
NIE

Make logistical
arrangements for
D.C. 4 visits
through travel agent

Train
staff for
13 C.3

Train
staff for
D C 4

classroom
observa-
tIon I

)..
post-test
data col-
lectIon

Cnr.duct D.C. 3: Classroom observation
data collection (250 classrooms) (2 days/
classroom)

Make
arrange-
ments for
Washington
meeting

Conduct D.C. 4: Data collection 1

post-test (250 classrooms)

A A 0 A A A A A A A A A

and run
chocks

Prepare
and submit
monthly
progress
report

Begin Stage 2 data analysis procedures

1 Submit
Interim
Report

Edit data and run
validity checks (Continue Stage 2 data analysis procedu're

Prepare
and submit
monthly
progress
report`

12/27 1/3 11/10 11/17 1/24 1/31 12/7 12/14 3' 12/21 2/28 3/7 13(14
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Project management
and coordination

Sampling procedures

Instruments and
material preparation

Communications
with schools

Logistical planning

Staff training

Data collection

Data analysis

Reporting

197?

3/21 13/28 14/4 14/11 14/18 14/25 , 15/2 15/9. 15/16 11

1.1

EXNEBIT IV-3: 'PROJECT TIME L

41-
'Prepare
materials
for meet-
ing with

Prepare
thank you
letters to
schools

Meet in
Washing:
ton With

.project
monitor

,
r

." 1

Prepare final report drift and
oral presentation

Mail thank
you letters
to schools

4

Collect
complete
copy of
student '
activity
log

Edit data and run
validity checks

Prepare
and submit
monthly
'progress
report

4.0

Conduct and complete Stages 2 ancl'3 data analysts procedur

3/21 13/28 4/4 14/11 14/18 14/25 15/2 15/9 15/16
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5 r6 .5/23 ' j5/30 6/6 6/13 8/20 6/27 7/4 7/r1 E 7/18 ?/25

Give oral
final report
briefing in
Washington

Prepare
teat
results
to send to
schools

1

Make
arrange-
ments for
Washington
meeting

Mail teat
results to
schools

9

6

Submit
final
report
draft

11. Submit

report

5/16 5/23 5/30 k/6 .6/13 6/20 7 7/4 7m 7/18
,4*

7/:25'
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D. PROJECT REPORTING

-.Four major types of reports are, to be)provided by the contractor
tp NIE. A,descr.iption of the essential confent of these repots is pro-

1.. Monthly Progress Reports
* =

At the end of. each rhonth"(excef3t those wifen other reports
ire due) the contractor should submit to NIE a progress report delin-

4

,eating, in letter fo'rm, the activities conducted during that month.
This report should 'cover the tasks thil were "accomplished and any

I

O problems or difficulties encountered.

2. Task Products

h

d , g ask products res,ult from the completion of a major study
;=.task..(- -'Where are two major' task products di this study.

a. Final Sample Selection - This report should include

.

the final sample of classrooms selected for study.
A

P'reliminary descriptive information on the classrooms
and the completed sampling matrix should be included.

b. OMB Package - oftbe instruments that are to be
used in the study, justifications for their use, item
justifications for newly createdv.ox lieVised instruments,

404and instrument administration info rmation should be.
,0 comp iled into a report that is submitted to the Office

0***of Management and Budget (OMB) for approval. The
0Mt package should meet the specifications designed
by the OMB. . r

Interim Report

one interim report is to be compiled arid submitted to Nit.
s ,

This report should cover the results of Stage I of the data analysis.
Specifically, the report should include preliminary 'empirically derived
definition(s) of individualized instruction.- It should also provide pre-

liminary program treatment clusters and descriptions of their

IV -15
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characteristics. The report. should be considered 'preliminary" as
the findings in these areas may change as`the study progresses and
more data is collected.

4. Final Report

The policy orientation of this research effort means that the
final repo'rt should contain guidelines and recommendations regarding
desirable and undesirable instructional Practices. These recommenda:
tions should bebased on sound research findings and analytical tech-
niques. They also should be pragthatic, realistic: and relevant to
existing program contraints anft practices.. In short, they' shoad be
feasible to implement in the near future, and have'a reasonably high
probability of success in terms of effecting measurable g4ins in student
performance levels. Such a report would, therefore, have to describe,
in specific terms the kinds of educational practices and policies that
actually influence student performanCe as well as the factors that must
be'considered in order to institute-these practices and policies.

In all likelihoo.d, the final report of this research effort will con-.,

tain well, clOcutoit- mented scenarios, of how to develop, implement, operate,
. ,w.

.and monitor instructional/programs in a way that avoid common pitfalls,
and which provides a Means for evaluating the extent to which each kind,
of program has been operationalized, (i.e., in terms of its key compo-

WO

nents) and achieved its goals. Since it is nnlikely that one kind of program
. .

works "best" fcrr all kinds of situations or, students, the final report
should address' -the question -- Which kinds of practices are likely to be
most successful in which kinds of contexts?

The final report should be written in three separate volumes as
follows:-

Volume I: Executive, Summary'',
,

7A brief overview of the entire study for' the executive
decision maker and genval public.

IV-l6
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Volume II: 'Study Design

"A description of the 'study conceptualization, method-
logy and instruments.

Vc;luthe III: Findings and Recommendations I 1,

A. . _Empirically derived definitionts) of individu-
alization-standardization.

B. Program clusters and characteristics.

C: Impact of individualization - standardization on
compensatory education students and teachers.
Effective classroom practices.

D. Critical factors and processes that influence .

the effectivefiess nd extent of individualization.

. Policy Recommeild tionsRegarding:

1. ,Effective pract ces which can and should
be.adopted.'

2. Adoption and implementation concerns and
pr"ocedur"es.

3. Evaluation and monitoring concerns and
procedures.

4. Implications for Federal, State and Local
Compensatory Education Guidelines.

5. Irriplications for Federal, State and Local
spending.

!Sig

F. Reporting" Schedule Mit

Reporting due dates are as follows:

Monthlr Progress Report; -

IV-17
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End of each month
except May, 1976;
June, 1976; Jan. , 1977;
Stine, 1977.; and July, 1977

,
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e.

4

Task Products: '
c

OMB Package May 31, 1976 4 .,. -.

,Ifi:T.. .
Final Sample Selection June 30, 19 76

.,
- ....., 0

Interim Report Jan. 31, 1977

Final Report Draft

Final Report (150 copies)

IV-18
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- E. ESTIMATED BUDGET

The following budget is intended to provide NIE withVap. 4,,Spi-mate of
what it would cost to conduct the study. Since the contractor has not been
selected, the actual costs cannot be calculated. The costs included in
this bydget have been basted' on- actual CRI rates (Direct Labor:. Payroll
Related Expensed, Overhead, 'etc.). Therefore, the attached budget
represents projected cost estimates of CRI. -

Reference

2.

6

Direct
Labor

Categolay No. 1

Categ9ry No. 2
Category No. 3
Category No. 4
Typing Support

Payroll related
expense @ 27%

'

6, 238
5,718
32, 927
4,679
6, 238

Budget Summary,

Estimated
Hours

. Total Direct Labor:

Rate/ Estimated
Hour .Cost(7s)

,

$ 14.12 'a $'8S,081
9.22 2 52,720
6.92 22-7,855
4. 90 22, 927,
4.10 `25,596$

I

417,;179

112, 638

529, 817 .

1

3. Taal Travel

4. Total Consultants

5. Other Direct Costs,
4

.

6. Overhead tificludingC & A)

7. Fee

76. 6% of Total Direct Cost

'Total Estimated Cost;

194,225

25,000

35, 000

600; 576

L, 38 6113

114,231
7

Total Estimated Cost,and Fee: $. 1, 498;849

IV-19
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1. DIRECT LABOR

'Assuming a start date ofFebruary 1, 1976, and an ending date of_July
31, '1977, Direct Labor for the project was estimated .p..s follows:
$417, 179

DIRECT LABOR IN MAN HOURS

" ) t S Category Category Category, Category Typi
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 Supp

Project Manager 3,119-,
Deputy Pro.ject Manager 3, 119

'''''' Project Technical Director 3, 09
Sampling & Data Analysis

ervisor 1,9064

Coiriputer Programmer 433,
1

.

Data Analysis Research
\ * -

2.

Assistants (3)
Field Supervisors (2)
Field Data Collectors (25)
(5 alternates) ,

Measurement & Instrument
Specialist 4

Instruthent Research
Assistant

Typist
I,

\ Total Man Hotirs:

Man Months (divided by
173.'3):

. I

693

,

3,813

28,161

520
''..

4, 679 ,

6, 23

6, 2386,238 5, 718

33

32, 927.

190

4,679

27

PAYROLL RELATED EXPENSE

Payrol Related Expense refers to such expenses as vacation, holiday,
sick leave, payroll taxes, group insurance, etc.

/ $112,638
TRAVEL

A. Field Work'

(.1) 108 Round-Trip Los Aineles
to various 'national ldcations

$300.average/trip

(2) 2997 Days Per Dietr1@
$40/D'ay

(3') 2295 Days Ground Transpor-
tation $15 /Day

a IV-20
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119,880

34,425
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B. LA /DC P;oject Coordination

(1) 2 Persons 8 Round Trip each
LA/DC @ $370/Round T3;ip $ 5,920

(2) 32 Days Per Diem @ $40/Day 1,280

(3) Ground Tran,sportation @
$10/Day. 320 7,520

Total Travel: $194,225

4. CONSULTANTS.

250 Teachers (one per school) to be paid $100 honorarium
each one time $ 25,000

. 5. OTHER DIRECT COSTS

A. Computer Time & Keypunch

Communications

(1) Loni Distance Telephone
(2) Postage and Shipping

C. Reproduction

(1) Xerox
(2) Final. Report Printing

3,600
1,800

2,700
5,000

D. Supplies

r. Tests and Instruments (Approximately 37,500),.
and Associated Training Fees

Total Other Direct Costs:

TOtal Direct Cost:

$ 12,00o

5,400.

7,700

1,800

9;000

$ 35,000
$ 784,042

6. OVERHEAD (Including G & A)

Overhead (including G & A) contains traditional overhead
.expenses as overhead salaries, overhead travel, rent,
utilities, etc.

7. FEE @.'0825

Total Estimated Cost:

Total Estimated Cost '
" and Fee:

IV-21
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V.. UTILIZATION OF THE FINAL REPORT

A. TARGET AUDIENCE FOR THE FINAL REPORT
1

The policy na'ture,of the propo;ed study dictates that the final-
report should be oriented towards policy makers at the federal, state,
district and school levels as well as curriculum developers in the
private and public sect6rs. Additionally, the study, is likely to be of
interest to ediicational researchers in terms of study procedures and
methodology. While policy makers at all levels have concerns
related to recommended educational practices, they each will probably
view these recommendations from different perspectives. The nature
of these target audiences.' particular concerns and how the report
should satisfy their needs is described belovi.

1. .Fedel.p.1 Level Policy Makers

Policy makers at the Federal level, include Congressmen,
National Institute of Education and Office of Education program
administrators: These individuals are likely to be particularly con-

,
cerned with implications related to changing and/or adding to Federal
Compensatory Education 'Guidelines and federail 'spending; .

To meet Federal policy ,makers concerns, CRI has recommended
that the final report include specific sections which ad,dress policy
questions regarding. Federal guidelines and spending questions such as:

Should individualized instruction be mandated?

y 'What source and level of funding should be associated
with individualized instruction?,

'Considering the differences in various contextual settings,
can broad based,guidelines Which cut across these contexts
be develpped4 and if so, what should they be?

If mandated, how could compliance with guidelines) concern-.,
ing individualization be monitored?

t
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2. State Level Polity Makers

State level p011icy makers include state legislators, boards
of education and educational agency program administrators. These
individuals are likely to have the same concerns*--a-s-tlre-feeral level
policy makers but from a state perspective. It is basically the
responsibility of the states to operationalize-Title I and other 3afegor-

.
ical programs guidelines and monitor

-

corppliance. In addition, they
develop guidelines and set spell-di-rig levels for state-Operated compen7.
satory education programs.

. .

To meet the concerns of State level policy makers, .CRI has
trecommended-that the final report include specific sections which

address policy questions regarding State gu- idelines, the operationali-
zation of Federal guidelines and State-monitoring/evaluation/compliance
such as:

How can state compensatory education programs,
compliment and enhance Federal programs?

.How can Federal,guidelines_be operationalized?

What seems to be the practical problems in monitoring
individualized instructional programs'

WFiat demands can be placed on local districts.with respect
to individualiization/standardization?

3. District and School Level Policy Makers

This group of policy makers iinslude li5C-al boards of
education, local educational agency adMinistrators (especially District
Compensatory. Education Directors) and scho91 principals. These in-
dividua ls are-likely to be most concerned with imPleMentation/adoptioh
problems and procedu'res..

To meet thege,concerns, CR1 has recommended that the final:.
report incliude a specific section which. addre-s-ses-adopiion/imple-
mentation policy citiestions such as:

V-2
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,What practical problems can the District- expect ifi imple-
menting newly. recommended instructional approaches?
What concerns will teacher/parents, students and other
community residents have?

What level of fundingis required to adequately meet any
implementation clemailds?

.

Does it seem likely that the recommended instructional
approaches will really. increase compensatory educatiOn
students achievement?

" DISSEMINATION/UTILIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Analysis of the Problems

The growing emphasis on accountability of social programs
has also affected, the way in which social research itself is viewed. A
decade of reports and studies that have, "sat on the shelf' ofgovenntnent

-;offices has led to the demand that Federally funded research reach the
largestpossible target audierfce.

CRI's recommendations concerning dissemination and utilization
are based ors several years experience a4"a contractor responsible both
for producing research reports that would be livide ly disseminated and
utilized, and for developing systems and materials for dissemination
to educators around the country. CRI is thus particularly sensitive to
the problems of dissemination and utilization of knowledge in education.
These recommendations are empirically'based on our experience with
the problemi, as well as on' research and the knowledge gained,qom

.

conducting a conference for NIE in 1974 on increasing-the use of infor-
mation about innovative -or promising educational practices'.

t
z

The major reasons for-the lack Of utilization of research, studies
ri Aintlud

'
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Ineffective, and undifferentiated presentation of the
information such that potential target audiences cannot
determine whether the study ,would be of interest and use
to them.

- Lack of involvement of critical linking agents -- those
people who serve as channels of information about
information for different potential target audiences.

Lack of an effective., nationwide dissemination "system"' in
education, particularly for educational policy makers and
program managers.

The first reason leads to recommendations as to how the
contractor should be required to develop and organize the final report;
the second and third lead to actions that NIE should take to facilitate
dissemination and utilization.

2., Presentation and Organization of the Final Report

In the preceding section, the various policy makers were'
identified whom CRI believes will have a substantial interest in and use
for the infol-mation from the study. CRI would recommend that the
contractor be required to write specific chapters in the findings and
recommendations - voluMes which can be pulled out as separate
documents for wider dissemination. The most effective format for
communication with policy makers would be to have a section or
chapter, specifically titled "For Federal Education Policy Makers".
o

A

The findings and recommendations should be in a question and answer
format, such as "What are the costs associated with effective individ-

-ualizennstruction programs'?" It is critical to ask the contractor to
develop doctih ents.that specifically address the various target audiences.
NIE-should not assume that The general executive summary volume will
in itself communi41eN:directly to the different types of concerns, or

, that "soMehow", after the report is completed, some of NIE staff will
have either the time or the ability to develop these materials. The ,.

30 1
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requirement that the contractor develop effective, differentiated
materials for reaching a broad and differentiated target audience, has
not been,.a.--;common practice in Federal contracting; it is well within
the capability. of the contractor, and would 'further serve to ensure

er'
that the analysis itself address a variety of policy issues and questions..

The executive summary itself we:see as primarily a document
.Tor-NTE-Trid-CaligThsg,- addre-ssing their concern's and presenting an

overall view of the work done. As such wourd not contain extensive
. °

technical discussion of the data from the different perspectives of
State and local program planners, educational "researchers, etc.

Involvement of Linking Agents

One major mistake, made over and over again by those
,f;

responsible for information dissemination, has been to focus all of
their attention on the written document, ignoring the need for person-
to-person contact. Research on information utilization, whether the
user is a highly trained researcher, or a local superintendent of

schools, has shown that 'people still rely on ward-of-mouth recom-
mendations (Rogers, 1962; Glaser and Taylor, 1969; Shuy, 1973).

e 34

,,r7The same research shows\tnat to this point, formal information
retrieval systems are used least often in arriving at solutions to
pressing problems (Garvey and Griffith, 1967).

f Part of an effective dissemination strategy, therefore, is to
identify key resource persons and the channels of communication they
influence.. These resource persons ,can become key figures in making
others aware of the report and its Contents. For example, USOE
Title I administrators for the various,regions are key personal'
contacts for state Title I personnel. Superintendents, as reported by
Shuy, identify With profesSional journals such as Phi Delta Kappan,
and the publications of the 4ASA. The editors of these publications,
who are also involved in yearly conventions andassociation meetings,
and have tips established personal contacts, become key linking agents
for reaching the large target audience of school stiperintendents.and

V-5 6°
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their staff: So too, do the Title I 'admi*strators at each state. NIE
would need to map out the key individuals once their interest in the
report is raised and they could become effective channels of communi-
cation to others.

The most effective way to begin involving members of the key
target' audiences would be through workshops, possibly held for Federal
and State Title I administrators, and other national educator-communi-
cators concerned with impriving educational practices., The medium
of a workshop is one of the most effective and least expensive ways
to initiate dissemination' of information.

4.. Dissemination Systems

As noted earlier, the field of education is so vast, and
diverse, that no single dissemination system has yet been established
to which one,can turn and be assured that a given study or report will
be disseminated to potential users.

Fortunately, NIE's Division of, Dissemination and Resources, has
been involved in sponsoring diverse group of local, state, and
regional information centers and services, in addition to the ERIC
system. unlike ERIC, these centers have developed strong personal
networks /or disseminating information, and together, they reach an
increasing number of educators and program planners at state and
local levels. Because these systemsar centers are very uder-
oriented and responsive, they are actively4t volyed in seeking out
information and materials to meet user needs, ancr/nany transfers.

technical reports intp more initially.useful summaries. CRI utilized
severaLof these centers as sourced of information on individualized
instruction for this 'contract, and believes that most of the centers
already are providing substantial Information on 'individualized
instruction. The final report could be disseminated by such Centers
and services without further effort on NIE's part, if it were made
available to them.

1
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The following Exhibit V-1 lists s'orne. of the State Departments
of Education whiclf are most active .in disseminating information on
educational practices, and Exhibit V-2 lists a selected group of
information centers serving local, State, and regional /national areas.
A more complete and up -to -date list could be obtained from staff of
NIE's Office of Dissemination and Resources.

A

1

I .
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Exhibit V-1 .

./. Selected State Education Agencies Involved in*Dissemination

Coordinator, Educational
Programs & Studies
formation Seri/ices

State Departn4nt of Education:
Albank, New Yol 12224

.
Division- of Dissemination'
Texas Education Agency
Austin, Texas 78701

2
Office4of. Planning &
`Dissemination

South:Carolina Stite.Office.-
Building-,, Rm. 1208

Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Educational Consultant -

Division Of,bevelopment
State Department of EduCation
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

,Kansab--State Pepartment.of

120 Fast 10th Street.
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Coordinator, Title'III ESEA
State Department of 'Education
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Iowa State Department of
Public Ins truction

Grimes Office Building
Ms...Moines; Iowa 50319

..xpe'rirnental & Demonstration
Centers Program.

State Department of Education
Lansing, Michigan 48902,

Office of Program Developnient
State Department of Education
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Bureau of Technical Assistance
Rhode Island Department of

Education
25 Hayes Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02908

Arizona Department of Education
1535 West Jefferson
Phoenix, Arizona

4.1

Educatioh InformatiOn Center ; .
Rhode Isnd Departmer%of

Education
25 Hayei Street
Provident -e, Rhode Island 02908

SoUtlit Catolina_State Department
of Education .

Rutledge State Office Blvd. , Rm. 1203
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Director of Dissemination
State' Department of

Education,
Boise, Idaho. 83706 .

Florida State DeRt. of Education
Knott Building'
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Kansas. State Department of
Education

120 East 10th Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612,

Southwestern Education
"Development Center
1552 West,200 North
Ced.at City, Utah 84401

Division. of Development
eiStaie Department of Education
P&blic Instruction Department
,Raleigh, North Carcllina 27602r

: V-8
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Central Utah Educational
Service Agency:.

P. O. Box 697
Richfield, Utah 84701

Exhibit V-I
(Copt' d)

Research Coordinating Unit
State Departm'ent of Education
Jeffer-on City, Missouri .'65101

V -9
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Exhibit V-2
,SeJected.Infotmation Centers

San Mateo County EducAtio-nal
Resource Center (SMERC)4

333 Main Street
Redwood City, 'California 94063

Director,
° Instructional Materials Program

California Polytechnic State
Univ.ersity .

San Luis Obispo, dale,Knia 93401

*ESIC Centerfor SLence,
Mathematics & Environmental
Education

The Ohio State University
1800 Cannon. Drive
400 Lincoln Tower
Colurribus, Ohio 43210

11

Director, Educational Products
Information Exchange (EPIE)

463 West Street
New York, New York 10014

0

Executive Director, Social Science
Education 6onsortium, Inc.

855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80.302

Director, Educational Resource Center
Area Cooperative Educational Services
800 DixWell Avenue
North Haven-, Connecticut 06511

Director, Information Services-
Merrimack Education Center
101 Mill Road
Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01824

Research and Information Services
tor Education

198 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Director, Board Of/Cooperative
'Services

830 South Linc6ln
Longmont, Colorado 80501
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SCHOOL ATTITUDE SURVEY

Harold F. Burks, Ph.D.

FEELINGS I HAVE ABOUT SCHOOL

rr

My Name Age

First , Last
Grade Teacher Date

1 , . ..... ..
.

--.D.o_some_ibings...in,school bother you? Your teacher would like to know what they are. Maybe these things can

be changed so they eadr not upset-mu-se-much.-Fut ap X in the box which best describes your feelings The X's
might-76e. easier to.see-iFitOulise a colored pencil2,....,- ...

-.. 4
Ci cz3t.

- - THE,3111.,NGS WE LEARN",
tana .

thihrrarh-doirig all right.:

2.. rAfiosiff.Gfatres and Marks,;,

Sometimes I worry because I

---arn not doing very well.

0

Often I worry because I am not
I doing very well.

I ddn't worry about grades and
marks.

a. About Things I Am Supposed To

Sometimes I worry about grades
and marks.

De in the Classroom

Often I wor about grades and
mark,s.

0
.usually know what I am

supposed to do.

4. About Reading
'0

Sometimes I am not sure what I(jam
supposed to do.

Often I am not sure what I am
supposed to do.

I think I am a good reader.

About the Things I Read in Schbol

Sometimes I worry that I am
not a good reader.

Often I worry that I am not a
good reader.

1

The things I read are interesting.

6. About Spelling 4,
op.

The things I 1-ead a're a little bit
interesting. 2

ii
;

The things I read are not
interesting.

Spelling is no probl &m to me.
6

7.. About Writing

Wring is no problem to ite.

! .

.

0

0

,
a,
0.

, ,

Spmetimes I ,worry a

spelling. 0 : g-
I

5 ;

'
; '

ut ,."Often I worry about spelling.

-IfSometimes; I
writing:

1 .

t',1 11

). 64

worry aliout trrlY
"4.'

A'7,- ;
v ,,, -- rt o

1 , m
o

D ,s 0

Often I worry about my



.8. About Arithmetic

o 0

ti -4et

Arithmetic is no problem to me.

9. About Playing Ball

O

Sometimes I worry about
arithmetic.

Often I worry about arithmetic.

0
Playing ball is no problem to

,me.
Sometimes I worry about
playing ball.

.3,10. About How I Feel When l*Play Games

0

Often -I worry about playing
ball.

0
I enjoy playing games.

, 11. About Rulqs.for Playing Games

0

Sometimes I get nervous playing
games.

0

Often I get nervous playing
games.

I understand the rules for
playing games.

12. About choosing Sides for a Game

0

Sometimes I don't understand
the rules for playing games.

0 ,

Often I don't understand the
rules for playing games.

,

0
I don't worry about being chosen Sometimes I worry because I
last. t am not chosen first.

13. About the Things We Study at School
- o 0

Often I worry because I am
chosen last.

0
I like the things we do at
school.

14. About Being In School

o

Sometimes' I ,am .not7interested
in the things we do at school.

0

Often I am not interested in the
things we do at ,school.

0
Most of the time I- like being in
school.

15. About the Teacher Helping,Me

Sometimes I wish I was out of , Often I
school. s school.

ABOUT TIRE TEACHER AND ME

wish - I was out of

0
The teacher helps me enough. SoMetinies I wish the teacher

would help me more.

16. About the Teacher Calling,On Me f9r Answers

0 0

Often I wish the teacher would
help me more .

The teacher calls on me as much Sometimes I think the teacher
as I want her to. calls on me too much or not

enough.,

17. About Things That Bother'Me 4.
0

Often I think the teacher calls
on me too much or not enough.

0 .
I can talk to the teacher as much
as I want to aboat things that
bother me.

Sometimes I wish I could talk
to the teacher about things that
bother me. ,

A- 213
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Often I wish I coula-talk to the
teacher about things that -bother
me. ,.
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1. 18. About Important Jo s in the Classroom

4

R.

.

I' have enough important jobs to . Sometimes I wish I had More Often I wish I had more
do.l : important jobs to dd.. important-jobs to do. .

19. About Helping Other Children
0 , , 0

The teacher lets me help children
as much as I want to.

Sometimes I wish the teacher
would let me help children.

ABOUT THE OTHER CHILDREN AND ME

20. About Children in the Classroom Bothering Me
o'

The children don't bother me
much.

21. AbOtit Making Friends at School

0

Often. I wish, the teacher would
-let me help children.

0
SoMetimes the children bother
me.

I l how to make friends.

22. About How the Children
0

The childfeit-bother me a.lot.

0
Sometimes I wish I knew some
good wayt to make friends.

Think I Do Things
Y

Often I wish i knew same good
ways to meke friends.'

The children. Oink I do thiAgs Sometimes I think the children
well. - don't think I do things well.

23. About Being a Leader in the Classroom
.,

0
.1 am often eleader. SometiMes I think i nee0 to be ,

more of a leader.

24. About Sharing Things in the Classroom
0

Often J think the children don't
think I do things well.

n.%

,Ofteri I think I need.to be more ,

of a leader.

0
I share enough with the other ', . Sometime; I wish I could share

. children.. more wish other children.

25. Abut Talking with the Other Children
.

Often I wish 1 could shire more
with other children. ,

I get,tO k enough with the other
,children.

26. About My Problems
$'

The children seem, to
understand my problems.

27. About Saying Whet I. think
'0

Sometimes I wish I could talk Often I wish I could talk more
more; with the other children.; with the other children.

; ,

' O^:
Sorrietirraes I think the ,children..
don't understand my probleMs.

'

.o.
Often ,1 think the children don't .

understand my problems.

0
I tan say what I think to other
children.

Sometimes. I can't say what I .

rink to other children. v
:,

. ,
1 A-2c
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Often I can't say 'what I think
to other children.
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ABOUT ME AND MY CLASSROOM

28. About How Close We Sit Together
G = D

We sit1Al4righi'diStahce from Sometimes I ,think we sit too
;,./seach Other krthe.rooin. . close or too far apart.

291 About 00r Chairsin the Classradm
i i, , k

. 0 0

Often I thinic,vve sii too close
or too far. apart.

0
Our chairs are easy to sit in. Sometimes I think our chairs Often I think otW chairs are

tr,are'hard to sit in. hard to sit in.

30. About the Noise in the Classroom
. 0 04

The noise does not bother me.

3.1",.AElot the Blackbords
O

Sometimes the nbiset bothers Often the noise bothers me.
me.

0
It is easy to see what is on'the .. Sometimes it is hard to see Often it is hard to see what is
blackboards. what is on the blackboard': on the blackboards.,

. ,,

32. About Where You Can Be Alone in the Classroom. .
,

O 0 0
If I want to there is a place to
be alone.

33: About Being Hungry at.School-

Sometimes I wish there was a Often I wish there was a place
place to be alone. to be alone.

'a 0
I usually feel as if I had enough
to eat. 7.

34. About the Light in the Classroom
O .

Sometimes I feel,hungry. Often I-feel hungry.

.O
The light in the room does not Sometithes the light bothers my Often the light bothprs my eyes
bother me.. . eyes in the room. in the room.

35. ,About Being Tired at School

0 O
I don't seem to get tired at Sothetimes I get tired at schCiol. Often I get tired at school.
school. . . . . 7

38. AbOut Hearing What the Teieher Says
, ... 114i 0

I can hear what the teaches Sometimes I have trouble.
says. hearing what die :teacher says.

Often I have trouble hearing
what the teacher says.

You might like to go back w and circle the ,numbers of the things that 'bother you the VERY MOST."
,

COPYRIGHT 01970 All Aught; Re hied
t (

UBLIS ED BY AROEN PRESS, 8331 ALVARAOO OR., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. 9264i
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LOCUS OF CONTROL MEASURE FOR STUDENTS

t developed by
Contemporary Research Incorporated

INSTRUCTIONS: Each student will have an an'sver sheet which will
allow him to mark either "a" or "b" for each item by placing an X in-
the appropriate box. Clearly state the number of the item yvl are
about to. read and then read each item twice. Be sure that the students
kndw which ch-oice,lis "a" and which is "b" frnd that all have maiked
their responses before going on to the next item. An item may be'
repeated more thaii twice if necessary.

0

A- 3a
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When new school work is easy for y u to understand, it is becatiSe

a.
b.

you are 'smart enough to understand it
the teacher is doing a good job of,explaining it

2. When you do well on a school test, it is because,

b.
.... . -

- ' .. If someone thinks you don't do good work atschool, it is because
.! A.

*
1

; 4 a. you don't do goo,d work t
b. he doesn't understand what ypu are doi!r4

the test is easy
you work hard

4. When you get the right answers to math problems, it,is because
a. you are learning how to do math

- ,
b. the problems are easy

5. When you have a hard time understanding your school work, _it
is because

a. the.lesson is very difficult
b. ' .you aren't smart enough

6. If you cionrrdo well on a school test, it is because-

a. you didn't care about the test
b. the test didn't make much sense

7. If you do better than usual on your school work, it is because
a. ' you try harder
b, the work was qesier than usual

8. Irsomething is easy to learn at school, it is because

a. you attention
b. the teacher gives

.. .
9., Suppose someone thinks yOu don't do good work at school ....,". .. .

a. yOu can make him change his Mind if you want to ,..
.'

/ .
b. some people will think you don't do .good wo k no

matter what you do

A-3b
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1o, When you do a good job of ieading,, iris because'

you "a.e gtting better At reading
b. , the book-was really easy to read.

11: If you don't do very_ well on
A f

a. voli aren't very - smart
b. you *e 5g'st unlucky

12. If someone tells 'you that.ro

a. he is mad at- you
b. you did something dumb

13.

u
,a- school test, it is because .

ate dumb, it -is- because

a $:

If you didworse than .usual on something at

a:
a

the work is gettingharder

r.

school, it was because

b. yoU were hav-inga bad day .
0 , , C

14. If a teacher tells you'that you'did fine work, it is, because
. .

a. teachers usually say that to encourage pupils
workb.' you really did do good ork

15. When,you do well on a school test, it is because

a. you really knew the answers,
b. , you were lucky

16. If you did*orse,than usualy at school, it was because

youdidn't,try hard enough
b. ,you weren't lucky c,.

17. If youare chosen bx,othef kids in your class to be on a team
of isotrie Sort, itl'is because .,

. / ., ,

a. you are a good player
, ,,

)

b.,_ they like you

18. When new school work is very hard to understand, it is because

a. the teacher issn't -eying you enough help
you don't know enough to understand the new-work

,12
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., LOCUS OF CONTR.L INVENTORY FOR. TEACHERS (Rit'A...DrNt )
__

'-`4
,,-, developed by

. A
Contemporary,ReSearch Ineorpo,ate.d

...;,-
.,

INSTRUCTIONS :. 4. 4t

Teaschers explain their students' performance in a variety of ways.
. iThe following list contains some factors often mentioned_as important

..fi?in determining student success or failure in learning td read. For each,...

item Wow, indicate the extent to which ydu believe each factor is
related to student performance. The first list concerns student success,
the second list concerns student failure.

,.

.,, How strongly do you believe each of the ,
.- factors listed:below are .related to success
. in.lea.i.ning tb read well.*

--Scoring *

.-- 44) i a. The studdnt works carefully.
. , ....,

. (t) b. The teacher .is creative.

(s), c. The student likes the material.

, ''.., (t) d. The teacher likes the'student

1(s) e. The student has, developed good
' study, habits:'

(s) ''f.: The,itudent.is alert When .

instructions are giveh.

(t) The teacher is able. to indivi-
, dualize 'instruction.

(13, The student has good academic

i. The teacher communicates 'well
with her students.

(t)

The student asks for help when
he needs it.

(t) k. The teacher gives a lot of time
'to each student

* (S) = Student
= Teacher Scoring:

B-la
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Scaring

(s). 1. The student is motivated ,

to learn. .

f

(t) m. Previous teachers prepared
the student well for his
present classwork.,

(

I)

'N

n. The student has a long attention
span.

o. The teacher is very patient.

p. The teacher allows the student
to work at his own paCe.

Scoring:

.1

2

,

.0

B-lb
17.1.

a.

.

,
._. ,,..,
bp 00 4J
0 at

e ill C:4

4
,r4 +.,
k 0)
4) 4J

1., at

C:4
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..,:,
5N 0)
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k.1
r4 r4
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(3) (2) (1) (0)
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How strongly do you believe 9ach of
the factors listed below are related
to failure to learn to read well.'

Scoring

(s) a. The student's :lack of
confidence in himself;

(t) b. Lack of teacher time in
preparing a lesson..

(s) c. The student doesn't care
about learning.

(s) d. The socioeconomic
background of the st dent.

(t) e. Teacher's lack of ab lity to
communicate with st dents.

D(t) f. Tlite teacher has a ne native
atiitude toward the st dent.

(s) g. The student doesn't listen -
well to .the teacher,

(s) h. The student is not able o
keep up with the rest of the
class.

(t) i. The teacher doesn't mot
vation the student to wan
to learn.

(s) j. The student doesn't like t
teacher.

(t) k. The teacher doesn't give
enough time to each stude

(s) dr. The student is careless in
his work.

(t) m, The teacher does not p.tten
to individual student needs

(t) n, The teacher's instructions
are inclear.

Scoring:
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US_ ,ci, .CONTROL 1NliEf4rOit74 FOR TEACHERS (MATH) ."
.:- 2t. developed- by .: ' .." . -

'.:.:Contempor=ary Ree,earch Incorporated _..
_., .

.. - ,. . , .'. -:-.1.

"v-".

°

,.,.., .

- - .6..ch.P4:4 "expUin'Alie,ii students' perfotmance in a variety of ways. ,,,,..--g..:.,:. .:,..

he_ 4-.flow-14lidt-,coritans,,A,Orne factors often 'mentioned as impprtant7
:.....;;.,,-_-?,..,:.;.:.,, .iii:4ferrrsining,.,qkirient.suCcess Or, failUre in learning math. Fgr each;.,.

; '-- -' '-' _"-.ct0:6 belis;vi indicate the,.e"x.tpnt i6 whiCh you.believe teach factor'.._ is
,.',:.,.--1. --- ' , 1 "...1 / ' ' f}* student

__recited to st.Udent.perioimance.: The first,list concerns student .success,
.-'...'-.. '-'..:tha. s-e:Cond list,COncerAis, student -failurei:-.- - - . II

:,.... i7 -: ,..,t,.:., ,, -e.,,-,:, .:-.- ; .,

.,-..,: ':: .; ,!".. :-..:,-.' -1,,,,..;,z,=.:. .,.:-.-, -:.:. ? . :,--,

,!;,...H...iim:r4t-rOlngly:,dO iyOli believe each of the
t- :. s 0

....cfactorA 14stea below are Teiated to success
n2' i; I:eaening .math weli.' --' :

- ,-....,..,,,2..........- .......,:.

. ....
!: ,.

.Scoriag

a. . The student works carefully.

(O . The teacher is creative.

('s) c. 'The student likes the material..

(t), d. '.The teacher likes the student
.1

e. The student`has developed good
study habits.

(s) f The student is.alert when
- instructions- are given. -

I
' (t) g. The teacher is able to indivi-

, dvalize instruction.

40i

i. The teacher communicates well
with her students.

. (s)

ability.

(t.)

The student asks for help when
, he needs it:.

- (t) k. The, teacher gives a lot of time
to each student

h. The student has good academic
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Scoring
_ .

L, Th'e.stilcierit is motivated-
to`Learn.

t 4

tri;.% Previou's teachers prepared
the student well for his .

present classwork.'

The student has a long attention
span.

. (t) o. The teacher is very patient.

(t) p.

1

,

.

The teaches allows the student
to work at his -own pace.

op

Scoring:
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How strongly d you believe each of
the factor's lis ed below are related
to failure to learn math well.

Scori

(s) a. The student's lack of
:corgictcnc ,qL

eza la 4. , tia .-0

ti

(t) b. Lack of teacher time in :.t=e -4.?--preparing- e -1-erscrrr.-' ', I, ,..

(s) c. The student_d_oe_sn!t care '1;
iktabout rearniftg. - 4

......A .N:._...... :,,
(s) d. e socioeconorh.cc-L '-::. \--.

. background of the studerkt. ;...., i ..,
° ,

.$

.,..,,

I

',.

(fT . e. . T.eaclier's lack Of ability tip; i
- o I communicate.withAstudentS''.-:

7-

( 9 f. The teacher has a negatiye_. 9 '
attitude toward the student-.-. -:

Tsc-;;'&:-.::::14.11e cloe'sn!t Listen.
well:TO-the

ter''kt
- -

: :T1*:student is not able A7- tt-.

_keep 'ti with the rest o: the
class.

(t) i.. The teacher doe scre motvi
vation the student to want
to learn.

(s) j. , The student doesn't like the
teacher.

(t) k. The teacher doesn't give
enough time to each student.

(s) 1.. The student IS careless in
his work.

-, (t) m. The teacher does not attend
to individual-student needs.

(t) n. The teacher's instructions,
are inclear.

Scoring:
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4"

4

Scoring

. '(s) o.. The student doesn't have
much academic ability.

(t) p. The teacher is not very
cr4ati've.

,

4.

Scoring:
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'CLASSROOM OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT
Classroom Summary. Information

..: '
4- ..,, .

DIRECTION; Make sure that all of the identifying information has been entered on the Classroom Summary
Informaticin form prior to ygur observation of physical environment. Do not make any stray marks outside the
biSxes provided in plaEes where written information is required. Make sure you code the classroom "summary
information form booklet tdentificaFon Number in the J. D. gr,d of all h oklets used in the,observation.

s

TEACHER NUMBER Grade

o.
a@

's OBSERVER

NUMBER

r

Teacher . '11

School .

City ,

Oble V Of

CLASSROOM SUMMARY INFORMATION

700010.41 Nulnber of teachers that regularly work
in the classroom.

00000 Number of 'aides that regularly work in
the classrdom..

0" 00000 Number of volUnteers/visitors preSent today,

le"

r

TODAYip DATE

MO: DAY YR.

CDOCX)
0000(®
000®34®000000
0®00®0
C)OCX)000000.
©0®000
@GODS®000000

FOR NCS
USE ONLY

@0000
00000
00000
CDOCDOC)
Ge®CDO
C1CDCDCX)
CDC= CD'
0000'0

CDCXDO
®000

NUMBER

C)000000000000000
CDC:D

(:),®©
(XXX)

40©0®
OCXDO

SiCQC)

Classroom Summary Information (Cont.)

, A

c)
00
00
00
CD®
0®ea
ot)
00
00

00
00
00
00
0®00
®®
00
00

.A. Numbefepf
children enrolled

r

13.,Number of childrqn
present today<

I.

To,tal Class Duration

0 2Y2 hours
0.3 -.hours

. 0 31/2 hours
0 4 'hours
o 4'4 hours

. 4 6' hours

0 V/. hours
0 6 hours

6'4 hours

0 7 or more..boios
, - NCS Trris-Orrier.S30A341

.11 1 1 1,1 1 11 1 1 . 1,13. 1 111

179'. .

a

.c

(

..



For each of the items below, mark all
that 'apply:

0 Present
'0 Used today

qAM ES, e TO Y S, PLAY EQUIPMENT

()1()small toys (trucks, cars, dolts and
accessories

0 puzzles, games

.00wheet toys
00small play equipment (jumjiropesAboalls) .

O large play equipment (swings, jungle gym)
0 (D children's storybooks
()()animals, other nature objects'
()()sandbox, water table
00 carpentry materials, large blocks
C)C)ccioking and sewing supplies

Physical Ehyironment Information
(Mark all that apply.)

.,,Seating Patterns:
ONIoliable fables and chairs for seating

purposes.
.0

()Stationary desks in rows.
0 Assigned seating for it teat part of

the day.
()Children select their own seating

locations.

()Teacher assigns children to groups.
()children select thilr own work groups.

9

r'' 3

, .

1NSTRIJCilONAL MATERIALS ',

()()Montessori; other'edUcational toys
00z children's texts, workbooks-
()()math /science equipment, concrete objectl ,,

0 0 insuuctional charts

r

AUDIO, VISUAL EQUIPMENT
00 television
00-iicord or tape player
0 0audio-visual equipment

GENERAL.fOUIPMENT, AATER144LS
0 Otiildren's own prOducts on-display
()()displays reflecting children's ethnicity;
0 z otileedisplaYs especially for children
() ( 'magazines
()Oz achieveMent charts t

()Ocf)ild-size sink,'
00c4ild-size table and chairs
(jechild-size shelves ..
C)C)arts and crafts materials ,

oeblackboard, feltboard
OC)child'sown storage space '
0 °photographs of the children on display

OTHER'
00please specify

11111140

4

4`t

MAKE-10

, STRAY MARKS
n

f

.

" ..3 IN BLANK AREAS

:4
.11111111. 11111

3 180'
.11111111,



CLASSROOM CHECK LIST (be sore to code EVERYONE i the class)

-1..Snick, lunch

ONE MO
CHILDREN

00 A GO®
0® V000

GO® i00®
GOO .;000
GO® A GO®
OCXD VOODOO
00Oc i 000

A
V

2. Group time I

SMALL
GROUPS

T00,0®
A GOO®

GOO®
OW®

T MOO
A CDOOO

OOOO
OOO®

LARGE
GROUPS'
TOO
A00
V00
i0O
T OC)
A00

, V 00
i0O

Story
3. Music

. ,

Dancing

4. Arts, Crafts

'Guessing Games
Table- Gamic

Puzzles

0 TV,
0-Audio-Visual.

Materials'

0 Exploratory
Materials

()Math and Science
Equipment

OTexts, I+'VorXbooks
Puzzles4arnes

1.

Numbers

6. Math.
Arithmetic

Reading
7. CAI habet"

ng.tieveloptnent

Social Studies
a.

Geography,.

Science
9.

fyaiural World

.Spwmg.

020kiiii' in.
P'ounding

Sawing

i.f. Blocks
. Trucks

x it
Dramatic Pia;

12.
Dress-Up

S.

ti

It

13. Active/Play

T 000 TO00 T 0000 'T 0®
A000 A GO® A0000 A00
aa0 vOOO__y_0002 vaa

i000 i0000 i00TOO@ TOO® T0000 Too
AGO® AGOG AOCXDA000

OlOCI vOCX) vOCXDO VD@
;000 i 000 ;0000 100
T 000., T 000 T0000 T 00
AOOO;AOOOAOOOO AOSO
\IMO v000 .iv000C)0 vOCI
;0C4D ;010C1-1;0OCIO ;OCITOO@ TO0000000 TO®
AGO0,AGOO/A-OOWYAOO

0®® -) v CXDO v40000 VOOO000 i (XX) ; 00®0
-T(000 T 000 T OOOO--;:r 0®
AGO® A0O0;40000 3,00-
WOO® V000.44-000O _v00

OOO_ i o®®®'- 0-0
T00® 'T,000 00
A GOO A 000_ A C),(:) QC) AGO
V000 vO(DO -v:00(DO----v00

$0;GO@ ;GO@ ;.0(X);00
TOO® T000 T00000 TOO
'A 000 A 000 AO®®® A 0°-
1/00® e0()C1 v(XX30(NOCI-1000 ;MCI ;00(01)10CI
TOGIO T 000' T 0000 T
A000 A000.A0000 A00000 V 000j. V 0000 v 0.0'000 i000 i0000 rOO
TOO® X000 T0000 TOOA000 ,000 A0000 A000001,1/ 000 V 0000- v 00
i GO® 00C> -i OW® 100
T zri,000 T 0000 T Od
A 0 '4" 100 AOMO A00

0 .b51.'' 1/ B O V 0000s v OO
IGO@ iGO® 10100) '00

T (XX) T 0000 T 00
A GO® A000 A000® A00,
v.GOO v,000kvOCXXD; v00;000 *k000 i0000 ;00'

14..RELIA9ILIfY.SPEET 0

91111111IIIIIiIIIIIIIiii.IIII01111'illit11111111
,181 C-4 I 7



t

Piactical Skills Acquisition

:ONE TWO. SMALL LARGE
.

CHILD; CHILDREN GROUPS GROUPS

.J000 T000 TO@Oe TOO-
,v000 A000 i0000 A00
v000 v000,v0000 .1100,
i(1)00 i000 i0000-i00

%6: Observing

17.. Social Interadlion

0
Ob

O

. 18. Unoccupied Child

t

O
O
0

19. Discipline

20. Transitional Activities

21. Clasiroom Management
;.

22. Out of Room

0
O
0

0

O

0

T000' el: 000 T 000 T00A000 A000 A0000 A00
v000 v000 .v0000 v00
i000 1000 i000a ioo
T000 TOOO TO000--T00
A000 A000, A0000 A00,
v000 'v000 v0000 v00
'000 i000 C0000 i00
TO00 T000 T0006 TOO
A000 A000 A0000 A00
v000 v000 v0000 v00
i000 i0007-00 .00"
TO00 T000" TO000 TOO
A00 A000 A0000.A00
v000 :v000 v0.000 400
0000 .004 i0000 .00,
TO00 .r (;)(:)() T-00100 T C5
A 000 A 000-, A0)0® -A00
V000 W000 Y0000 ''1100'000 'GOO '0000 '00T000 T000 T0000 TOO
A000 A000 A0000 A00 .v000 v000 v0000 voo
i000.i000 00000 '00
T000 TO00 T0000. T00
A0.00 A000 A0000 .A00
v-000 v000 v0000 v00
i000 '000 '0000 .00

NUMBEIt OF ADULTS IN CLASSROOM 0 0 0 0 ci) O c)c) ® ®
I PREAMBLE

00 - Theoriginal,class teacher
Fo us Person Codes:1 - Child codes

77 - Volunteer
88,- Teacher oth'er than designited class teacher

Actin
Iry

00

(x).
00
00
00
(X)
00

90 - teacher
Focus

Parson

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

, ADULT Directing
Teacher 0

/'. Aide 0
Volunteer

.ikullilimilliiiimillIIIIIIIIIIIi-1111.11111111
"ss,z- .4,..

FOCUS PERSON
.

O Child

O Teacher
O Aiot, 1..

0 volunteer.

CONTINUATION
OF PREVIOUS

"FOCUS ACTIVITY

O Yes
O No

F9cus -Person's Name
-and Number

(Do not write outside this box'

.4 Number of Children 0000

e.Fort
USE ONLY

600,06
00

0000000090
00000
00000
OYJOoO

00000

00'0

4,

Participating

0
0
0

Obs'erving

0
0
0

Not Involved

0
0
0

TIME
Hour, ,

eoe6o00000'

STARTED
Minute

000l
10000O...000 -00000
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TEACHER INTER tW,SCHEDULE I

School: -City/State:
I

Respondent's Name:
Length of Interview: Date:

Interviewer's Name

We need to sPefiaabout atihour fog7ether now to accomplish two major
tasks. fIrst, I need to obtain_ from you some descriptive information
about your 6.rassroom and yourself. Second, I need to give you some
orientationregarding you role as, a "participant- observer" in this
study. o

Okay, shall we get started.?

1, Would you tell me how many students are in your class this.
year ?

IA. Ds: you work with any students besides those in your 'regular
class?

No

IYes (How Many

2 Do any othet adults spend tim- in your classroom?
No (Skirp to t2uestion. #3)

Yes (ASk Question #24)

2A. Inwhat capacity (1. e. , job title), how Oft and for homany
hours:is this (these) person(s) in the class om?

° Job Title
Team Teache'r

Times Average Number of
Per Week Hours Per Time

ReStiurce Teacher
4" Subject Matter

Specialista
Paid Aide
ArofunieerAide
Other,(specify):

Other- (specify):
J

-.

.



. . 3,. a Do a.ny students from other classes act as tutors for any studentsyour class?

No (Skip to Question #4-)

Yes (Asl Questions #3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D)
3A. How many of your students receive hitoring from students fromother_, lasses ?

.

3B, How many tutors are there--?--

3C How often do they work with your students?

3D. How muctitime on average do they spend wanking with yourstudents TR a single tutorial session?
4. Do you have any students in tour cla'as who do not speak or under-stand enough Standard English to be able to deal adequately with e..instruction given in Standard__English.?___ _ _

No Yes, How many (approximately):

5. Do you know (approximately) how many of your students are
9 "target" compensatoryeducation (e. g. Title I Program) students? ,

J

Yes .z(how many? ---(tan -I-have-a--lise-of their names?)
No (Would you find out how many-and which students

arse "tb.rgt.":compensatoiy.education student's and
report this information to me .befoPe I leave today?)

(ASK QUESTIONS #6 AND 7 ONLY AFTER TEACHER HAS .PRb-,
VIDED A LIST OF THE "TARGET" COMPENSATORY EDUCATIONSTUDENTS IN ''HE cLASS.)

, . .1.'
I'd like to know a little'about the circumstances under wliich yourstudents receive their math (reading) instruction. T_)c?, ny of your
students receive any, of their math,(r,.ading) instruction in some,other place besides your classroom?

i .1-:"4- --=

Math Reading

`(Skip to Questiqn #7)

Yes .(Ask Question #6A)

S.

D -lb

89.
A
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6A. Would you explain how' this works? Who gives the instruc-
tion? .Which students involved? (Indicate number of
compensatory educatio and non-compensatory education
students involved in each out of class situation for math and.
reading.)

,Instructor (Job Title) Comp. Ed.
Students Involved

Non -Comp. Ed. i-low, Often

MATH . .
-

,
,

_

... , .
- )

!

READING
, ,

1

. .

,

.
.

.

7. Do any of your students receive math (reading) instruction in your
classroom?

Math Reading

No (Skip'to Question #8)

Yes (Ask Question #7A).

7A. , Would you explain how this works? Who gives the instruction?
Which students are involved? (Indicate number of compensa-
to'i-y education 9 non-compensatory students who receive
math and re ding instruction from each instructor.)

r '

. . .

, Students Involved
'Instructor (Job Title) Comp. Ed. Non -Comp. Ed. How Often

MATH ,

,

. .

READING

.

.
1

'D -le
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a
Nov, Pd like to talk to you about your diagnostic activities. Forhow many of your students did you do diagnosis of their ability,.
interests, needs, ek...c. , at the beginning of the year?

(1) None
I

'

(2) Some (Why these sttclenti?)

(3) Most (Why not the other students?) ,

(4) All

9. What about at other times during the ydar,
of student ability, interests, needs, etc. ?

(1) No

do is:5u do diagnosis

t (2) Yes For how many of the students'?
How often (on average)?

(ONLY. IF AT LEAST SOME OF THE STUDENTS ARE EVER
DIAGNOSED, ASK_QUESTIONS 10A, I0B, AND 10C.)

10A. What kind Of infoimation are you interested in finding out th-ro ugh
'your 'diagnostic activities? (Check as many of the following as arementioned by the respondent. PROBE: "Is there any other. kind .of in4ormation you obtain through diagnosis ?")

reading ability (general)

reading skills (sp.:,

math ability (gens_ral).

math skills (specific)

preference .for physical
work setting

other (specify):

.other (specify):

I I . need for approval/reward
.

interests (likes /dislikes)

frustiakidn level

need for peer interaction,

need for keacher direction

other (specify):-

other (specify):



1

(HAND LIST OF OSSIBLE RESPONSES T,0 RESPOND.ENT) Of
the following so c'es or procedures that you USE in diagnosing

udents, wh do you consider the nyost (next most etc.) impQr-
tant in pro idina you with useful information about students?'

(RANK in order of importance all the following that apply;
"1" equals the source or procedure, the teacher sees as
providing the most important ,information. )

previous grades ac'hie-Ti&-d- previou3 teat1WriiVritten
comtnents in student-folder

satandardized test scores
pr 'teacher s oral

4 standardized sub-test scores ,comments from converses-
lion

single -item analyses from
Standardized. tests 4"

Student health record

tVe..elier%d'evised forhal-,.
written teats

.

teacher devised formal,
orally administered tests

,

nittnercial progrtn.
written tests or diagnos-
tic instru ts

other .(specify

a.1.1,

instructional grouplevel
from previous year

.
informal observation of
student; 'n-classroom

infor 'al observatidifrof
etude t outside'clas"groom

/ e
info/rmal Grail questioning
of student

1:- ,
conference s'With 'tstudent' s

,

/parents
Vt

ot,hEir (specify)::

-4!

.

10 C. How often do you use the information that.yo.u.obtain:from didgnoS.'
tic. activities?. (READ, EACH STATEMENT.' Codes: A =ealways,

'r tJ ..- usually, 0 =, often, S = sometimes, R = ra'rely, N = never.)

(1) to assign students to instructional groups..?
.. ,
(2) to prescribe objectives'and learning activities for the

entire .class ? ,' '
9

. ,,
(3) to provite myself or others with-an explanation of.why

students are 'performing as they do?

.

. 9

0,



(4) to provide info'rmation.to others when making .a recom-
-.mends:lion. `concerning the student (e.g., change of class,

k."-repeit glade, etc. ) ?
,

'`(54 to- prescribe objective; and learning activities dor individ.:ual students'?

I

('6) other (specify):

Now I'd like to ask you some qu
tional and professional bac ound.

ons about you and your educa-
.

. 11. (Check one): male . male
12. What is r age?

13. Ilich ethnic group do youcconsider yourself a member?

(1.) White (European origin)

(2) Black

(3) Mexican American (Chicano).

(4) Puerto Rican

(5) other Spanish origin (specify):.

(6) American Indian (Native American)

(7) Japanese

(8) Chinese.

(9) oAr Asian ,origin (specify):

(10) other (spe.cify):

ID-11 -
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I

14.. 'Do you speak any other language besides Standard English?
-

No (Skip to Quehtion #15)

Yes (Ask Question #14A and 14B)

14A. Whfch.one(s)? 9

14B. Do you use this (any of these) language(s) in your teaching?

No

Yes (Which one(s)?):,

15. . }tow much formal education did your father(mother) have?

Father Mother.

11) some grade school

(2) finished grade,school

(3) some high school .

(4) finished high school

(5), some college'

(6) finished college

(7) attended graduate school or professional
school after college

(8 don't know

16. For how many years have you been teaching?
01,

17. For how many years have you been teaching third graders?

18. For how many years have you been employed in this school?

`.

D -lg
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19. 'Could youlell me aboui the college _degrees and/or cre'dentials;that,t

. .

you have received?

Degrees /Credentials Subject Areas

20, Have you acquired any college units beyond your highest earned
degree or credential?

No

Yes (How many units ? ):

1

21. "Ha.,ve yo' u,:ce4 ceiveciany _special training in the teaching of reading
or Mathematics? --,/ .

10

No

Yes (Could you describe t is graining? How much and of whet
, ' type of training expe ience?) . ,

.

.

THAT COMPLETES THE INTER IEW. WE NOW NEED TO.TALK
ABOUT YOUR ROLE AS A "P.A.RWICIPANT-OBSERVER". SHOULD
WE TAKE A BREAK NOW OR CONTINUE?

D-lh

. 1 9



ORIENTATION FOR SETTING UP AND USING THE STUDENT ACTIVITY
LOG KIT

C

As was previously explained, your participation inthis study requires
that you act as a "participant- observer ", by keeping ftsec-ords of the
activity of your students with the Student Activity Log. We think that
you as the classrOom teacher are best able to record what your students

are doing daring the period of this studyt. As you know there Will be
additional observation done by me (or other outside people), but your
obserirations constitutea large and important part of the data collected
in this study.

Before beginning my expianh.tion of the Student Activity Log Kit here
(point to materials), I want to stress one important point. Your class-
room his been selected for inclusion in this study because of the way
you organize it. We have included in the studyigreat variety of Off-

ferently organized classrooms, We have not prejudged. which type of"
classroom instructional program is most effective, let alone whic,h
instructional programs work best for certain types'of kids in cer ain
types of schools. The point is that we want, you to record what h ppens
in your clasktroom as objectively as possible. There is no ne6d to try
to fit what happens in your classroom irrsome "ideal" model, b cause
what actually occurs may be ore effective than what some pe ple
think is ideal. Tkus, we want know what ACTUALLY happ in your
classroom.

(SPREAD OUT THE DIFFERENT MATERIALS IN. THE STUN? ACTIVITY
LOGKIT)
Here are the Materials that'have been demeloped.to assist you in keeping
systematic records of your observations of the activity of students in your
classroom. We will go over the instructions together, sek.up the-Student
Activity Log, and.gcloveithe prbcedures for using the Log, using some '
hypothetical examples. r 46,

0/
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I

i NOTES TO INTERVIEWER

Check to see if all materials have been included.in 'the kit.
MATERIALS IN KIT: Make sure that first "pressure- sensitive" copies
are properly clipped to Student Activity Logs. Explain to teacher that
this will allow you to coiled copies of the Log when you visit the teacher
at other times during the year. ., ,-

.0.

STUDENT NAMES: Explain to teacher that the names can be'
listed in any order, that seems to make using the Log the easiest.
Teacher may.want toyostpone filling in the names ,of stu4erits
until after bhe instructions have been completed, so he/she will
havra better idea of how names can be most conveniently arranged.,
OBJECTIVES: When assisting teacher in identifying from-15-20
instructional objectives for math andlreading, .explain Mat objec-
tives can be chosen from the SUggested Lists (see ,appendices to
instructionsr, as written or with modifications OR the teacher can
describe other objectives (BUT they should follow the same format
as those on the Suggested Lists). ,

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: 43xpl'ain to teacher that all mater-
ials used should be listed for math and reading. It may be best
for teacher to delay listing those materials that may no be used,,
and include them on the Coding Keys' lists only when ,they have been
used.

(AFTER YOU AND1TEACHER HAVE GONE OVER THE INSTRUCTION
SHEET, PROVIDE SOME EXAMPLES TO TEST WHETHER TEACHER
UNDERSTANDS CODING SYSTEM AND SYMBOLS) /

Do you have ny further questions about the use of the Student
Activity Log Kite Any questions about other aspects of the study?
Please feel free to write or call my office if a question arises. Thank
you again for your time and cooperation. P11 see you in about one month,
at which time we can briefly review how the Log keeping operation is
going.

,.

.,
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TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE II

School: r City: .4,
. .

State:Respond nt's Naine:

Intervie er's Name:

Length of Interview: Dare:

We'need to dO two things asRart of this final interview of the study.
I'd likelp,as-k sortxe general questiOns about your experiences in this
school.' 'Then, we 'need to finalize your role as "participp.nt-observer."

First, since this study is concerned primarily with math and
reading, could you tell jme how many hours per week (approxi-
mately) do the students in yoUr class spend'on these subje,cts
directly?

Math 4. hours Reading -'hourS

2. Are there subjects which you consider to be related to read_ ing f

ti

on which your students receive instruction ?,

(1) No

. (2) Yes. How many hours per week (apprOximatefy)
'do,you students spend on these subjects ?

,
3, Are, there subjects which you consider-to be related to math?

(1) No
i

(2) Yes. How many hours per week (approximately)
.

.. -;
; do you students spend on these subjects?

4. Moving on to another topic;, is there any time during the school

4'

tional planning?

day that is specifically set aside for you to do instructional plan-
ning'?-..;That is, is there any time during which you are released

, from the responsibility of supervising students to do yout instruc-
tional

No (Skip to Question #5)

Yes (Ask Questions #4A and 4B)

,

't

..A

I
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4A. How often is such time provided?

daily

a fev times a .week

once 'a week .

less often (specify):

.4B. How much time is usually provided for each planning period?
,

'hours

I:/uring the last twp years have there been anyAnservices organ-
: ized.bythia school or school district?

/;.

No (8:1dp to Question #6)
.,;,-

yes ,(Ask Quetion #5A)
z

- e

5A. 'Have a:ny.of these inservices focused on-tire ifasue of individualiza-
_ tion, crf trucii.on?: t

No '(§kip-et4)-Que_s_tion' )

'
Yes (Continue with Questions>1)3 and 5C)

5B.
,*

How many such sessions have been offered-I"-,
. .

' How many of these have you attended?
) , ,.. . ,6. In thinking about the .way you've organized,your class for

--insp.tictional ptrposes this year, is it fairWirnilar to the
way you did it last year,, or have you instituted major changes?

"(1) same as last year, -(for how maily years have you
been organizing your class-in this way? ):

,.;years

'

(2 somewhat different-Ili-en ia:
me how it is different?-11-t

-

st year (could you tell

1Y-2b
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(3) v'ery. different from last yea`r (would you tell me
how it is different?):

Have any of the parentg of students in your. class reacted
POSITIVELY or NEGATIVELY in the way you have organized
your class for instructional purposes this year?

No (Skip to Question #43)

Yes (Ask QueStions #7A and 7B)

7A. How many reacted negatively?
713.. How many reacted positiyely

8. 'Moving on to another issue, how often doyOu'communicate to
parents in-writing about the progress of their children?

(IF TEACHER EVER-COMMUNICATES TO PARENTS IN WRITING,
ASK) Can I have a copy of the form (s) you use for this purpose?

(1) Yes (obtain a copy)

(2) No (Why not?):
4

9. How often do you meet with parents to discuss the progress.of their
children?

9A. (IF TEACHER EVER iviETS 'WITH PARENTS, ASK) What kinds
of things are generallysliscussed?

Now I would like to. ask you a. few questions about how decisions about
curricular matters are made in this schools?

D-2c
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10. Do any parent's or other community people participate in thi.s
decision making process? (If Yes) How many (approxirr6.te'ly)?

:(1), none (Skip to Question #1.1)
(2) just a few'
(3) many of them--
(4) almost all of theme

lOA. What is their role? 1

(1) able to make final deisionS

(2) share authority rfinal decision making with
administrators, teachers, etc.

ASK L;

QUESTION

#1.0A

(3) serve in an adViisiory c paci to administrators,
.teachers,, etc/ ,.

(4) participate, but only inl an observer role

11. What about teachers in this school and how many of them partici-
pate in making decisions about curricular matters?

none (Go to "DebriefingSession)

just a few

many of them

almost all of them - "

111ss.. What is their role?

O

ASK

'QUESTION
# 11A

(1) ablefto make final decisions

(2) sha,;:e authority for final decision making with
ofhe'r groups

(3) serve in an advisorysapacity to other groups

(4) -participate, but only in an observer role

/

I
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STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG 'DEBRIEFING SESSION
,

Now I'd like to talk with you about the Student Activity Log that you have
been using to record your "obserVations" of your classroom. You might

V: think of this as a "debriefing." session. .
.,:n . , `I

First, let me thank you again for your help in providing this information.
,(1 As I mentioned before, this part of the data collection process is

extremely important to the entire study. Therefore, we want to make
sure that the information provided is complete as possible.

a

INTERVIEWER: Briefly look over the Student Activity Logs,
checking to see that:

I) all cells in. the Log have some marking on them,
either dates and codes, or the words, "after, "
"before, " or "not relevant; "

2) ,a beginning and ending date have been entered for all
relevant cells on the Logs;

3) the number of hours on task have been entered for
each relevant cell;

4) at least one code for Materials, Physical Setting,
Social Setting, Teacher Behavior, and Student
Behayior, have been entered in each relevant cell,
(Remember there is, a specific code to indicate if
no teacher.was present, ,nor peers were present,
no teacher behavior was involved, or no materials
were used);

5) all codes entered on the Logs have a referent on the
Coding Keys. (In the case of Physical Setting,
Social Setting, Teacher Behavior,. and Student
Behavior; there is a given fixed number of codes,
while in the case of Materials there can be a.
variable humber, -however des criptions for, each -

code should be entered on the Coding Key);
6) the number of objectives on the Logs,matches the

number of descriptions of objectives listed on the
Coding Keys; and, (

7) all-codes and descriptions are legible.
Any problems or discrepancies should be discussed,
with the teacher and rectified.

Okay, now I'd like to ask you a few questions concerning the activity
that you/have observed and coded on the Student Activity Logs.

D-2e
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12. Can you tell me how the math (reading,) objectives for each-student
are determined? (IF THERE'ARE ANY CELLS THAT ARE
MARKED "NOT RELEVANT," ASK- How do you determine that
some objectives are "not relevant" for certain students? (Check
one for bothmathlvd reading.) ')

Math Reading

(1) ,t1Drior to start of year, administrators
or teachers prescribe the set of objec-
tives that the class (grade level) will

:work on.

) Instructional materials or commercial
programs provide a set of objectives
that are applied to students using them.

(3j, Students decide (via a vote, etc.) the
set of objectives to be worked on by
the class.

(4). Teacher diagnoses students and pre-
scribeq the set of objectives that:the
class will work on.

(5) Teacher diagnoseSThtudents and assigns
them to instructional group for which .

a set of objectivesvois prescrib'ed.
(group,sizes):

(6) Individual studentsAchoose the objec-
tives that they will work on. ,

(7) Teacher and student negotiate a
"contract, " specifying the set of objec-
tives to be worked on.

(8) Teacher diagnose students and pre-
scribes which obje tives they should
work on as individ als.

(9) Other (specify):

D-2f
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13. He is the sequence of wkirking on math (reading) objectives

determined? `(IF IT APPEARS THAT AT LEAST SOME STUDENTS
WORK ON OBJECTIVES IN DIFFERENJ' SEQUENCES, ASK, Why
do same students work on ,math (reading) objectives iri a different
o4der? (Check one for both rifath and reading, )

, .

Math Reading ,
if

(1) Sequehcl is determined by subject matter,.
.instructional materials or teachers' and
adrninisttators' decisions prior to the be-
ginning of The year.

(2) Students decide (v'ia a vote; etc.) the se-
quence on whic-h the objectives.will be
worked by the class as a whole.

(3) Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes
the sequence on which objectives will be
worked for the entire class.

44) Teacher diagnoses students and assignS
them to an instructiona4 group for which
the sequence of objectives is determined
(group sizes):

(5) Individual students cho se-the sequence on ,
which they will work.o objectives.

(6) . Teacher and student ne otiate "contract"
specifying the sequence for working on
objectives.

(7) T.eacher diagnosesstud rits and prescribes
the sequence :on which o jeCtives
3worked on.

.

(8) :Other.(specify):

D-,2g
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' 14. What determines the amount of time that students spend working -
on particular math (readihg objectives? (LOOK DOWN SEVERAL
OF THE COLUMNS OF THE LOGS - -IF THE NUMBER'OF HOURS
THAT STUDENTS SPEND ON GIVEN OBJECTIVES VARIES, ASK,
Why do some students spend more or less time working on some
math (reading) objectiVes? (Check one for both math,and reading.)

t.,

;41.

Math Reading
.

(1) Time allOtted is determined by instructional
materials, tand for teacher !administrator
decisiodlirior to beginning of the school
year.

I
(2) Student decide (via a vote, etc. ) the amount

of time that the class will spend in working
on particular objectives.

(3)' Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes
- how much time the class will spend working

on..pa rti oula r objectives:*4
.

(4) reacher-dia gnoses students, etc. and
assigns' them to an instructional group
which elle length of.time spent in working
on given objectives is deteri-nined

(5) Individual students work on particular ob-
jectives until they have completed them.

(6) Teacher diagnoses students and allots time
for working on particular objectives accord-.
ingly.

(7) ,Other ('specify):



15. How are instructional materials selected for students whd are
working on particular math (reading) objectives? (LOOK---lnWN
COLUMNS OF LOGS--IF THE MATERIALS USED BY STUDENTS
SEEM TO MARY, ASK, Why-do students use different materials
when working on particular math (reading) objectives? ,(Check
one for both math and reading.)

Math Reading,

a

A

.

(1) Materials determined by teacherand/or
'administrator decision prior to beginning
of school year.

-(2) Students decide (via a, vote, etc.) which
materials will be used when working on
particular objectives.

(3) Teacher diagnoses students and selects
the materials to be used commonly by
the entire class.

(4) Teacher diagnoses students and assigns
theni td instructional groups for which
instructional materials are selected.

(5). Individual students choose the
they will use when working on
Objectives.

(6) Teacher and student negotiate
specifying the materials to be
Working given obvjvctives.

Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes
for individuals which materials will be
used accordingly.

(7),

materials
particular

"contract"
used when

(8) Other specify):
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16. Thinking about the teacher behavior categories that_you,have used
for coding the logs, how do you determine which type of teacher
behavior to use when dealing with studepts working on particular
math (reading) objectives? (L:001 DOWN COLUMNS'OF4- LOGS- -
IF THE TEACHER BEHAVIORS SEEM TO VARY,,ASK, Why do
some students receive. different kinds of teacher beTh.7ior when
they are working on particular math (reading) objectives? (Check
one for both'math and reading.)

Math Reading

(1) Teacher has developed with experience
the best things to do with all students
who are working on particular obje.Ctives.

-40

(2) Students decide (via a vote, etc.) what
kinds 'of things the ttacher should do in
working with the en re class.

(3) Teacher diagnoses students and decides
what would be the best things to do when
working with the entire class.

(4)" Teacher diagnoses students and assigns
them to instructional groups for which
the things that the teache'r does in working
with students is determined.

(5) Individual students determine (by asking)
what the teacher does in'working with
them.

(6) Teacher and student negotiate "contract" -specifying the things that the teacher
should do in wdrking with the student on
'particular objectives.

(7) Teacher diagnoses studentsand determines
the best things to do with each student who
is working on particular.objectives.

.(8) Other (specify):

D-2j
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17.,, Thinking now about the physical setting categories that you used
for coding the logs, how is the physical setting determined for
students working on particular math (reading) objectives? (LOOK
DOWN COLUMNS OF LOGS--IF STUDENTS APPEAR TO WORK
IN DIFFERENT SETTINGS FOR GIVEN OBJECTIVES, ASK, Why
do some students work in different physical settings whireFro'-'
ceeding through .pIrtictilar math (reading) objectives? (Check one
for both math and reading. )

Math Reading

(1) Limited facilities, school regulations,
or subject.matter determine where
students'work.

r

(2) Students decide (via a vote, etc. ) where
the entire class or group will work on
particular objectives.

(3) Teacher diagnoses students a
termines where the entir
on particular objectives.

(4) Teacher diagnoses studehts an
them to an instructional group f
the:setting is determined.

de-
will work

ssigns
r which

(5) Individual students choose where they
will work on particular objectives.

(6) Teacher and student negotiate "contract"
specifying where particular objectives
Will be worked on.

(7) Teaclier diagnoses students and Prescribes
for individuals where they will work on
partitular objectives.

.

(8) ()tiler (specify):

s
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18. Thinking now aboutl4he pupil behavior caieOries you.used for
coding the logs, ho de you determine, who works together (both
students and instruc ors) proceeding thtough particular
math (reading) objec 'ves? (LOOK DOWN COLUMNS OF LOGS--
IF DIFFERENT STU ENTS APPEAR TO WORK IN DIFFERENT
.SOCIAr., SETTING WHIJ_,E PROCEEDING THROUGH.GIVEN
OBJECTIVES, ASK , Why does the social setting vary for students
working on particular rriath (reading) objectives'?

I

a

Math Reading

0

t

(1) \All students who are wo kingon a given
objective work together.

(2) Ability groupings deter me the other
Students with whom a sL ent works on
particular objectives.

(3) Ability g-rbupings determine the ,other
students with whom most istudents work
on particular objectives; some students
work together because they like each
other or because teacher thinks they
work well together.

(41,- All students ,choose who theYvill wlork
with on particular objectives.

(5) Teacher diagnoses students an decides
on the'basis of something tithe than
ability who is grouped together' to work

i

on particular objectives.

(6) Other (specify):

15-21
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Now, thinking about the pupilibehs:iri categories used,,f9r coding
the logs, how do you deterrnineW44 kpid of things ,students do
when working on particular math `(r tiding) objectives? LOOK
DOWN COLUMNS OF LOGS--IF STUDENTS APPEAR T9 HAVE
DIFFERENT PUPIL BEHAVIORS ASSOCIATED WITH GIVEN
OBJECTIVES, ASK, Why do some students do different things
in working on particular-nlath (reading) objectives?

Math Reading

.71

a

(1) Activity determined by materials or
teacher and /or administrator decision
prior to start-of year.

(2) Students decide (via a vote, etc..) what
activities the class will do when. working
on given objectives.

(3) Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes
the activities that the entire class will
engage in together.

'
(4) Teacher diagnoses students and assigns

them to an instructional group for which
the type of activity to be done while
vhorkihg on giVen objectives is prescribed.

7,45) Individual.studehtS choosethe type of., , _activity to he,done in working on given
objectives,

(6) . Tea4er and student negotiate l'contract"
,. specifying the type of activity to be done

in working on 0:rtictilar-objectives.

(.7) Teacher diainose's students and prescribes
for individuals the type of activity to be
dor4e in working on particularpbjectives.

(8) Other (specify):

14

t
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ss.

I would like to ask you a few quesAions /TOW. abou .you reactions to the
Student Activity Log.

20. Would you say that haying to keep the 1g helped you, hampered
you, or had no effect on your teaching?

(1) 'helped me,
(2) hampered ffie

$

(3) had no effecOL,

20A. V5hy do you say this?

21. DO you think other to tchers p
logs for their classrooms?

YES, a It'
YES, soz4

Perhaps.,
NO, not

1fit from keeping similar

inot necessarily, or it depends
eally

(5) NO, defir tely not

22: Finally, for each naffi listed on the Student Activity Log for Math
would you please indic to the number of 1) total number of days
absent and 2) the nu er of days of excused absences for each
student for the current school year. Write these two numbers,,
separated by a slash m rk (i. 2. , total number of days abs *nt/
number of days of excu ed absences), below each student's name
on the Student Activity 1.,og for Math.

That is the end of the final intelryiew.

ON BEHALF OF MYSELF AND\\'THE ENTIRE RESEARCH TEAM, r
WOUID,LIKETO EXPRESS A 61NCERE THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR
TIME AND EFFORT. You reall\i4r.have made this study possible and have
rendered an invaluable service. you have any final questions or
comments ? Thank you again for our cqoperation in this important study.
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PRINCIPAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Nanae:7
\
School N

School Address:

Date:

City:

State:

School Pho'ne:

1. How long have you been principal of this school?

2. ,What is your school enrollment?

Zip

3. What is the district enrollment (K-12)?

4. What is the total cost of your instructional program (excluding
transportation and food services)?

$

5. Please indicate in the chart below, the amount of compensatory
ethication funds_ that your school receives through various federal
and state programs.

F- unding Source
Amount in

Dollars

6. Please indicate in the following chart, the total number of 4ach
category of personnel (including yourself) at your school.

6'A. , please indicate how many in each catego y receive
e or all of their salary from and comPens ory edu-

ion funds.
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Category
Total

Number

,

:.,

Number receiving at least
part of their salary from
Comp. Ed. Funds

Administration

Teacher .
"

Aide
.

,

.4 .

Specialist :.:
.

e

Counseling and
Guidance Personnel

s
r

.

Support Staff

Other (Specify):. .4

*- ..4;7

7. In different schools various criteria are used for assigning students
to specific classes. What is the most important criterion that is
used for assigning-students to classes in your school? (Circle the
appropriate number.)

1. age of student
2. achievement level of student
3. personality characteristics of teacher and students
4. random assignment ,,/

5. other (please specify):

?

8. Is your school currently involved in a court-ordered racial inter"-
giation program? (Circle the appropriate number. )

1. No (please skip to question #9)
, 2. Yes (please answer question #8A)

.0 4

4--

\

8A. Is this a current, source of conflict-in the community?
'(Circle the appropriate number.) .

1. No

2,. Yes

t,
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9. Please rank the following groups of people in terms of their level
of Rarticipation in making final decisions about curricular matters
for your school. (1 -: highest rank)

1. school boald members

- 2. school 'district administrators (

3.' you as principal (and your assistant principal (s))

4. teachers

5. parents and other community members,
t6. other (please specify):

,.,..-.
..............,,--

10 How, H many parents or other community people participate in this
decision making process? (If Yes) How many (approximately)?

(1) none (Please skip to Question #11)

(2) just a few

(3) many of them

.(4) alMost 411rof them ,

10A. What is their role?

(1) able to make final decisions

PLEASE
ANSWER

QUESTION
#10A

(2) share authority for final decision
I making with administrators, teachersa.. etc.

,

(3) serve in an advisory capacity to admini-
strators, teachers, etc.

(4) participate, but only in an observer
role. .., .

4
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11. What about teachers in this school and how many of them participatein Making decisions about curricular Matters?

(1) none (Go tp uestion #1.2)

(2) just a few
PLEASE

(3) many of them ANSWER
QUESTION

(4) almost all of them #11A

11A. What is their role') °

(1) able to make final decisions

-t

(2) share authority for final decision making with
other grotips

(3) serve in an advisory capacity to other groups

(4) participate; but only in an observer role

12. In gene.ral, how supportive of.your school are most of the parents
in this Porirmunity? (Circle the apprppriate number. )

1. extremely

2. moderately.

3. slight

4. not at all

Thank you very much for your time and cooperation.

216
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A. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE STUDENT ACTIVITY LOS KIT

Introduction

The Student Activity Log Kit has been devised to assist ou in
performing your role as participant-observer in this study. ter
familiarizing yourself with the materials in-the kit and setting up the
Student Activity Log, you should find it relatively easy to systematic-

.
ally record the instructional activities in which-your students engage.

(Materials Included in the Kit
. . -

In addition to the Instructions for Using the Stildeat ACtivity Log
.

Kit, there are fotir kinds of ma erials in this kit: 1) Student Activity
Log--Math, 2) Student Activity bgReading, 3) Coding Key for Student
Activity LogMath, 4) Coding Key for Student Activity LogReading,

) 'Suggested Objectives for Math and 6) Suggested Qbjectives for Reading.

tudents' Names

The name of every student in your class should be entered along
he left side of the Student Activity LOgMathfatid similarly',, along

to' f,

he left ;side of the Studen,,A.ctivitY LogReading. In listidg the.na es

several strategies can be followed. For example, if students tend
be grouped for instruction in the subject the *tames c'en beentered
reflecting these groupings (alphabetized. within groups). Otheiwi e,
students' names can be listed in alphabetical order, or" in the way that
you find them easiest o reAerence. The names of hew students should
be listed when they enter the class (with the date entered) given in

f,parentheses. The names.of students who permanently leave yOur class
should be "crossed-out".

..."

F-2
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Instructional Objectives--Math r

Using the Ceding Key for the Student ActivitOg--Math, you
should list between 15 and 20 instructionak objectives that will prob-
ably be worked on by one or more of y.our` students duAng the first

4 semester of this school year.."A suggestive. list of instructional object-
.ives for math is provided intlie next section, If you findcany of these

objectives to be relevant to your class, %the'n,they,can be listed on the
coding key. If the suggestiVe list does fibt provide the necessary 15-
20 instructional objectives, then you can generate your own. The ones
you generate sluld" follow the same pattern a s those on the suggested
list. That is, the objective's should pertain to behgVior--what a student
will -do- -and the objectives should deal with instruction that might
*ormally take between 1 and 2 weeks to complete. (The field staff mere
ber can give you a more detailed explanation and,,assist you in describ-
ing objectives in this fashion: There- are obviously other ways to des-
cribe objectives, however to provide' somedegrer, of uniformity in the
study, all teachers are being asked to describe THEIR objectives in
this manner).

Descriptors for Instructional Objectives--Math

For each instructional objectiYe listedon the Coding Key for the
Student Activity Log (see instriictkatit alikoge) a one or two,word des-
criptor should be created and i.Yritten next to the description of the
instructional objective on the Coding She'el For the Student Activity Log.

a .

ALSO, these descriptors shquld be entered across the top of the Stud-
ent Activity Log (one descriptor per cohimn) iirthe same order as they
appear on the 'Coding Key.

Instructional ObjeCtivesReading.

The same proCedure should be followed in generating 15-20 ob-
jectives for reading as was followed for the math objectives. A list
of suggestive instructional objectives is provided'(in the next section)
and'the field staff member..will assist you. The objectives for reading
should be listed on the Coding Key for the Student Activity Log--Reading.
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Descriptors for Instructional objectivesReading

As in the, cape of math objectives,` one or two word descriptors
_ hould be created for each reading objectives. These descriptors

should be entered next to each objective description on the Coding
Key for the Student Activity Log--Reading,as well as being entered
across the top of the Student Activity Log -= Reading (ciiie descriptor
per column) in the same order as they appear on the Coding Key.

Instructional Materials-- Math

The names of specific instructional materials for math (e. g. ,
,textbooks, workbooks, mimeographed work sh ets, manipulatives,

etc. ) should be listed on the Coding Key fo the Student Activity Log- -
Math. Additions to this list should be made at any time during the
study when new materials are acquired. This list of materials will
be used on the StudInt Activity Log--Math to code what materials stud-
ents use when working on given objectives. Notice that the "M404 code
has been designated to signify that no instructional materials were ',used.

1

Instructional Materials -- Reading

Similarly, the names of specific instructional Materials for read-
ing (readers, free-reading books; workbooks, audio - visual equipment,
etc.) should be listed on the Coding Key for Student Activity Log- -Read-
ing. ,Additions to this list should be made at any time during the study
when new materials are acquired. This list of materials will be used
to code on the Student Activity Log-,-Reading what materials, students

0
use when working on given objectives. Notice that the "M40" code has
been designated to signify that no instructional materials were used.

THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS APPLY TO BOTH MATH .

AND READING STUDENT ACTIVITY LOGS.

Using the Student Activity Log

Severak.kinds of information are recorded on the student activity
14: 1) beginning date, 2) ending date, 3) number of hours on task,

F-4
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and codes for 4) materials, 5) physical setting, 6) social setting,
7) teacher behavior, and, pupil behavior.

Beginning Date

Whenever and or more students in your class starts work on.an
instructional objective, the beginning date (e. g. , "10/ for October

,

5th) should be entered- in the upper left hand corner of the appropriate
cell(i) on the Student Activity Log for Math or Reading.

Ending Date

Whenever one or more students in your class stops working. on
an instructional objective (either as a result of completing the object-
ive or becaus/ e he cannot or will not be completed for an indefinite
period, the ending daie,(6.-g., "10rnr-Yor Octobernth) should be
entered in the upper middle section of the appropriate cell(s) on the
Student Activity Log for Math or-ieading.

Number of Hours on Task

Whenever one or moire students stops working on an objective;
the approximate number of hours that the student(s) has (have) spent
working ,on the objective should be entered in the upper right hand cor-
ner of the appropriate cell(s) on the Student Activity Log for Math or
Reading. IT IS A GOOD IDEA TO USE "HASH MARKS" (i. e., )

to indicate the number of hours worked on the particular objective by
given students EVERY DAY. (It is important to make an accurate
estimate of the number of hours that students actually are engaged on

s;a specific olgectiv.e, because beginning and ending dates do not really
indicate how much time students spend working on instructional object-
ives.

Code for Materials .

For each student working oa an instructional objective, the letter
number code for any materials that students use should be enteredi.r);:
the appropriate cell on the Student Activity Log for Math or Reading.
This may involve entering one or more codes, depending on the number

F-5
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of different materials that are used. EACH LETTER - NUMBER CODE
SHOULD BE CIRCLED, to ensure that they can he distinguished.

e *

Code fd hysical Setting

For each student working on an instructional objective the letter-
number code associated with arty physical setting in which the student
works should be entered in the appropriate-cell of thd Student Activity
Log for MATH or READING. This may involve entering several codes
in one cell.. Allowable codes and descriptions of the physical setting
associated with each code are listed in the Coding Keys. EACH LET -
TER- NUMBER CODE ENTERED ON THE LOGS SHOULD BE ENCIR-

CLED, to ensure that they cap be easily distinguished.

Code for Social Setting

For each student working on an instructional objective the letter-
,.

number code associated with any social setting in 'whiCh the student
works (i.e., with whom the student(s) work) should be entered'in the
avpropriate'cell(s) of the Student Activity Log for MATH or READING.
This,may involve entering several codes in bne cell. Allowable codes
and descriptions of special settings associated with each code are list-.
ed in the Coding Keys. EACH LETTER-NUMBER CODE entered on
the Logs SHOULD BE ENCIRCLED, to ensure that they can be easily
distinguished.

Code for Teacher Behavior

For each-.student working on an instructional objective the letter-
number code associated with any teacher behavior that is involved in
the student instruction should be entered in the appropriate cell(s) of
the Student Activity Log for MATH"-or' REAbING. This may involve
entering several codes in one cell. Allowable, codes and descriptions.
of teacher behavior associated with each code are listed in the Coding
Keys. EACH LETTER- NUMBER CODE entered on the Logs SHOULD
BE ENCIRCLED, to ensure that they can be easily distingUished.

F -6
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Code for'Pupil Behavior

For each student working on an instructional objective the lett r-_-.
number code associated with any behavior tlet_the student eng.ges i
while working on-the objective should be entered in the appropriate
Cell(s) of the Student Activity Logs for IMP' 1' Or READING. This
involve entering several codes in one c.eIL Allowable codes and d s-
criptions. of pupil behavior associated with each code are listed in the
Coding Keys. EACH LETTER-NUMBER CODE entered on the lo s
SHOULD BE ENCIRCLED, to ensure that they can be easily distin-,
guished.

Weekly Reports to the Data Collection Field Supervisor)

Every Friday a copy of the Student Activity Log--Math and a copy
of the Student Activity Log--Reading should be mailed to the Data Col-

1lection Field Supervisor ulsing the postage paid, previously addressed
/envelopes: A new copy foym should be attached behind the/Student

Activity Logs for both Math and Rez.ding to allow copies to/be made of
the following weeks activities. (§hIruld yOu have any ques ions or corn -
merits for the Data Collection Field Supervisor, they sho Id be enclosed
on a, separate peice of paper in the same envelope. The Data Collection

...?-
Field Supervisor will contact you as soon as possible to, /respond to your
questions or, comments). If you happen to forget to mail the copy forms
on Friday, please do so as soon as possible thereafter' If the Data
Collection Field Supervisor has not received a weeks opy form before
Tuesday of the following week, you will be contacted y phone so that
the copy can be obtained for the research project.

Completing the Log at the End of the Study

At the completion of the study,' there may be a number of cells for
one of more students that remain empty. There ar several reasons why
these cells have not been used:

-I
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I
l), - If the -instructional oNctive was completed by the student(s)

prior to the beginning of the study, write:t14e word; "BEFORE,"
in the appropriate cell(s); f

If work on instructional objectives has n4 been started by the
end of the study period, but will probably take place during this
school year, write the Word, "AFTER," in the appropriate cell(s);

_3) A last reason for cells remaining blaills is because the particular
objective doesn't apply or is not relevant to a particular student
or group of students (i. e. , the student has not and will not work
on the objective this year). If this is not the case, then write the
words, "NOT RELEVANT" in the appropriate cell(s).

At this point, each cell in the Log should be filled with some
notation. (If there are still empty cells, you should discuss this with
your field staff member, when he/she picks up the Log during the final
school visitation):

Conclusions

Your diligence in following the ,above instructions is of utmost
importance to the success of this research project. As a paid member
,the research team, it is hoped that you will carry out your responsi-
bilities with extreme care and promptness. If you should,have any
questions about how the Student Activity Log Kit should be used, please
contact your assigned field staff member as soon as possible by tele
phone at:

F-8\
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CODING KEY FOR STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG--MATH

Teacher Behavior
(What Teacher; Aid, etc. Does)

" -makes oral presentation -,
T2. gives demonstration (shows and

tells)
facilitates discussion

T4. tutors
T5. not actively involved (students

work without instructor)

Social Setting
(With Whom Student Works)-

Si.
S2.

S3.

S4.

S5.

regular classroom
math specialist
paid aide
volunteer aide
other adult

S6. no adult
S7. older student tutor (from

another class)
S8. ',entire class of peers (comp. ed. only)
S9. entire class of peers (comp. ed. and

non-comp. ed.) ,

S10. large group of peers (comp. ed. only)
(9 to entire' class)

S11. large group of peers (comp. ed. and
non-comp. ed. )(9 to entire class)

S12. small group of peers (comp. ed. only)
(3 thru 8) -

S13. small group of peers (comp. ed. and
non-comp. ed. )(3 thru $)

S14. one or two peers (comp. ed. only)
S15. one or two peers (cork). ed. and

non-comp. ed.)
S16. no peers (i. e., alone)

F-12
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Physical Setting
(Where Student Works)

Yl. at desk in regular classroom
Y2. ' on floor in regular classroom,

E.Y3. at table in regular classr9om
Y4. in carrel in regular classroom,
Y5. at learning center in regular

blassroom
Y,6. on playground (outside school

buildings on school grounds)
Y7. in math "lab" (i. e. ; some

place other than regular
classroom where math
instruction is being given)

Y8. off schbol groUnds

Pupil Behavior
(What Student Does)
P1.. reads silently
P2. reads aloud
P3. writes
P4. talks'
P5. listens
P6. observes (watches)
P7., manipulated objects. (other

than for purposes of
reading and writing)



CODING KEY FOR STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG - MATH"
It

Alnstru.ctionaL Materials I,

M 1.

M 2,

M 3,-

M 4.,

M 5,

M 6,

M 7,

M 8.

M 9.

M 10,

M 11.

M 12,

M 13.

M 1:4,

M 15.

M 16,

M 1-7.

M 18.

M 19.

M 20.

M 21.

M*22,

M. 23.

M 24,

M 25,

M 26.

M 27,

M 28.

:M 29.

M 3-0.

M 31.

M

M 33.

r

/.

M 34.

M 35,

M 36.

`M 37.

M 38,

M 39.

M 40, No Materials Utilized

F-13
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ING XEY FOR STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG - MATH

t ,

Instructional Objectives

1.

2.

3.

4.

7.

8.

9.

10.

4 s'1440 AN,/ .4:04 I

1
r 1 I
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CODING KEY FOR STUDENT ACtI-VITY LO,,G - MATH .

,

Instructional Objectives

11.

12'.

13.

14.

5.

16.

17.

18.

`19.

20.

J
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CODING KEY FOR STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG-- READING

Teacher Behavior
(What Teacher, Aid, etc. Does)

.Physical Setting.
(Where Student Works)

Ti. makes oral presentation
T2. gives demonstration (shows and

tells)
T3. facilitates discussion
T4. tutors
T5. not actively involved (students

work without instructor)

Social Setting
(With Whcm Studeht Works)

I j
Si. regular classroom-

? S2.

S3'.

S4.

S5.

S6.

S7.

reading specialist
paid aide
volunteer aide
other adult
no adult
older student tutor (from
-another 4alass)

S8.' entire class' of peers (comp. ed. only)
/-entire 'class of peers (comp. ed, and.

!non-comi). ed.)
S9.

S10. large group of peers (comp. ed. only)
(9 to entire class)

srr. large group of peers (comp. ed. and
non-comp.' ed. )(9 to entire class)

S12; small group.of peers (comp. ed. only),..
(3 t,,hru 8)

S13. small group of peers (comp.' ed.;and
n.on-comp. ed. )(3 thrui8)

.S14. one or two peers(comp. ed.- onlY):'
S15. one or two peers (comp". ed. and,

non-comp. ed.) -(4"
*S16. no peers (i. e. , alone)

FLI6

Yl. , at desk in regular classroom
;Ifb

YZ. on floor in regular classroom
Y3. at table in regular classroom
Y4. in carrel in regular clas'sr'oom
Y5. at learning center in regular

. classroom
Y6. on playground (outside school-

buildings on school grounds)
.17. in reading 'lab" (i. e. ; some

-place Other than regular
classzTom where reading

sinstrtiWtion is being given)
Y8. off school grounds

Pupil Behavior
(What Student Does)
Pl.'
P2.
P3.
P4.
P5.

reads silently
..reads aloud
writes
talks,

P6. observes klatches)
e

P7. . manipulated objects (other.
than for purposes of
,reading and writing)



CODING KEY FOR STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG - READING'

.

o.

,y45'

Instructional Materials

M 21.M 1.

M 2.

M 3.
M 22.

'M 23.

M 4. M 24.

M 5. M 25.

M 6. M 26.

M 7. M 27..

M 8. M 28.

M 9. -M 29.

M 10. M 30.

M 11. M 31.

M 12. M 32. .

M 13. M 33.

M 14. M 34.

M,15. M35.

M 16. M36.

M 17. .M 37.`

M 18. M 38.

e, M 39.

M 20. M40. No Materials Utilized

A
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'!CODING KY. FOR STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG - READING

IiIptructionalObjeetives

1.

2.

3.
I-

4.

5,

9,

A

6.

8.

9.

9 4
4

, F-18
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CODING KEY FOR STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG - READING
4

Instructional Objectives

. 11.

12.

13.

15.

16,

17.

18.

19.

20.

.1
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SUGGESTED LIST OF MATH INSTRUCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES FOR USE IN STUDENT ACTIVITY LOG KIT*

1) The student will identify the digit corresponding to a specified .place
value--in a giver; four digit numeral.

. -

,Given a five digit decimal numeral with one digit on the left side of
'the decimal point, the student will identify the digit corresponding
to a specified place value.

-

The student will writes. Roman numeral expression that corresponds-
to a specified natural number less, than-40.

4) The student will indicate tlie.ratio solution to a simply stated word
.1 problem.

5) The student will indicate whethel or not two given ratios are equal.

C

6) The student will calculate the missing term in a proportion equation.
statement.

7)

8)

The student will find the whole number coordinates of a given loca-
.tiorl on a Cartesian graph with one quadrant.

The student will plot the point of a given' ordered pair with whole
number coordinates. The point will be plotted on a single quadrant
Cartesian graph provided for that purpose.

.

., 9) The student will find the integer coordinates of a.location on a full
Cartesian graph.

...,

sr ,10) The student will answer simple questions about information given
in a pictograph. _ is.,:-.._ ,,

11), The student willeanswer simple questions about information in a
bar graph. / f

i
) -The, student will answer simple questions abotit information given

on a broken line graph.

13) a The student will, answer simple questions ,about information given
in a circle graph.

The student will indicate Whether a given syllogism is vafid or-
invalid. -

*These objectives are extracted frOm a more comprehensive list pie-
,tpared by the Instructional Objectives, Exchange.'

F-20
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15)

taw

Given a set containing from zero to nine pictorially represented
simple eaments, the student w1.1 give the cardinal number for. theset.

16) Given a set containing from one to three pictorially represented
.simple elements, the student will select,a subset of the given set.

17) Given two disjoint sets, the student will select the set which is the?,-
'union of the two.

18) Given a number line 10 units long with each unit position marked
off, the student will be able to select the number which. corresponds

""to an indicated unit of the number line.'
19) Given a whole number less thani00; the student will indicate whe-

ther the number is .n "even numbe.r.P,.an "odd number", or
"neither".

.
Given 'a list of three to five cardinil numbers, the student will sale
the rearrangement of these numbers which gives -the numbers in
ascending order of their values.

-20)

21) Given a whole number from two to ten, the student will select
multiple of the number.

22) Given a natural number less than 50, the student will select a factor
of the number.

23) Given a diagfam of a circle, rectangle, or square whi0 i
divided into from two to nine congruent sections, at leaSt
which is shaded, the student will select theifraction
the shaded o the given. diagram.,

24) Given a common fraction with either its numerator or denoMinator
asked for, the-student will select that requested part of the fraction./..

25) Given a set of equivalent tractions, the student will seleethe num-
,

, beryline on which the position indicated by the arrow corresponds to
the/rational number'that is represented by the given set of fractions.

26) Gi-Ven a common'fraction, the_student will select, its reciprocal.
27) For a given simple °decimal fraction, the student will write an

equivalent common fraction:

sali-
ne of
describes

28) The stuffent will be able to solve additiqn problemswinvolv two,,
one-digit iriirmerals.

F-21
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29) The student will b'e able to solve an addition problem involving a
two-digit num4ral and a one-. or two-digit numeral, not requiring
regrouping.

`30) 'The student will be able to solve a word problem whose solution
requires addition with one-. or two-digit ,numerals, not requiring
regroupiAg.

31) The student 11 be able to solve an addition problem requiring
regrouping,_,- nd involving a three -digit numeral and a one- to
thre6-digit numeral.

32) The student will be able to solve a colum'n addition problem involv-
ing at mast, five whole numbers.

33) , The student will be able to solve an addition problem involving two
simple mixed numerals.,

34) The student will be able to solve an addition-problem involving a ;
four-digit decimal and another, decimal with four digits or less.

35) The student will be able to solve a subtraction - problem with a
non-negative answer, involving two, 'one -digit numerals.

36) The student will be able to solve a subtraction problem with a
non-negative solution not requiring ,regrouping, involving a two-
digit numeral and a one- or two-digit numeral.

37) The student will be able to 'solve a Word problem with.a non-
negative solution, requiring regrouping, and involving subtraction
with two digit numerals.

38) The student will 'be able to solve a subtraction problem requiring
regrouping, whosestanswer, is non-negative, invalvlipg a four digit
numeral and another numeral with four digits or ley.

The student will be able to solve a subtraction problem with'a.
nonLnegative answer involving two simple mixed numerals.

40) The stu'd'ent will be able to say the names of whole numbers less'
than IGO

1F-22
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SUGGESTED LIST OF READING INSTRUCTIONAL
OBJECTIVES FOlt USE, IN STUDENT AC-TIVITY1LOG KIT*

,1. -The student will select from two alternative pairs of letters the.

'' .k- pairs that'match a gi;len sample pair_ of letters.

2. Given a serlect of three-letter,combinations, one of which is a
sample, the student will select the alternative letter combination

t,-which matches the sample. k

3. Given sets of pictures of objects, one of which is a sample, the
Student will be able to mark the alternative picture whose name has
the same initial consonant sound as the sample.

4. Given sets of three pictures of objects, one of which is a sample,
the student will be able to mark the alternative picture whose name
rhymes with the name of the sample.

5. Given sets of three pictures of objectives, one. of which is a sample,
the student will be able.to mark the alternatiVe picture whose name
has the final consonant sound as the sample.

6: Given sets oVhree pictures' of objects, one of which is a sample,
the student will be able to mark the alternative picture whose name
has the same medial vowel as the sample.

, GiVen an orally'pronounced one-sy able word, separated into itd
initial phoneme and its 'ending consonant sound, the student'will be
able to proniunce the word.

8. The student will be able to se-ret from a group of pictures the pic-
ture whose name begs with the sound of a given letter.

9. The student will be able to select from a group of pictures the pic-
ture whose name ends with, the sound of a given-letter.

10. The student will be able to select from a group of pictures the
picture whose name begins with the sound, of the glven blend,

11, The student will be able to select from a group the word which rhymes
with -4 spoken word.

12. The student will be able to select from-a-g-roup-ei-pictures of objects
the picture whose name contains the same short vowel sound as.a

,'given sample word.

* Theie objectives are extracted from a more comprehensive Hit
prepared by. the Instructional Objectives Exchange.

fi
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13. The student will be able to select from a group of pictures of
objects the picture whose name contains the sound of a given
digraph.

14y The student w 11 be able to select the compound word from a list
of three words.

15. The student will be able to select from a list the phrase equivalent
-to a given contraction.

16. The student will be able to select a base word from a list of words.

17. The student will be able to select from a group the_word which begins
with the same consonant blend as an unfamiliar spoken sample.

18. The student will be able tO select from a list the word containing a
long vowel.

19. The student will be able to select from a list the word which has
the same vowel sound as that of a written sample with an r-control-,
led vowel.

The student will be able to
of

from a list the word whose vowel
sound is the same asthat of a sample having two consecutive.vowels.

21. The student will be able to select fiom a list the digraph which is
found in a- spoken sample word.

22. The student twill be able to select the form of the word which best
completes a given sentence. r.

23. The student will be able to select from a list the word which Con-
tains a silent letter.

24. The student will be able- to select the number of syllables found in
a given word.

25:. The student will select from several written topics, the one which
best, expressed the main idea of a given picture.

I e k

26'. Giyen three statements, the student will select tie most general
statement.

27. The student will be able to select the statement which expresses
the moral of a one paragraph selection.

28. The student will select from several statements the one which best
expresses a factual generalization which can be drawn from a one
paragraph factual erection.'

.

I .
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.
/ opposite of the first sentence.,

36. Given a list of one-syllable words, containing both long and short
/ vowels, the student will be able to identify *high wo_rds, have long

and which words have short vowel sounds.

37,. Given sets of sentences, each with a missing word and an adjacent
word, the student will be able to write the correct passive form of
the adjacent word in the blank.

29. After reading a par agraph containing information about a particular
situation, the student will be able to infer the situation being des-
cribed and select the sentence -Conipletion that identifies the situation.

30. Given written instructions or it simple story involving a series of
events to be, read aloud once, the student will be able to select from
three columns, listing the events cir instructions in various orders,

'that column which reflects the sequence as it appears in the story.

31. The student will correctlztidefitify the sequence of three sentences
by determining order from tense and words that signal order.

32. GiVen a wthtan sentence co'ntaitiing a subject pronoun, the student
will identify the pronoun referent by selecting from three options, a picture that indicates the subject of the sentence.

33. Given a written sentence containing-la subject pronoun, the student '
will identify the pronoun referent from a set of three options.

34. The student will use the context of a selection to identify from among
at 'least two correct definitions for a wo2Id , the definition which is
appropriate fdr that contextual setting:

35 Given a simple written negative statement, the student will be able
to select from several 'choices the positive expression which is

38. Given a randem list of.capitalletters the student will be, able to
identify the name of each letter'.

39. Given a random list of lower ca'se letters the student will be able
to identify the name of each letter.

40. Given a random list of letters, containing, both vowels. and conson-
ants, the stude-ht Will be able to identify which letters are consonants
and, which are vowels.

,



APPENDIX G. SCORAN6 AND DEVELOPMENT OF

INDICES OF THE EIGHT DIMENSIONS OF

f.
INDIVIDUALIZED/STANDARDIZED INSTRUCTION
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APPENDIX G: SCORING AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDICES OF THE .

EIGHT DIMiNSIONS 0NDIVIDUALIZATION/
STANDARDIZED INSTRUCTION

These variables are measured using data obtained frdm the Student
Activity Log and the debriefing session of Teacher interview II.

A. Content o,
A classroom instructional program should be considered to be indi-

vidualized;or standardized with respect to the content dimension to the
extent that different objectives are worked on by different students in the
class as a function of individual diagnostic-based pr scriptio t. From
the Logs the ,objectives applied to each student are ascertained by noting
which objectives, if any, have been marked "not relevant" (see Instruc-
tions for Student Activity Log Kit in Appendix F). The extent,to which ...

different students work on different objectives can thus be aseessed by
the ratio of the number of different sets of objective's marked !,'not rele-
vant" to t

4
he number of students in the classroom. From' the accompany-

ing interview the basis for assigning objectives to students is ascertained.
This can vary from diagnosis of and_prescriptions for individual student,
individual or no'diagnosis with prescriptions for instructional groups to

individual or no diagnosis with prescriptions for the entire class. These
represent the three major categories of diagnostic-based prescriptions:
Individual. sub group; and entire clfiss.

...

B. Sequence /
.4 .,

A classroom instructional program is considered individu
.alized or

\standardized with respect to the sequence dimension to the extent' that
, *-; .?' ..

different students work on al4ai.yen set of instructional objectives in
different sequences as a 144ilt of individual diagnostic -based prescrip-
tions.

.tions. From the Logs the' sequence of prodeeding through objectives for I

each
% \

ach student can be obtained by utsing
,,

the "beginning date" notations to
I,order objectives. The ratio of the number. of different sequences over

,
,

the number of students in the class proyides the measure of the'extent
to which different students.work on a given set of objectives in different I

0

v
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sequences. From the accompanying' interview Ehetbasks for assignipg
sequences of objectives to students is ascertained, providing information
(as with the content dimension) as Co, Whether an individual, sub group,
or entire class diagnostic-based prescription obtains.

,C. Rite

A classroom-is considered individualized or standardize,d. with (
respect to the rate dimension to-the extent that different students are,
alloted different amounts of time in proceeding throdgh given objectives

0

as a result 4,44' individual diagnostic-based prescriptions. From the Logs.
using the "number of hours" spent working on Objectives. the ratio of

-different time allotments to number of studenis `Can be assessed for each
objective. The ratios for all objectives can be averaged, providing a
measure of the extent to which different students are alloted different
amounts of time in proceeding through given objectives. Data from the
accompanying interview indicates whether individual, sub group, or
entire class diagnostic-based presc'riptions occur.

D. Materials, Physical Setting, Social Setting, Teacher Behavior,
and Pupil Behavior,

A classrocim,is Considered to be individualized or standardized
with respect to each of these dimenstbns to the extent that different.
materials, physical settings social settings, teacher behaviors and
pupil behaviors are associated with students working on giVen instruc-
tional objectives as a result of diagnostic-based prescriptions. 'From
the Logs, using the appropriate codes, the ratios of the nuts ber of
different sets of Materials, physical settings, social settings, teacher
behavior's, and pupil behaviors to the number of students can be assessed
for each objective. The respbctive ratios for all'oblectives can be
averaged, providing "-

a' measure of the extent to which differentmdtrials.
physical settings. social settings. teacher behaviOrs and pupil behaviors
are associated with different students working on given objectives. And
as with the Other dimensions,. data from the.accompanyin.g interview)indicates'wh'ether individual, sub group, or entire class diagnostic-

.
based'prescriptions occur.

C
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TELEPHONE SCREENING GUIDE

Interview Schedule: Teachers

My name .... I'm calling for
We're working on a project funded by the National Institute of Education
to investigate instructional practices that enhance the math end reading
achievement of students in compensatory education programd.

Your classroOM.is one of many which has been'selected for possible
inclusion in'this study. We are interested in obtaining a preliminary
description of how your and other teachers' classrooins operate. A
divers group of classrooms will be more throgouhly studied at a later
date. ,

.

We think that this study is an extremely important one, potentially
ha,tixtg. a major impact on congressional actions as well as providing
useful information to educational practitioners. We hOpe that you will
cooperate in this important endeavor by giving us ap roximately 20
minutes of yotir timeto answer a few questiOnst.,

4

r
Do you have any questions before we begin?

School: Telephone-IN,

Address:
(Number and Street)

Respondent's name: .

(City and State)

Interviewer's Name:

Length of Interview: Date:

Interviewer's comments (cooperativeness, etc. of respondent):

4
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1. you tell me how many students you have in your class?i..

2. Do you know (approximately) how. many of your students are
"target" com'pensato'ry educa.tion (e. g. , Title I Program)students? .

yes, h.ow many?

No, I ddn't know.

Not certain how many such students.

I don't th-Thk there are any such students. ---

SKIP-TO

QUESTION #3

Do.ny of these compensatory education students receive any oftheir. math (reading) instruction in the regular classroom? (If
"YES") Who usually is involved with their instruction?
Math Reading

' (1) No

(2) Yes, I (the regular teacher)

(3), Yes;! an aide

(4) Yes, another teacher (what is his/her job title?)

(specify):

2B. Do any of the "target" compensatory students receive any of their'
'math (reading) instruction in some other setting? (If "YES") couldyou explain ?-

Math--",,Reading

(L)
. ,

In p. special. ,.."lab',' clags or math (reading)
room: . _. .

.(2) Special ."lab" class, but not only for.corn-
pensatork educatiori students.

(3) Other (specify):

ter-
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/

Mow, I'd like to ask.you about how your class as a whole is organizer)
for instructional purposes..

.-3. 'Fir St, vve have foundthat many teachers have some' set of Objec-
tives that guid'elheir instructional efforts. Some teachers work
from a forrrkal written list of such objectives which must b
followed; other tehchers have a list of objectives but they eep it
in their heads-. " Do you organite your teaching efforts in math

(reading) around SPECIFIC instructional objectives?

Math Reading

(1) No objectives (INTERVIEWER: Probe to be
certain. Wen thank respondent -fop their coop-
eration and terminate interview. )

(21 Yes, a`formal 'written list who generated`
it?)

(3) Yes, ,"keep'objectives in my head.",.-.
(0 Yes,' Other (specify): .:

3A. Could you give me some examples of MATH (READING) objectives?
r

(INTERVIEWER: Help resjfondent identify 2-3 objectives, for both
MATH-and READING. Guidance should be given
to obtain objectives that are 1) specific, 'pertain.-
ingo instruction that normally requires 1-2.
wgeks_ to complete and 2) behavioral, descriking
something. that studente would do, ,and focus

.on one student. EXAMP40E: "The student will
be able to select from a grotip the word which
rhymes with a spoken word.) ;,

1.

M
A. 2;

:44.12_7f -

3. i
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4. In thinking about the Math (reading) ob tines- just Jisteci as well
as other such objectives that apply to an students in your class-
room,' would you say that 411 of your students work on the same
set of objectives'or are there objectives. that a ply only to some

0

of your students.

Math. .Reading

-(Check one. for both'math and )reading)'
;

.

set of

,. Cle
(1) , All students work oh, the same

. objectives.

! .

y.

(2) 11 students 'work on a "core -set" of objec-
, tires, at least some stud fits work,on a few

other objectives.

(3) All students within an instructional group
work on the same set of objectives; triter-

0 'group differences

(4) All S-tiidentstwithin an instructional group
workon a "core -set" of objectives, while
at least some of th,e, students in the group
work on other objectives: major intergroup
differences.

(5) All students work on significantly different
sets of objectives, although a few objectives
are applied to most of the students.

.1
f::'

(6) All students .,v2/70k-r-on Completely different
sets of objectives; no,,students ever work on
the same objective"

(INTERVIEWER: Probe to,rnake certain
that no objectives are applied to more than

tone student in theclass even over the course
of a school year. IF THE PROBE DOES
NOT POINT TO A DIFFERENT RESPONSE,
thank the respondent Tor-his/her cooperation
and terminate interview.

H-5.
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Math. *Reading

0,

(7) Other '(specify):
0

Can you tell me how these objectives are set? (Check one for
both math and reading.)

Math Reading

..11

V.

:,, --i.,
. 4:1' 4te
(1) Prior'to start of year, administrator§ or P -,4.

teachers 'prescribe the set of-objeVve§- that;' ,,

the class(gradelevel) will work on.

(2) Instructional' materials or commercial pro-
.

grams provide/a set of objectives that are e

applied to students using them.

(3) Students decide (via a vote, etc.) the -set of
objedfiires to be worked on by the class.

'(4) Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes ,

the set of Objectives that the class will work
on.

(5) Teachir diagnoses students and assigns
them to instructional group for which a set
of objectives is preScribed, (group sizes ):

.

(6) Individual students choose the objectives
that they'will work on.

(7) teacher and student negotiate a "contract,"
specifying the set of objectives to be worked
on.'

(8) Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes, which objective% they'shquld work on as
indiNiditals; 0

(9) , Other (specify);

H-6
O
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5: With regard to, the math (reading) objectives on which several
or all of your students work, do these students proceed through
this set of objectives in the same order or do, some of these ..

, students work on objectives in different sequences? (Check for
both math and reading)

Math Reading

(1)

O

(Z)

(3)

2

.11

(4)

(5).

All of these students proceed through the
set of objectives in the Sam.e order.

Most of the students proceed throughtithe'
set of objectives in the same order, some
in different sequences.

All students- within instructional groups pro-
ceed through the set of objectives in the
same order; intergroup differences'.
(NOTE: Thisimplies that the instructional
groups work on a corrri'ncFhset or subset of
objectives. )

None (or very few) of these students work
on theset of objectives in the same. order. .

Other (specify):.

5A How is the sequence of objectives determined?

Math Reading

%.1

(1) Sequence is 'determined by subject matter,
instructional materials or teachers' and
administrators' decisions prior to the be-

.ginning of the year.

(2) Students decide (via a vote, etc.) the se-
. quence on which the objectives will be

worked by the crass as a whole.

(3) Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes
'the sequence on which objectives will be
worked for the entire class.

H-7
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Math Reading .
(4) .Teacher diagnoses students and assigns theM,

to an instructional group for which the se-
quence of objectives is determined (group
sizes):

(5).:Individual students choose the sequence on
which they will work on objectiVes:

,(6) Teacher dnd student negotiate "contract"
specifying the sequence for working on
objectives.

t'

\
4111.

(7) Teacher diagnoses studentb and prescribes
the sequenceon which objectives will be
worked on -

(8) Other (specify):

6. Still thinking about the math (rei.dint) objectives on which /several.
or all of your students work, are el students allotted the same
amount of time in working on particular objectives or are some
stu'defpts given more time than Others? (Check one for both Math
and,reading.)

Math Reading

I,

(1) -All students allotted the same amount of time
-9 , -

(2) - Mbst students allotted the same amount of .

'time, ',a few'givenmoreA,or ketls time
a

s (3) students; within a group allotted same :;
'amount of time; intergroup difference.

, `
44) Most students with a grotip allotted same

amount of time;.'intergroup,differences.
. . .

(5) No students are allotted the,same amount'. ..0f time, each 'student given a different time yr

allotment. .
-,

0-

(6) Other (specify):

p

1
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6A. What determ1 ines the
,,
amount bf time that is allotted to students

to work on particular objectives ? - (Check one for both math and
. reading.).

Math Reading

-

'

-f

/*.

25

(1) Time allotted is determined by instructional
materials and/or teacher/administrator
decision prior to beginning of the school
year. .

(2) Students decide (4ia, a vote, etc-7) the amount
of time that the class will spend in working
on particular objectives.

(3) Teacher diagnoses students and'prescribes
1, how much time the class will spend work-

ing on pairticular objectives.

-41 Teacher diagnoses students, dtc. ,and
assigns therrito an instructional group for.
which the length: of time spent in working bn
given:objectives is determined.

(5, Individual students a.7ork on particular ob.:
jCtives until they have completed them.

(6 'Tea-cher` diagnoses students and allots time
for working on particular objectives accord-

,ingly..;
7 Other (specify)T---.

4

7. Again, thinking,abo the math (reading), objectives on which sev-
eral or all of your students work, do all ofthe'se students use the
same instructional. aterials'When working on particular objec-
tikres or do some of es students use different materials'?
(Check one for both ath and reading.)

Math. Readin

/

All.,student's usethe same materials.

ost u;se the same materials, some use
ifferent ones.

Hr9..
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Math 'Reading

(3)

a%

All students within group use same materi-
als; intergroup differences.

(4) Most students in group use same materials;
intergroup differences.

(5) None of the students use the same materials,
all use different ones.

(6) Other (specify):
rt

7A. For particular objectives how are instructional materials selected?

Math Reading

(1) Materials determined by teacher and/or
administrator decision prior to beginning
of school year.

(2) Students decide (via a vote", etc.) which
materials will be used when working on
particular objectives.

(3) Teacher diagnoses studenti3,and selects'
the materials to:he usectl mrnonly by the'

i.-entire class.

(4) Teacher diagnoses 'students and assigns 'them
to instructional groupsfoor which instruc-
tional materials are selected.' 1/4

(5) Individual students choose the materials they
will use when working On particular objec-
tives.

(6) Teacher and student negotiate "contract"
specifying the materials to be used.when
working given. objectives.

(7) Teacher diagnoses students.and prescribes
for individuals which materials will be used
a.ccordingly:

i
(8) Other "(specify):

.}1-10
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Additionally, with respect to. the math (readind. objectives on
which several or all bf your students work, do you act basically`
the same way when dealing with all students or do you do different.
things with different students. (Check one for both math and
reading)

Math Reading

`(1) Teacher does basically the same thing with
411 students who are working on particular
3Glectives.

(2) Teacher does`-baaidally-the"sa-me;with-moit
students, some. r.eceiv.4., di,ffer.ent

(3) All students within an instrUCtiona.U.r.oupo
are treated in the same

....___Leacher; intergroup dffferences. .t5= :$ C-00

(4) Most students within an instructional group
are treated in the sarne.maruier:,....s.orbe.--...---...
intragroUp differences and significant
ntergroup differences.

(5) Teacher does basically different things with
almost every student who is working on
particular objectives.

(6) Other (specify):

8A. How do you determine how you should act when dealing with .

various students? (Check one fox both math and .reading. )

Math Reading

(1) Teacher has developed with experience the
best things to do with all students who ate'
working on particular objective's.

(2) Students' decide (via a vote, etc. ) what kinds
of things.theteacher should do in working
with the entire class.

(3) Teacher diagnoses students and decides'
what would be the beat things to do when

, ,working with the entire class. Yx

H-11
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.1,z:

.."4`

Math '

A

. 4

V

(4).. Tischer' diagnoses students and assigns
them to instructional groifp's for Which the
things that the teacher does in working with
students is. determined.

(5) Individual students determine''(by asking)
what the teacher' does in working with them.'

- -.VT-
. ... ..... .... , ................-_, ,.. ..!

,
'(6) .Teacher and student negotiate "contract"

. specifying the things thatite teacher should. . .........60. .. . .
. . . .. - . .

1,Z=z 6., &GP .1.6.- CI.T. .,-",, ...,-,6._,.......1,--cd.A 4,,r-- ., 6 6.,-, 64- .,. k. ,.. :...."41CLi`a working with the student on particular
-----f--:::7.7':-:----.. --:-...,----- ....----7---- objective's.

.. . -..... :.....b.:7 .. . . .....a. .... .. a,-..-..r,. .

. ..*.--:: ..,u,....- , -
.....-._ -- . ......- . - .......--.

6 661t,/1.7

....
., _ ... .

..... sr.nas=1 t4
,s.,, .,

,..,. ,

9. Arcathecluestion abCyut the math (reading) objectipes'ro7n which sev-
eral or all of your students work, do all of these'students work on
particular. objectives in the same physical settings, or do some of
these students work in different settings? Tor example, do some
students work at a desk, while other work on the floor and still
others work somewhere outside the aassroom or perhaps off the
school.grounds. (check one for both math and/reading.)

/-.

Math , Rea:cin ..
/ .

. .

'(1) All work,in_ Same phyiical setting.
-

.

, (2) st work in same/ithysical setting', some
different ones.-.: ,

(3) All students in group work $n same physical
?betting; intergroup dffferen. c

h
es.'

e . _

(7) Teacher diagnoses students and determines
the best things to do with each student who
'is working on particular objectives.

(8) Other (specify):

1A

. e :cal. t 0 4etti,q; 'nteigroup differences.
:. ' 4

,, 3
, 1

, (5)1/ None Xvo:rk in same physical setting, all
(Q A

9 4 work qn 'different ones.
b

I) ,q/
'4 i (6); 4 pecify):

0 4 '43 :It r
io .. A

1 . tt / '4
f: '. t 1 '0

' . .

..,/ ,° . 1- 1. . 0

0

i

0

4 I

(4) !Most students'in group work in same physi-

^-31

4 40

as
0
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9A. How is the physical setting determined forstudents working on
particular objectives? (Check one,for both math and reading. )

Math Reading""

(1) Limited ficilities, sclitOol regulations,' or
subject matter determine where students -

work

(2) Students decide (via a vote, etc. ) where the
entire class or'group will work on particular
objectives.

(3).i Teacher diagnoses students and determines
where the entire class will work on particu-
lar obiectives.

(4) Teacher diagnoses students and assigns'
them to an instructional group for which the
setting is determined.

(5) Individual students choose where they will
work on particular objectives.

(6) Teacher and' student negotiate "contract"
specifying where' particular objectives will
be worked on.

Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes
for individuals where they will.woik on par-
ticular objectives.

(8) Other (specify):

10. Furthermore,, with regard to the math (reading) objectives on
which at least several students work, do all-of these students
work on particulal- objectives in the same.kincrof _social settings
or do some students work alone, while others work in small
groups, or in' larger groups? (Check for both math and reading. )

Math Reading

.1

(1) All students work in the sarn size group
(the entire class).

4#
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Math Reading

II (2)

(3)

J

.
All student work alone.

All students within an instruction
work together, thus all students i
'work in approximately the same s

(4) Most students within, an instructio
work together, though a few work
ally or in subgroups.

(5) Students work in many diffe'rent si
groups, which are created fok wor
particular objectives and not for a
in a subject

(6) Other (specify):

1 group,
the class

ze group.

al group...,
ndividu4

ed
ing on
all work

10A. ow do you determine-who is grouped together when wor
articular objectives? (Check one for both math and rea

ath,... Reading

ing on

(-1), All students who are working on a giVen
jectiye work together. .

(2) Ability groupings determinc the other stu,
dents with whom a, student works on par--
ticular objectives.

(3) 'Ability groupings determine the other stu-
'dents with whom most students work on
particular objectives; some students work
together because they like each other or
because teacher thinks they work well
together.

, (4)- All students choose who they iill work with
on particular objectives. ,

_

.?5) Teacher diagnewes studentsrand.decides on
the basis of. something other than ability-
who isgiouped together to work on particu-
lai objectives.

H-14
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A

Math ,

a

Reading Y

1
(6) Other .(specify):

Finally, with respect to the math (reading) objectives on whichAt least several students work,, do all of these students engagein the same kind Of activity or do different students do different
kinds, of things (e.g., reading vs. writing or talking) while work-ing on particular objectives?, (Check ohe for both math -andreading. )

Math 42) Reading

(1) All students working on the kEme objective
engsage in the same activity.

(2) Most students working on,the same objec-
tive engage in the same activity; a few do

.different things:

(3) All 'students within instructional groups
engage in the sanneactivities when working
do partitcular ob'jectivesrin,tergroup differ-
ences in activity for those'working on the
same objectives.

(4) Most students within instructional grbups,
engage in the same activities; some

'intragroup differences and significant
intergroup differences.

(5) Nt5ne (or few) of the students wo'rking on
given objectives engage in the carpe activi-
ties; most or all students do different things.

(6) Other (specify):

11A. ow do you deteitnine what kinds df things students do when 'Work-
g on particular objectilfee.''. ' <

-2.6 1
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Math Reading"::' r`- -4-

ghat concludes this interview. THANK YOU R CH FOR YOUR
'TIME AND COOPERATION.!!! After t ele.- .ne screening has been
completed and final decisions .abo ple 'have been made (by the
beginning of next school yea , yo ill be notified'if your classroom
has been selected for e epth study and will be given further
instructions abo udy and your involvementth it.

A'

(1); Activity ileterrnIned-by ,niaiP-rials 'or teacher ..
anaor adniintstrator decision prior to4art

.ofyea _
r.. 0. - , ,,

. .,- ..._.
,_

2

- ,(2) Students decide (viaa .vote, 'etc.) what --

activities: the, class will, do when working on ..-

given objectives. :, w.
t

(6) Teacher cliagrioses students and prescribes
the activities that the el:itire class will:
engage in tggether.

.

(4) Teacher diagnoses studen s and assigns .them
to an instructional group for1whith the, type -1

of activity to be done while working on given
objectives is prescribed. .

- "
(5) Individual studentschoose,the type of activity

to be don.e in.warking on given objectives.
vo

(6) Teacher and student negotiate "contract"
specifying the type of activity to.,bp done in

',working on particular objectives. .

`(7) Teacher diagnoses students and prescribes
for individuals the type of activity to be
done.in working on particular, objectives

:(8) Other (specify):
rr

It. Do you have any further quest'.
4.0

COO.PERATION",6

4

? THANK YOU fAGAIII-WOR YOUR

H-16
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APPENDIX I. LIST OF POTENTIAL SAMPLE PROGRAMS

(From Pilot Telephone Screening)
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List of Potential Sample 3rdGrade Classrooms
.% from Pilot Telephone Screening :

(Corresponds to descriptive infOrmation in ExhibitLII-1)

1. Wendy Woehler, Maple Elementary, Rockford, Illinois

2. Betty'Stoggens., Baskin Elementary, San Antonio, Texas

3. Helene Augustine, Lockett Elementary, New Orleans, Louisiana

4. Polly Lovin, Westminister Elementary, Westminister, South

Carolina

Phyllis Freedman, 'Coggeshall Elementary, Newport, Rhode
an

.,..
6. Mary Bell, Alexander. Hillsboro Elementary, Tampa, Florida

.

.

7. Anna Mitchel, Sinclairville Elementary, Sinclairville, New YOrkk ',

. , . t .

\ . O.

1

, t. A

e . ,,Della H,oggan, Black
".

shear Elementary, Houston, Texas

9. Marvin Barcken, Escalante Valley Elementary, Be'ryl, Utah '

10. Daniel Levy (Principal reporting on striking teacher's classroom),

Public School #11, Brooklirn, New York

'11. Phyllis Brown; Melvin,H., Kreps Elerrientary, ,East Windsor,
New Jersey

Christine Powlsen, Smith Park Elementary, Los Angeles, California

13. :Jill Hewitt, Thomas Johnson Elementary, Baltimore, Maryland.

14. Emma Jackson, New Augusta Attendance- Center, New Augusta,

Mississippi

15. ,Suzanne Pearson, Ruriliels Elementary, Runnells, Iowa

16. Phyllis Dotson, century Park Elementary, Inglewood, California

17. Gayle Behm, .Roosevelt Elementary, Scotts Bluff, Nebraska

W. Kathy Brunnex, Thornton Elementary, Thorntcn, Colorado

19. ,Terria, BOrkin, Nichols Elmentary, Detroit,- Michigan

1-2
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1.

-.;1-2411.i1'.141ebecca M2Clure, Daniel Weiss Elementary, Indianapolis,
Indiana

21. Gloria Kellan, Iowa Maple Elementary, Cleveland, -Ohio

22. Mae- Neal, Morvia'Primary Scho,o1 #105,, Baltimore, Maryland

Elementary,Des -Moines, -Iowa

24. Ellen Doyle, Lincoln Avenue Elementary, Springfield, Massachusetts

25, Patty Bowen, Ridgecrest Elementary, Phenix City, Alabama'

26. Sara Brody, Wintonburg Elementary, Bloomfield, Connecticutt

27, TheresaSzwabo, Walnut Grove Elementary, Ferguson, Missouri

28. Marcia Goldstein, A. F. Herrd,on Elementary, Atlanta, Georgia.
29. John Thigpen, Camelia Elementary, Sacra-knento,. California

30. Betty Smith, James Wadsworth' Elementary, Chicago, Illinois.
31. Ruby Valley Springs Elementary, Valley Springs,

Arkansas

32. Yevette Witkins, 12th Street Elementary,. Milwaukee, Wisconsin

33. Ramona,Kirby, Soroco Elementary, Yampa, Colorado

34. Nancy Yonkee, Bfaadus Elementary, Broadus, Montana

35. Elaine Wilson, Broadway Elementavry; Venice, California

36.' Kathy Briggs, Robert Kennedy Elementary, San Jose, California

Jackie Hall, 'Myrtle Tate Elementary, Las ,Vegas; Nevada
1

37.

.38. Diane Shope, Alderman School, Greensboro,, Ncirth Carolina

39. Ruth Bayers, 18th,Avenue Elementary, NeWark, New Jersey

40. Vera Greenwood, 116th Street Elementasry, Los Angeles, California

41. Carolyn Szymanski, Rose School, Detroit, Michigan

.'4/6
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